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Expression
through time delay.
Time delay has become increasingly important to
musicians and engineers as a way to color musical
sounds and create spatial illusions. MXR 's Flanger/
Doubler and Digital Delay have proven to be effective
tools for the musically creative professional who
requires a wide range of performance possibilities
from a precise and cost effective time delay unit.
Both the MXR Flanger /Doubler and Digital Delay offer
a flexible system of controls which provide ultimate
freedom fcr creative expression. They feature
frequency sweep and width controls, a mix control
(between the dry and the delayed signals). a
regeneration control for additional intensity'and multiple
repeats on doubling and echoes. and a delay bypass
jack which enables the user to employ a footswitch to
bypass the unit entirely for instantaneous cut -offs of
time delay effects. Both units represent an expandable
system. arid can be easily ganged together or
interfaced with other instruments and recording gear.
The MXR z langer /Doubler provides a manual control
over delay time, and rear panel connections offering full
remote de ay time adjustments and a VCA output
suitable fo- stereo ganging of two units. The MXR
Flanger / Doubler can switch easily between flanging
and doubling modes. and two LED indicators are
provided for easy visual monitoring of sweep speed
and range

sounds. It offers a time delay range of 2E to 5
milliseconds in the flanging mode and 17.5 to 70
milliseconds in the doubling mode.
The MXR Digital Delay offers a continuos range of
delay times from 08 to 320 milliseconds. This range of
delay times is expandable with three optional memory
cards. in 320 millisecond increments to 1280
milliseconds, with full bandwidth (20Hz to 20kHz)
capability to 160 milliseconds. The Digital Delay
features push button controls for varying ielay ranges.
A level control regulates the input signal to prevent
overloading of the unit's circuitry, and LEDs monitor the
input level and indicate whether the effect is in or out.
At fixed delay times the Digital Delay is perfectly suited
for "traditional" delay applications such as "slap echo,'
discrete echoes. and synchronization of speakers in PA
applications. By adjusting sweep frequency, mix,
regeneration. and level controls, the Digital Delay offers
additional effects which include doubling slanging, pitch
alteration (vibrato. pitch bending). frequency
modulating, and infinite (non -deteriorating) repeat hold.
The MXR Flanger /Doubler and Digital Delay are
designed for use in the studio and on stage, with line or
instrument levels. They're reliable, delivering a clean
signal consistently, with a dynamic range exceeding 80
dB. And as with all MXR Pro Group products. optional
road cases are available. For the serious artist. the
MXR Flanger /Doubler and Digital Delay are the
versatile tools which provide the key that will unlock his
creative musical imagination.

The Flanger /Doubler is capable of producing infinite
varieties of flanging. hard reverberation. vibrato, and
numerous doubling effects including subtle chorus
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Expression
through equalization.
The MXR Dual- Fifteen Band and Thirty -One Band
equalizers ar3 cost effective electronic signal
processors designed to meet the most exacting
equalization -equirements in a wide range cif
professional applications.
The MXR Dual- Fifteen Band equalizer can 5e used to
tailor the frequency response of two sides cf a stereo
system. or it can act as two separate mono equalizers.
In performance one channel can equalize the house
system. while the other is used indeFendertly in the
stage monitor line adjusting frequency response and
minimizing the possibility of feedback. In the studio the
Dual-Fifteen Band equalizer can be used to
compensate for control room acoust cs.
The MXR Thirty -One Band equalizer provides
maximum cetail in the most demancing ecualization
applications. It can be used in pairs tor ultimate stereo
control. or Li live performance interfaced with PA
systems and other instruments. The Thirty-One Band
equalizer is also the perfect tool for Condit oning film or
video sourd tracks. and in mastering appfcations.
The spacirg of frequency bands on ISO centers (2/3
octave in tie Dual- Fifteen Band: 1/3 octave in the
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Thirty -One Band) and a flexible system of controls otter
superior accuracy in frequency equalization. Each band
can be boosted or cut over a range of ±12 dB. Cleat.
readable markings alongside each level control allow
for quick and accurate checks of equalization settings.
and aid in resetting the sliders to predetermined
positions. The tight mechanical action of the sliders
prevents slips during indelicate handling.
The MXR Pro Group equalizers afford maximum
control of frequencies while maintaining the highest
level of sonic integrity. The Dual- Fifteen and Thirty-One
Band equalizers both have a dynamic range exceeding
110 dB and. as all MXR Pro Group products. will dr ve
low impedance lines. Audio signal. including transients.
is reproduced faithfully due to a high slew rate and a
wide bandwidth.
The MXR Dual- Fifteen and Thirty-One Band equal zers
are designed to withstand the demands of a
professional road and studio schedule. Their superior
design and superb craftmanship reflect MXR's
continuing commitment to the manufacture of the
highest quality electronic signal processors for today's
creative artists.
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v been a search for new and
of music
o
usic has forever
expanded means of expression in sound. In every age,
composers, performers, and instrument builders have sought
out new ways to broaden their creative range. By leading in the
development of new musical technology, MXR is carrying on
this progressive tradition and pushing it to its limits.
THEhistory
st ry

We currently produce some of the most sophisticated electronic
signal processors in the history of the art. Our graphic
equalizers, time delays, and our new Pitch Transposer are just a
few of the products we're developing to give the contemporary
artist the control and freedom he needs to create what he hears.
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The Dimension D
The problem wits many special effects s that they hare a tendency to
become specialized effects. Rather
than being integral -o a performance.
They become situp y the frosting on
the cake, used only occasionally
because their very nature makes
constant use tiresome.
But what if the fundamental sound
itself s lacking? What if you want to
give i- some life without having to put it
through a wringer for improvement?
For ypu Roland offers Dimension
the Uneffect.
The Dimension D changes the life of
your Sound without changing the
souni itself. Electric and electronic
musical instruments are enriched
with a depth and livleness that they

D-

never had before fundamentally the
same. but deeper and richer. Like wisE. acoustic instruments and vocals
are richened and thickened when you
amplify or record them. They're given
back the brilliance they had live.
The Dimension D is not a device that
will be relegated to sitting in a bank
of equipment. rarely used. On the
con-rary, the Dimension D is likely to
become as integral to the creation
of sound as any other element. Once
you turn it on. you won't turn it off.
The Dimension D can work on either
a mano or a stereo signal. and also
has the capability to generate a
stereo field. And if you dont want
to turn the Dimension D off. you
wort have to, because its signal -toCIRCLE 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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noise ratio is better than 90 db.
The Dimension D is not an effect,
s really an experience. It won't
isn t suoposed to.
blow you away
That s because some effects are
not measured by their intensity. but
by their subtlety.

-it

Enclose $1.00 for a copy cf the
Roland Rack catalog.
RolandCorp US
2401 Saybrook Ave.
Los Angeles. CA 90040
(213) 685 -5141

Ik

')Roland

We Design the Future

New realms of expression

from MXR.
renders these often offensive noises into a subtle
vibrato which blends with the music, and is, in some
cases, virtually inaudible. The result is a processed
signal which is musical and usable.
We have been able to maintain a high level of sonic
integrity in this most versatile signal processor. The
frequency response of the processed signal is beyond
10 kHz, with a dynamic range exceeding 80 dB.
A micro computer based display option allows the user
to read the created harmonic interval in terms of a pitch
ratio, or as a musical interval (in half steps). This
unique feature allows the pitch to be expressed in a
language meaningful to both musiciars and engineers.
We designed our Pitch Transposer as a practical
musical tool for those actively involved in creative
audio. It reflects our commitment to provide the highest
quality signal processors with the features and
performance that will satisfy the creative demands of
today's musical artist. See your MXR dealer.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave.,
Rochester, New York 14613, (716) 254 -2910

The Pitch Transposer is MXR's newest addition to our
professional line. It is one of our most innovative
products, and possibly the most revolutionary signal
processor in the music industry today. It is a unique,
high -quality unit which provides a cost effective and
flexible package for today's creative artists.
The Pitch Transposer extends your musical boundaries
by creating live instrumental and vocal harmonies. It
has 4 presets which allow the artist to predetermine the
intervals to be processed. Transposed intervals can be
preset anywhere from an octave below to an octave
above the original pitch. The chosen interval is
activated by means of touch controls or a rugged
footswitch. LED indicators display which of the four
presets has been selected.
A mix control is provided, enabling the unit to be used
in one input of a mixing console, or with musical
instrument amplifiers. A regeneration control provides
for the recirculation of processed signals, creating more
and more notes, depending upon the selected interval.
This results in multitudes of voices or instrumental
chords. An entire new range of sound effects and
musical textures, unattainable with any other type of
signal processor, is suddenly at your fingertips.
With many other pitch transposition devices a splicing
noise, or glitch, is present. The MXR Pitch Transposer

MXR
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Products Group
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PROFILE: PRODUCER
ROY THOMAS BAKER
By Jim McCullaugh
With a studio track record that includes
the likes of Queen, the Cars, Journey and
Foreigner, and a talent for having more than
one album at a time on the charts, RTB
recently took some time off to tell us how he
manages this remarkable career.

ççS !()l.4 W!TH 1_47rrnfs 1AnN!rr3rt7
By Sheryl Roberts
Truly a "keyboard wizard" (to alter a popular
phrase), the indefatigable Mr. Hancock took
time out during the amazing sessions that
resulted in Monster to talk with MR &M about
a subject he knows more about than just
about anyone -the interface of music and
technology.

46

-O`HING YOUR TEAC 3340
By Craig Anderton
Two truly popular items -the Teac 3340 and
our own do- it- yourself articles proved too
tempting a combination for Mr. Anderton

-

who devised a "footswitchable" solution for
the musician with only two hands!

THE PUBLISHER'S TRACK

4
11

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TALK BACK
The technical Q & A scene.

22

THE PRODUCT SCENE
By Norman Eisenberg
30
The notable and the new, with a comment
on cures for the "common cold."

iNEWSICAL
By Fred Ridder
New products for the musician.

NOTL.
By Craig Anderton
For its premiere report, NOTES examines the
Korg X -911 Guitar Synthesizer.
AMRIFNNT

sr) Nr

-

By Len Feldman
This month we examine the effects
any
of the consumer -type, laser- optical videodisc
on audio recording.

-if

By Norman Eisenberg
and Len Feldman

r'nfo 9r, PJrYT

!

!!r!

Session with the Brothers Johnson
Profile: Joan Armatrading
and lots more!

A

Special test reports on premium open -reel
tapes from: Ampex, BASF, Fuji, Maxell,
Scotch (3M), Sony and TDK.

`JANDS.e'1 REPOT`
By Jim Ford and John Murphy
Omni Craft GT -4 Noise Gate
\r!r+v,r

Cover Photo: Ashiki Taylor

Hancock Photos: Ashiki Taylor
Roy Thomas Baker Photos: Lynn McAfee
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Reviews of albums by Linda Ronstadt, Pink
Floyd, Marianne Faithful, Count Basie, Cecil
Taylor, Joe Pass and Sir Edward Elgar.
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Regular observant readers probably noticed a somewhat different cover logo this month. We have incorporated the word
"Music" into our original title of Modern Recording, while deleting
our tag line: "Serving Today's Music /Recording- Conscious
Society." (I'll wait here while you scurry to find a past issue ..
see, the line was there; why would lie ?)
That tag line was originally used to describe a "society" that
when MR began five years ago was merely embryonic. It was
emerging. Modern Recording believed in that market, and consequently became a major force in shaping it. Now, five years
later, the addition of the word "Music" is necessary because you,
the reader (and the music and recording industry's technological
developments-hail to digital technology!), have become so
sophisticated as to require it.
No longer do the great divisions between musician and recordist exist. Musicians are now recordists; recordists are musicians.
Audiophiles want the best in music; musicians want the best in
audio equipment. The "ivory tower" types have gone much the
way of the pterodactyl and the thirty -cent gallon of gas. Today's
musician very rarely states: "Don't talk to me about technical
matters -I'm an artiste." Nor do recordists and "live" sound
mixers frown upon musicians because of superior technical
expertise. The groups have come together, because in 1980 to
have a complete lack of musical or technical knowledge is to be
doomed to failure.
The movement all of us became involved in several years ago
has now come of age. And we at Modern Recording & Music feel
happy and proud that we were there in the beginning.
There will be no great changes in our editorial format. But you
will see added coverage for the musician who is serious about
knowing all he or she can regarding the latest in electronic
musical equipment: guitars, pickups, amplifiers, electronic keyboards and special effects units. The initial proof of this coverage
is this month's debut of "Notes," our new review column for the
musician. Read it carefully; "Notes" gives you a perfect example
of the added dimension.
More and more musicians have been subscribing to and reading MR because of its unique approach: it provides a working
insight not found anywhere else. It doesn't just introduce them to
the new "toys," it also tells how to use those toys ... properly.
Musicians consider us an inside path to greater musical perception and expanded creativity.
The staff of Modern Recording & Music is very excited about
the future of recording, music and "live" sound, and you can be
sure that we will continue to be your best source of information on
that future.
.

I

Stay in tune,

516- 883-5705
Cowan Publisling Corp.: Richard A. Cowan, Chairman of
the Board & President. Cary L. Cowan, Vice President:
Jack N. Schneider, Vice President, Marketing: Marc L.
Gilman, Credit Manager: Amy C. Gilman, Secretary)
Treasurer: Sanford R. Cowan. Founder F. President
Emeritus.

Editorial contributions should be addressed to
Editor, Modern Recording & Music, 14
Vanderventer Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 11050.
Unsolicited manuscripts will be treated with care
and must be accompanied by return postage.
The
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Studiomaster
We have never been ones to sit around and watch others progress.
Instead, we prefer to be the leaders. And in our field, that is how
many regard us. So we apply our energy to expansion ... growth in
every phase of the development of our products.
Our mixers are expandable. Studiomaster was first with the add-on
module concept in affordable professional grade mixers. Whether you
select our 12X2b or 16X4 units, neither will ever limit your group or
studio to its original capacity. By our four -channel -at -a -time expander
modules, a 12X2 can become a 24X2 in minutes. A 16X4 will change
into a 20X4 almost immediately, and without the hassle of dangling
cables that can cause shorting or transporting difficulty.
Our features are expanding. As pioneers in the more- feature -perdollar area, Studiomaster was the first to offer 5 way equalization on
an affordable mixer. We still are. Our 16X4 mixer was the first studio
quality desk that allowed the operator to have a separate stage (or
studio) mix for the performers while still sending an independant,
'unaffected mix to the tape recorder. No competition yet. And now,
our mixers come with direct in /out channel patching as standard
equipment, just one example of our expanded features.

Our product line is expanding.

is

Expanding

mixing console designed for 8 track studios and live performance. We,
offer the professional touring band the most affordable 20X8 monitor
mixer available. And we now manufacture three and five way stereo
crossovers which solve the complex speaker system problems of large
concert arenas. We even make the coolest running, smoothest sounding 225 watt /channel amplifier around, too.
Did we say we're
expanding?
The only thing that really hasn't kept pace with our other phases
of expansion is our price tag. It has escalated only a fraction in two
years
and that only to justify the extras we offer. So we are
still the most affordable 16X4 mixer that money can buy in our performance category.
Maybe you should consider expanding your studio's or group's
ability to create. Give us a call at (800) 854-6219 nationally or
(714) 528 -3360 in California. We will give you the name of the
Studiomaster dealer closest to you. If you visit him this month for
a Studiomaster demonstration, you can receive a Studiomaster Tshirt free from us. Visit him soon to see the continually expanding
possibilities of Studiomaster products.

...

Studiomaster now has a 16X8

For more information about Studiomaster products, please write to Craig Buffington, National
Sales Manager, Studiomaster, Box 55, Atwood, California, 92601.
CIRCLE 83 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MTR-90: The Machine
You Helped Design.
After extensive consultation with

to mate a super- rugged, precision
top plate directly to a unitized,
welded steel chassis to make it
strong enough to withstand the most
rigorous studio or remote work.

you, the people who depend on
professional audio machinery
for their livelihood, we found that a
new generation of two-inch master
recorder was required to meet your
demands. You wanted better tape
handling, increased performance,
greater creative flexibility; yOu
needed adaptation to multi -machine
interlock, compact design, better
serviceability and the number one
priority -greater reliability. You
felt that contemporary technology
could be incorporated into an
affordable machine. We felt the
same way.
Here is the result of a collective
vision -our engineering and your
current and future needs-THE
OTARI MTR -90.

Electronics

engineering single card circuitry, OTARI has refined "state of- the -art" electronics by reducing the complexity and expense of
multiple card assemblies. Active
mixing of audio and bias in the record
circuitry and proper utilization of high
slew rate integrated op -amps and
discrete components at critical stages
are your best assurance of aural
success.
The modular approach of the
MTR -90's digitally controlled transport logic achieves a higher level of
reliability along with the "real world"
considerations for rapid diagnosis
and serviceability.
By

The OTARI Optimal Tape Guidance System

esearch has proven that impeccable tape handling can be
achieved by a servo -controlled,
symmetrical, and uniformly distributed constant tension tape path
utilizing a wide diameter (60 mm)
pinch -rollerless capstan. This
elegantly simple method of
controlling tape movement
s
eliminates the problems of
stretch and wear, which are
generic to many conventionally designed 2" pinch -roller
type transports. With the
MTR -90 the only tape drive
contact is on the tougher tape
backing, thus allowing for the
first time, virtually unlimited
safe passes with your
valuable 2" master tape.
e

R

ncluded with every MTR -90 is the
CB -104 Remote Session Controller.
Offering total flexibility while pro-

o000

Factory support through a large
domestic parts inventory, thorough documentation and
communicative personnel versed
in all aspects of studio equipment,
are integral parts of the MTR -90's
presentation to the professional. A
network of the finest and most

experienced audio dealerships is
the final link in your assurance of
OTARI's comprehensive approach
to the professional recording
community.
e
The OTARI machine has
become The New Workhorse.
And now, the advanced
MTR -90: The New Workhorse
for two -inch, multi -track
16/24 channel audio production.
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Contact your nearest
dealer for a demo and detailed
color brochure. Get your ears
on the tape machine you
helped design!
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The integrity of the entire
tape machine is de-

1

pendent on the long te m stability of the top
plate, its supporting frame
and the integration of its
head assembly. OTARI
it

and more.
The optional CB -107 Memory
Locator, which physically mates
with the CB -104 Session Controller
maximizes your efficiency and
creativity with your clients' time. It
features ten keyboard assignable
memories, shuttle function, and
independent, built-in stopwatch.

The Man /Machine Interface

The OTARI Unitized Transport

engineers felt

viding immediate understanding
on your first session, the CB -104
accomplishes mode selection
faster than any other remote
available. There's "positive feel"
switching- important under session
pressure; flexible standby mode
monitoring, master switching, single control simulated punch in /outs
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CALIFORNIA
Express Sound
Costa Mesa
Sound Genesis
San Francisco
Westlake Audio
Los Angeles
NEW YORK
Martin Audio
New York

The CB-107 Memory Locator and the CB -104 Remote Session Controller.

The New Workhorse
I

Otari Corporation, 1559 Industrial Road, San Carlos, CA 94070, (415) 592-8311
Canada: BSR (Canada, Ltd.), P.O. 7003 Sta. B, Rexdale, Ontario M9V 4B3
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TENNESSEE
Valley Audio
Nashville
TEXAS
Westbrook Audio
Dallas

The continuing story
of TDK sound achievement.
Part One.

Music has gone through many
transitions. Its rhythms, tones and
forms have changed dramatically. As
have the means of reproducing it.
From the first wax cylinder to today's
music machine: the TDK cassette.
TDK pioneering in ferrite technology began over forty years ago.
This led TDK engineers to develop
microscopic particles which, through
their long shape and uniform size,
could translate
magnetic energy into
flawless sound. By
1968 TDK had
created TDK SD. The
world's first high

fidelity cassette.

In

1975, TDK created a
revolution. Super Avilyn. Ultra refined gamma- ferric oxide particles
were bombarded with cobalt in a proprietary ion -adsorption process. The
resulting TDK SA cassette had higher
signal to noise. Higher coercivity. Low
noise. A maximum output level
superior to anything heard before.
Overnight, TDK SA became the high
bias reference.
°1980 TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, N.Y. 11530

TDK has a philosophy of sound.
A belief that total performance is the
outcome of a perfect interplay between the parts. It all begins with Part
One, the TDK tape. Magnetic powder
is first converted into TDK magnetic
material in the form of a coating paint
or binder. On a giant rotary press and
in a dust-free atmosphere,
jumbo rolls of tensilized
polyester are coated evenly
with TDK binder. The tape rolls
are edited and leader is inserted at precise intervals. Surgically sharp knives then cut
the tape into predetermined
widths. The edges perfectly
straight. All along the way,
TDK tape undergoes thousands of checks. It's polished to
micron smoothness to give better head contact, increase sensitivity and maintain stable
output. TDK binder, recently
improved, packs more particles on the tape surface. And
the whole process is done automatically. Controlled by a
central computer brain. From
CIRCLE 87 ON READER SERVICE CARD

the very first, TDK tape runs true. And
so does the sound.
The TDK story will unfold in future chapters. You'll learn about other
key parts and their sound synergy in a
TDK cassette. And you'll draw only one
conclusion. Music is the sum of
its parts.

&TDK.

The machine for your machine

IMEQZ
Ulit LeD01TCA
Solving the Noise Problem

Reverb Spring Assemblies

Re: April, 1980 issue "Talkback" letter
from Mark Simmons of Brunswick, N.Y.
I am a secondary level public school
music /music theory and composition instructor who also has an avid interest in

Do you know the full address of a corn pany called Accutronics in Geneva, Ill.?

multi -channel recording. During the last
few years, I have recorded many hours
of demo tapes in my small home studio,
which includes much of the same equipment as Mr. Simmons' proposed system.
The 4-track deck is a Teac 2340, the mixer a Teac 2A. Reverb is via a Fisher
K -10 unit. The 2340 feeds a Pioneer
MA -62 mixer whose dual stereo outputs
serve for both mixdown and for cue feed.
Sub and final mixes are done on a Ferrograph Super 7 or on a Sony 640B. Mies
are Sony ECM-19s, 270s and Audio-Technica 801s. As with Mr. Simmons' gear, the
majority of mine could be considered
rather technically outdated. However,
I've found that it is not how "current"
one's equipment is that really matters;
it's how well one understands the interface between the music and one's own
personal hardware that counts. Really
fine demos can be made on Mr. Simmons'

pre -logic 2340. I prefer this old lever actuated Teac series to the time delay
logic series. Nothing can be more infuriating during an 8 hour session than having continuously to wait for the logic to
allow a mode change ..
.

Mr. Simmons' noise problem might be
solved by inserting a Phase Linear Autocorrelator in the submix /final mix chain.
I've used a Series 1 unit for some time,
and although it does have a few faults, its
single -ended nature allows it to remove

the vast majority of noise from all
mixes. Very usable 4th and 5th generation submixes are not entirely out of the

question.
I have enjoyed my small studio immensely, and am constantly trying to refine my techniques. Modern Recording
magazine is invaluable. I wish Mr. Simmons the best of luck in his endeavors -and complete freedom from Murphy's Law.
Bill Stine
Mt. Joy, Pa.

-

I'm trying to obtain an application note
from them concerning their reverberation devices. Also, do you know of any
other companies that make reverb spring
assemblies?
By the way, thanks for a great mag. I
read every one cover -to-cover. I do
wish, though, that you would have more
articles on P.A. systems and miking
techniques for sound reinforcement.
-Joe H. Babb
Knoxville, Tenn.
You can write Accutronics at 628 North
St., Geneva, Ill. 60134 or phone the company at (312) 232 -2600. Stateside, they
seem to be the largest producer of such
assemblies.

Getting Decked
In your publication Vol. 5, No. 7 (April
1980) there is an article written by Len
Feldman: "Ambient Sound," in which he
talks about a computer -programmable
cassette deck by Eumig: the Eumig FL
1000 cassette deck.
Unfortunately the price of that deck
was not mentioned. I would like to
know more about it, especially where I
can get more information about that
cassette deck.
Renald Dumay
Dorchester, Mass.
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Delay Manual Lost
that I could get some assistance? Being a faithful reader of your
publication and seeing the aid that you
have given to us readers, it has come
time for me to say thanks and "Help!" I
purchased an Ibanez AD -230 Delay and
I've lost my owner's manual. I have
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The cost of the Eumig deck is $1550, and
you can write or call Eumig USA, Inc.,
at Lake Success Business Park, 225
Community Drive, Great Neck, NY
11020, (516) 466-6533.
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Safety Products Division, Dept. 7MR
16624 Edwards Road, Cerritos, CA 90700
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spoken to my dealer and have written to
the company personally but my request
has landed on deaf ears.
When an individual spends that
amount of money on an article one would
hope that he could obtain some service
when needed. With your record of service to readers, I trust that you might
assist me in this time of need.
On another note, allow me to congratulate you on your new section for instrument effects. It is something that should
have been addressed a long time ago.
Hopefully, you can incorporate in the articles a description of the effect at the
various settings, and possibly an artist's
example of that sound, for example, "at
this setting, the effect that was achieved
was similar to Robin Trower on this particular song."
Well, thank you again for the fine publication and continued success.
Stephen M. Gurden
Fitchburg, Mass.

-

We've given the folks at Ibanez your address, and they will be forwarding an
owner's manual for the AD -230 to you.
Thanks for the comments on our incipient "Notes" column. It's good to know
we've developed a new editorial idea
that our readers anticipate finding as
useful as we expect it will be.

Small Business Discrimination
After reading Mr. Rupert's "Wild Studio
Customer" article (MR, April '80), I
would like to thank him for taking the
time and effort to encourage and instruct those about to start and/or open a
small studio. (As we are now about to
open our first, the realization came hard
and fast that opening an 8 -track facility
may not demand an Electric Lady budget but still, financing is by no means a
small undertaking. Now to the point:
After the demise of our first effort,
my partners and I turned to the most
logical (we thought) source for aid in financing and assistance -the SBA (Small
Business Administration). Upon contacting two different branch offices of the
SBA in the greater Philadelphia/
southern New Jersey area, we were
curtly informed that "neither financing
or assistance" were available for "any
sort of recording studio facility or radio
station." This sort of discrimination on
their part caused me some surprise
when I noted Mr. Rupert's suggestion
that the SBA could lend valuable aid in
this respect to the fledgling recording
12

entrepreneur.
Perhaps the SBA guidelines for financial assistance vary from state to state,
although I can't see why, as it is a
federally subsidized program.
In any case, I thought Mr. Rupert
would like to be informed of this apparent discrepancy in either SBA policy
or his latest journalistic effort.
-John Harris
South Jersey Sound Studios
Berlin, N.J.

James Rupert readily acknowledged,
when we posed this dilemma to him,
that the SBA is not so well-geared to the
service type of business as it is regarding retail operations. It seems that they
are also loath to sponsor any business
that might get into highly charged matters of censorship. Rupert had nothing
but good to sày of the SBA outfits in the
midwest, but did advise that use of the
word "edit" in referring to one's studio
practices would tend to alienate them.
Perhaps it would be advisable to contact the national office, state your purpose, and query as to why you have been
denied assistance. Good luck to you.

Diamond Guy
Gentlemen: I cannot delay a note to you
any longer. Why do you so obviously
neglect (in my opinion and I am surely
not alone in my thoughts) the best of the
best, Neil Diamond?
I have not seen a "Groove View," a
"Session With," or an "Interview with"
this man since my interest in MR began
about two years ago. Perhaps you have a
particular method of choosing your subject that has not been apparent to me.
Surely you recognize the talent he has in
his group. The artists, the engineers, not
to mention Mr. Diamond's own talent
with a lyric and arrangement. And he is
not a bad vocalist, either. If there is a
reason for this neglect on your part,
then please forgive my impertinence.
Yes, yes, I think your mag is the
greatest, too. In fact if I could get a lifetime subscription I would take it like
yesterday. We have needed this type of
publication for a long time and I for one
don't want anything to happen to it.
Thanks for listening.
Mery Denman
Euless, Tex.

-

Well, why didn't you say so sooner?

Actually, Neil's name pops up on our
notepads whenever we hear there may

Where to find the
4680 Cabaret Line Array.
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Phoenix
ARKANSAS
Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Hollywood
Hollywood
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Oakland
Pomona
San Diego
San Rafael

Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Sacramento
Ventura
CONNECTICUT
W. Hartford
FLORIDA
N. Miami
Orlando
Tampa

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Savannah
ILLINOIS
Cicero
Collinsville
Harvey
Marissa
INDIANA
Indianapolis
IOWA
Des Moines

Axe Handlers & Company

Milano Music Center
Stage & Studio Supply
West L.A. Music, Inc.

Hollywood Sound Systems
West L.A. Music, Inc.

Westwood Musical Instruments
Leo's Music
The Guitar Store
Albert's Music City, Inc.
Bananas at Large
Fancy Music Ltd.
Union Grove Music
Skip's Music
Fancy Music Ltd.
La Salle Music Shop. Inc.

The Harris Audio Systems, Inc.

Discount Music Center
Sensuous Sound Systems
Atlanta Sound Works
Schroeders Music Stores
D.J.'s Rock N' Roll Ltd.
AAA Swing City Music
Bridgewater Custom Sound
Ye Olde Music Shop
IRC Music Stores

Williams Electronics

LOUISIANA
New Orleans

MARYLAND
Rockville
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Detroit
Lansing
MINNESOTA
Bloomington
Burnsville
Duluth
Minneapolis
Moorhead
MISSISSIPPI
Jackson
NEBRASKA
Omaha
NEVADA
Las Vegas
NEW YORK
Binghamton
Hempstead
Rochester
NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Charlotte
OHIO
Cleveland
Cincinnati
Columbus
Toledo
Youngstown
OKLAHOMA
Lawton
Tulsa

PENNSYLVANIA
Bryn Mawr
Erie
Pittsburgh
Washington
SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls
TENNESSEE
Nashville
TEXAS
Amarillo
Dallas
El Paso
Garland
Houston
Lubbock
Odessa
San Antonio
San Antonio
VIRGINIA
Falls Church
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Tacoma
WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington
WISCONSIN
Madison
Milwaukee

JBL

Sound City
Veneman Music Company
E.U. Wurlitzer Company
Al Nalli Music Company

Gus Zoppi Music
A&G Music
James Berns Music
Lavonne Wegener Music
The Show Pro Corp.
AVC Systems, Inc.
Marguerite's Music
Morrison Brothers Music Store
Mid -City Music Company
Al DePaulis Music Center
Larkin Musical Instrument Co., Inc.
Gracins Pro Sound
Whirlwind Audio, Inc.

Dunham's House of Music, Inc.
Reliable Music
Music Manor, Inc.
Midwest Music Dist.
Newcome Sound
Heyday Sound
New York Music Shop
Miller Band Instrument Company
Fórd Audio & Acoustics

Medley Music Corp.
Lil Jon's Music Village
Hollowood Music & Sound, Inc.
Spriggs House of Music
Gourley Pro Audio

Carlo Sound, Inc.
Billy's Band -Aid
Sound Productions
Danny's Music Box
Arnold & Morgan Music
Parker Music Co.
Billy's Band -Aid
Electronic Service Center

Abadon /Sun, Inc.
River City Music
Rolls Music Center

Bandstand East
Gary Gonter's Bandstand
Pied Piper, Inc.

Spectrum Audio
Uncle Bob's Music Center, Ltd.

4680.
More power.
Fewer boxes.

cumbersome piles of
equipment to have exciting, powerful sound right? Not anymore.
The JBL 4680 Cabaret Line Array
gives you higher efficiency, broad
bandwidth and wide coverage
without mountains of equipment.
One JBL Line Array probably
puts out twice the sound of the
P.A. you're now using!
So your audience gets clean,
crisp sound. And you have fewer
boxes to lug around.
The 4680 houses an array of four
full-range E Series speakers built
with the new JBL Symmetrical
Field Geometry magnetic structures which reduce magnetic
circuit distortion to the lowest levels of any known speaker made
today. The 4680 reproduces
You need

-

`JBL First

'JBL

sound through four 10" cones
rather than squeezing it through
a small horn throat, which drastically reduces air nonlinearity. It
also features two ring radiators
that extend the high frequencies.
And low- frequency venting for
extended bass response.

JBL 4680 Line Array cabinets
are crafted from multilaminate,
cross -grained hardwood rather
than soft pine plywood or particle board. Flush-fitting grille
covers make the cabinets their

own road cases. And the finish
is a triple coat of durable black
polyurethane. Tough, molded
corners allow for stacking in a
variety of configurations.
Even the voice coils have unique
protection: To minimize bounce
while traveling, they're automatically shorted when there isn't a
plug in the input jack.
Cabaret Line Array systems are
fully portable. They'll fit into a
standard -size station wagon
or van.

And JBL quality minimizes costly "downtime' It's built to the
quality standard so many pros
have come to rely on.
Hear the 4680 Line Array soon.
You'll hear that trusted JBL
sound. No other system sizes
up to this compact, portable
powerhouse. Handcrafted in the
USA by JBL in our Northridge,
California facility.
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Boulevard,
Northridge, CA 91329.

Power Capacity

Model

Frequency
Range

(Continuous
Sine Wave)

Continuous
Program

4680

55 Hz -15 kHz

300 W

600 W

with the pros.

Enclosure
Volume

Crossover
Frequencies
3

142 litres

kHz

5fN
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be a chance to do a story. The various mit-

igating factors that inevitably shoot us
down do not dampen our spirits, though,
and we're still trying to get into the
studio with Diamond and his people. As
far as Groove Views go, omission of Neil
Diamond is an oversight we will do our
best to remedy immediately.

Constructive Articles
Yes, yes, yes, a thousand times yes. In
reply to your question concerning recording projects, I do not believe there
are enough of these being presented to
the budding professional. By that I mean
top of the line projects. Yes, there are
books, manuals, periodicals, publications
etc. on the market, but it seems they are
geared to the general audio market and
not to the serious individual who has to
record on a limited budget, yet at the
same time know that his product compares favorably with the majors with
their mega -buck studios and equipment.
How can they? Like I did by building a
lot of their equipment, mixers, compressors, etc.

-.....

As stated above there abound countless projects on a vast variety of items
(on a do- it- yourself basis) by the same
vast number of authors, some known,
some unknown who design projects on
a patch anywhere, match anything
basis. This is not a derogatory state-

ment against these thoughty individuals, for it takes a lot of gray matter to design an electronic project that
someone who knows just barely the difference between a soldering iron and
chinese arithmetic can successfully put
together and not have it disappear in a
puff of silicon smoke the first time the
switch is thrown.
When it comes to construction articles
some electronic magazines seem to think
that everybody needs at least 3 blinky
blink lights, 4 mother speed controls, 2
strobe light slaves, 5 oscillators, and
GOD forbid 6 timers every year. So I am
all in favor of the direction MR is taking
in presenting quality and let me emphasize the word quality projects, because
the struggling artist, engineer and producers in the real world are not idiots
and don't mind taking up a soldering

iron and roasting a few chips, but they
must have projects, authors and publications they can trust before they expend
their time and effort only to find the
mixer they build has a 40 dB S/N and the
music coming out sounds like someone
filing a rusty hoe.
Having been in the music business for
22 years (performing and electronics) I
have seen a lot of talent go to waste for
want of a resonable place to record.
With studio prices ranging from $60 to
$150 per hour and the majors frantically
merging and buying each other out
where does this leave the talented but
flat broke artist? Up the old fecal creek
without a paddle.
Let's face it. Most majors are reluctant to sign an unproven artist no matter how talented, so the only way to
prove yourself is through smaller
companies or on your own. Which brings
us right back to the do-it- yourself syndrome. Electronics is probably the only
segment of industry where prices have
gone down as fast as everything else has
gone up, so it makes sense to build your
own. But! Where do you start? MR, it

.._.
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Two More Springs
For No More Money
Now Orban advances its price /performance
leadership in compact, professional reverb
systems. Our 111B Dual Reverb now comes with
six springs per channel at no increase in cost.
You get:

Lower flutter
Higher echo density
Smoother, more natural sound

Orban Associates Inc.

Plus, these Orban standard features:

Advanced signal processing
Floating threshold to minim ze twang
Midrange parametric equalizer
Bass shelving equalizer
For the 111B Reverb and other line professional
audio products, see your local dealer, or contact
Orban for the location of the dealer nearest you.

orban

645 Bryant Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

(415)

E-57 -1067
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HUSH MONEY.
The dbx 208 tape noise reduction system is a new
product that will impress both you- engineering
staff and your accountant. The 208 features 8
channels of simultaneous noise reduction on plug-in
modules, plus a spare, all in a compact 51/4" rack
mount package.
dbx noise reduction is rapidly
the new industry standard because it provides 30 dB
noise reduction and 10 dB headroom improvement,
from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, without the problems of other systems.
The dbx system does not require critical and time -consuming
level -match adjustments. Its true RMS detectors are not sensitive
to tape recorder phase shift. Its voltage -controlled amplifiers
(VCAs) operate over a 100 dB range. Overall the dbx system
provides a level of performance and a simplicity of operation
that is unsurpassed.
But the 208 is also a great value. It is priced at $3700.
That's $7400 for your 16 -track and $11,100 for your 24-track.*
And no matter how complex the future becomes, the 208 system
expands simply and economically.
The dbx 208. The easy solution to your noise
problems, today and in the future.
dbx, Incorporated,
71 Chapel Street
Newton MA 02195
617- 964 -3210

becoming,

*Nationally advertised value.
Actual prices ase set
by dbx dealers.
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looks like you are setting the trend with
your articles on theory and construction
articles which I dare say will become
the most popular.
Having read the problems some
readers are having with turn -on thumps,
sometime in the future I will send a
cheep, cheep, cheap schematic of a voltage regulator I have been using for
years that has excellent regulation, 3
amp capability (and up) and also programmable turn on.
Vince Chory

-

-

Vice President

Nashville American
Elizabeth City, N.J.

Bradley on Synare
A call from Star Instruments of Stafford
Springs, Conn. advised us of some misinformation we inadvertently passed on to
our readers in our May issue. To correct
matters, let it be known that James
Bradley, drummer for Chuck Mangione,
plays Star's Synare drum synthesizer
and not the Syndrum from Pollard Industries (as stated on p. 63 in the Chuck
Mangione "Live!" cover story). The in-

terviewee apparently used the trade
name as a generic term. (By the way,
Chuck "Live" at Radio City Music Hall
in April was true to form. Fine concert.)

Bruford Supporter
have to disagree with the reviewer on
Bill Bruford's record that was reviewed
in your January '80 issue (p. 80). I feel the
LP is very creative and original, and very
well done. I admit that on first listening
it does sound questionable, but that is
because this is real music and not an
album with one catchy hit geared for the
trend -followers. I think Mike Derevlany
ought to listen with his ears next time,
and not with his pen. Thank you.
David Lucas
Lexington, Ky.
I

-

Illinois Central Lines
Hello! I am from "Central Illinois" and
am finding it hard to get hands -on exposure to some "Carvin" sound rein-

forcement equipment. I have seen some
of their guitar and musical amplifiers,
but have never had any contact with

The Sound Workshop 1280
Recording Console
at home at home.
Sometimes ideas can come at 3 A.M., and its
nice to be able to put them down on tape.
Many creative recording people already
know this. Its no wonder that the Sound
Workshop 1280 has found its way into

hundreds of home recording studios
around the world.

compact size and flexibility make it
perfect for home music production. And
its superior sonic quality makes it the
best performing board in its class. For a
demonstration or more information see your
professional audio dealer, or contact us.
Its
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Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products, Inc.
1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, New York 11787
(516) 582-6210 Telex 649230

their mixers or power amplifiers. I
understand that Carvin only deals factory direct and that they have no dealer
outlets all over the country.
I work for a commercial sound company and have been trying to get my
boss interested in Carvin equipment. Being the `old sound man" that he is, he refuses to consider buying any sound
equipment that has not been proven to
his own eyes and ears.
Since your magazine sets the standards of the business to me (and my boss
knows it) I wish to ask if you would feature the new Carvin MX- 1602 -EQ mixer
in either the Hands -On or Lab Reports
sections of your fine magazine. Life
would be very difficult without Modern
Recording to read in my time off (and
sometimes even my time "on "). Thanks.
-Jim McCullough
Mattoon, Ill.
Your boss, think we, has got his head
screwed on straight. But a first-hand
listen (especially out in Central Illinois)
is clearly not always easy to arrange. So
we're gonna see if we can't get that mixer from Carvin and give it the bench
test. Thanks for writing.

4

MUCH MORE
CONTROL.
Presenting five signal processors
from Yamaha that put you in charge of
your sound: the F1040 and F1030
frequency dividing networks, the E1010
and E1005 analog delays, and the Q 102 7
graphic equalizer.
They offer the control, reliability and
durability that are as professional as you

headroom than lower priced competitive
models.

The analog delays: E1010 &
E1005 The creative applications of these
two analog delays are almost endless.
They offer echo, flanging, reverb, time
delay, and double-tracking-just to name
a few. And being analog, these delays
retain the original audio signal for a true
musical sound.

are.

The active crossover net-works:
F1040 & F1030 These frequency

The graphic equalizer: Q1027
The 01027 monaural '/3 octave E Q
provides virtually infinite tonal control,
from subtle to dramatic. A center detent
position on each filter control removes

dividing networks offer the superior
sound and control of bi -, tri -, and quad amplification. They also offer better specs,
better frequency response,
and more

11 i ii
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that filter from the signal path, eliminating
unnecessary phase shift. The Q 102 7
offers many attractive features, not the
least of which is its reasonable price. It
even includes rack -mount and acrylic
security cover.
All Yamaha signal processors are
designed to give you total command
over your sound system with
accurate, repeatable set -ups. The
quality components, quality control

Y`'

and rugged construction assure you
years of trouble -free operation- either
on the road or in fixed installations.
For complete information, write:
P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA
90622. In Canada, write: 135 Milner
Ave., Scarb., Ont. MIS 3R1.

Because you're serious.
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A success story:
You, your TAPCO dealer and a little TLC:
*TAPCO Lovin' Care
Whether it's information or equipment
you need, your TAPCO TLC dealer
should be your first stop.The TLC decal
on his window or door means he has
been specially selected by TAPCO because of his ability to supply you with
product, service and support materials
that you need.
A TLC dealer is at the top of TAPCO's
list. When a new product comes out, your
TLC dealer will be the first to have it.
When you need that new amp by

Saturday night, it's time to visit your
TLC dealer. Because your dealer gets
top priority, you get top priority.

Your TLC dealer has priority access to
training by TAPCO factory personnel.
TAPCO has ensured that when you need
the most up -to -date information regarding sound reinforcement applications,
your TLC dealer will have the answer.
Additionally, your TAPCO TLC dealer
has educational, application- oriented
material available for you to take with
you. Need help on equalization? Your
TLC dealer has a free eight -page brochure on the subject, that is yours for
the asking.

for reliability, performance and price.
Even if your TLC dealer could only offer
you the product, it would make sense to
see him first. When he can offer you all
the rest, you won't have to search any
further. When you need the best equipment available and the best factory and
dealer support, see your TAPCO TLC
dealer. He's the best there is.

He also has a full line of TAPCO sound

VD

reinforcement equipment that's known

3810 148th Ave., N.E., Redmond, WA 98052
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Visit your favorite TAPCO `TLC' Dealer... He's there to help!
ALABAMA
Hartselle
Ram Audio
Huntsville
Robbins Music Center
ARKANSAS
Ft. Smith
Sigler Music
Jonesboro
Jonesboro Studio
Magnolia
Custom Products

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
Stockdale Music
Garden Grove
Stonebrige Music Co.
Hollywood
ACI/Filmways
Ametron
Guitar Center
La Habra
La Habra Music
Los Angeles
Betnun Music
Modesto
Barker's Music
Modesto Music
Oakland
Leo's Music
Placentia
Jim's House of Music
Redwood City
Gelb Music Company
Sacramento
WAH Sound
San Diego
Guitar Center
San Francisco
Guitar Center
San Jose
Century Music, Inc.
Guitar Center
Guitar Showcase

DELAWARE
Newark

Sound Board
FLORIDA
Ft. Lauderdale
Modern Music
Jacksonville
Music City
Merritt Island
Smith Brothers Music
North Miami
ACE Music
Orlando
Music City
Pensacola
Zoellner's Music
Plantation
Modern Music West
Tampa

KANSAS
Lawrence
Steve Mason Music
Overland Park
Irish Music

Wichita
Superior Sound
LOUISIANA
Lake Charles
Lake Charles Music

MAINE
Auburn

Carroll's Music Center
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Gordon Miller Music

MASSACHUSETTS

Boston
Sid Stone Sound, Inc.
Lawrence
Malco Electronics
Springfield
Baystate Sound &
Recording

MICHIGAN
Alma
Cook Christian Supply
Ann Arbor
Al Nalli Music
Company
Canton
Arnoldt Williams
Flint
Ferguson Sound Systems
J. Ruppell Inst.
Fraser
Massimino Music Studio

Collinsville
AAA Swing City
Harvey
San Luis Obispo
Bridgewater Custom Sound Grand Rapids
Music Factory
Audio Distributors Inc.
Naperville
San Rafael
Livonia
Naperville Music
Bananas At Large
Audiolight Inc.
Palos Hills
Santa Rosa
Pontiac
Gill Custom House
Stanroy Music Center
Pontiac Music
Roselle
Stockton
Saginaw
Roselle
Music
Miracle Music
Watermelon Sugar
Whittier
St. Clair Shores
INDIANA
Whittier Music
Guitar & Drum Center
Anderson
Warren
The Top In Sound Inc.
COLORADO
Zoppi Music
Evansville
Colorado Springs
ABC Music
Colorado Springs Music Co.
MINNESOTA
New Haven
Bloomington
Denver
HJS Sound Equipment
Sound Lab
James Berns Music
Inc.
Duluth
Englewood
Noblesville
Show Pro
Melody Music
Vic Zinn Music
Minneapolis
Longmont
Bend
South
Team Central, Inc.
Longmont Music
Drumville Guitarland
Moorhead
CONNECTICUT
Marguerite's Music
IOWA
Ansonia
Moines
Des
MISSISSIPPI
Bankos House Of Music
Des Moines Music
Cleveland
Danbury
House
Morrison Brothers Music
Danbury Electronic Music
Dubuque
Southhaven
New Haven
George Rondinelli Music
Good Vibrations Music
Brian Guitars
Tupelo
Stamford
Map Electronics
Everett Hall Associates
West Hartford
La Salle Music

17PcD®
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OHIO
Canton

Ted Herbert'sMusic Mart

Gattuso's Music
Cincinnati
Midwest Music Disributor

Belleville
Muscara Music
Maple Shade
Star Tech
Northfield
Gilday's Music Center
Paramus
Sam Ash Music
Pitman
Music Museum
Tom's River
Silverton Music

Atlanta
Atlanta Sound Works

ILLINOIS
Arlington Heights
Roy Baumann Music
Chicago
Chicago Music Company
Guitar Center
Music Dealer Service
Two Brothers Music

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Manchester
NEW JERSEY

GEORGIA

HAWAII
Honolulu
Harry's Music Store

Asheboro
Sound Engineering
Asheville
Dunham's Music House,
Inc.
Gastonia
Howren Music
Greensboro
Carey Sound
NEBRASKA
Shelby
Appletree Music
Omaha
Rainbow Recording Studio Winston -Salem
Sound Show
Duncan Professional Sound

Veneman Music

Wheaton
Washington Music
Center

uItDfl company

3810- 148th AVE. N.E., REDMOND, WA 98052

In

SOUTH DEKOTA

NORTH CAROLINA

Independence
Micar Professional Audio
Kansas
Superior Sound
Springfield
Mr. Music Rock Shop, Inc.
St. Louis
Cliff Cave Music Co.

Rockville

Thoroughbred Music Shop
Venice
Thoroughbred Music Shop

Buford
OAP Audio
Smyrna
Music Mart

MISSOURI

NEW MEXICO

Cleveland
P. I. Corporation
Columbus
Newcome Sound Inc.
Swallens Inc.
Dayton
Hauer Music House, Inc.
Elyria
Doman's Music Land
Richmond Heights
Sod /a Music
Toledo
Heyday Sound

Albuquerque
Multi Media, Inc.
Luchetti Drum

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma
Ford Audio & Accoustics

NEW YORK
Bayside
Wachuwan Musical Inst.
Brooklyn
AST

OREGON

Sioux Falls
Gourley Dist. /Pro Audio
TENNESSEE

Chattanooga
Sound Post
Memphis
Strings & Things
Nashville
Nicholson's High Fidelity
Center
Carlo Sound Inc.
TEXAS

Austin
Heart Of Texas
Galveston
Music Specialties
Garland
Arnold 8 Morgan Music
Houston
Charlie Cash's Music Co.
Lyn -Del Music
Texas Tom

Laredo

Roll's Music
Port Arthur
Port Arthur Music
San Antonio
River City Music
UTAH

Centerville
Guitar City
Salt Lake City
Wagstaff Music

VERMONT
Gresham
Burlington
H. I. S. Sound
The Mixing Board
Portland
Horseshoe Music Company
Showcase Music and Sound VIRGINIA
Buffalo
Unistage, Inc.
Falls Chruch
PENNSYLVANIA
Rolls Music Co.
Clarence
VSM Leasing
Allentown
Springfield
National Noise Shoppe
Veneman Music
Glendale
Rayburn Electronics
Beaver Falls
WASHINGTON
Inc.
Soundex
Hempstead
Bellevue
Sam Ash Music
Bryn Mawr
Bandstand Music
Medley Music
Holbrook
Seattle
The Norman Robert Group Ephrata
American Music
Music Center
Guitar Center
Lindenhurst
Kennelley Keys
Music Land
Greensburg
Pro Audio
Music City
New York
RMS
Andrews Audio
McKees Rock
Tacoma
Sam Ash Music
Hollowood Music
Puget Sound Audio
AST
Philadelphia
Harvey Professional
Music Center
Cintioli
WEST VIRGINIA
Products Division
Eight Street Music
Manny's Music
Huntington
Martin Audio Video Corp. Zapf's Music
The Pied Piper
Reading
Patchogue
Fred's Music Shop
WISCONSIN
Square Deal Radio & T.V.
Schnecksville
Eau Clair
Rochester
Sight
8
Sound
Systems
UMS Pro Audio
Whirlwind Audio
Scranton
Milwaukee
Schenectady
Dickstein Dist. Co.
Uncle Bob's Music
Drome Sound
Throop
Racine
Syracuse
Shehadi Bros.
The Music Store
Bonne Music Company
Union
SOUTH CAROLINA
Rondo Music
Columbia
White Plains
Dixie Communications
Sam Ash Music
Systems, Inc.
Greenville
Custom Recording & Sound
Spartanburg
Dixie Electronics

Canada:
Gutton Industries Ltd.
345 Herbert Street
Gananoque, Ontario K7G 2V1

EVSA

Australia:
Electro-Voice Australia PTY -Ltd.

Romerstrasse 3
Nidau, Switzerland

174 Taren Point Road
Taren Point, Australia 2229

In Europe:

In

"Talkback" questions are answered
by professional engineers, many of
whose names you have probably seen
listed on the credits of major pop
albums. Their techniques are their own
and might very well differ from another's. Thus, an answer in "Talkback " is
certainly not necessarily the last word.
We welcome all questions on the subject of recording, although the large
volume of questions received precludes
our being able to answer them all. If
you feel that we are skirting any
issues, fire a letter off to the editor
right away. "Talkback" is the Modern
Recording reader's technical forum.

Calibration, California Style
I own a TEAC 3300 -S that is badly in
need of a calibration. My problem is acquiring the proper calibration tapes.
TEAC in New Jersey says the standard
NAB calibration tapes are unacceptable for this machine, but they don't
stock the TEAC calibration tapes!
I refuse to pay the $50 or $60 price
that I've been quoted for the calibration. Where can I get the TEAC tapes
to do the job myself, what is their cost
and what is the difference between the
YTT 1000 series and the YTT 2000
series tapes?
Thank you for your help.
-A. David Boonstein
Freeport, N.Y.
We've all heard what a difference a day
can make, but apparently 3,000 miles
can change things around a bit, too.
Contrary to what you were told by the
TEAC representative in New Jersey,

there are standard calibration tapes
available that can be used on your
3300 -S. A spokesman for TEAC in
Montebello, California informed us that
both Magnetic Reference Labs, Inc.
(MRL), 229 Polaris Ave., Suite 4, Moun20

tain

California 94043
or Standard Tape Labs,
Inc., 26120 Eden Landing Rd., No. 5,
View,

(415- 965 -8187),

Hayward,

California

94545

offer the full-track, 7-1/2
ips tape that you are looking for, and
the cost should be about $35. to $40. per
tape. We have been told that these
tapes are regarded as being highly accurate and well suited to your purpose.
The YTT tapes that you are interested in are no longer available to
the public so we will not go into a
discussion of the differences in the 1000
and 2000 series at this time. For about
a year now, TEAC has inexplicably
reserved them for in-house and factory
use. Interestingly enough, however,
this applies only to the reel-to -reel test
tapes; the cassette deck tapes are still
sold for in-home calibrations.
(415- 786-3546)

To Tube or Not to Tube
I am a guitarist and I prefer the "tube"
sound from a guitar amplifier. I want to
purchase a new amplifier and I prefer it
to be in component form: a separate
preamp, amplifier and speaker. Before
I make any purchases, however, I'd like
to know if that terrific tube sound is
generated by the preamp or the amplifier or a combination of the two. Must
I purchase a tube preamp and a tube
amplifier to capture the sound I want,
or can one of these components be fully
transistorized and still deliver the end
result I desire?

-Keith Williams
Oxford, Ala.

Keith, why couldn't you have asked a
nice simple question instead, like, "How
many strings does a 12- string have ?"
However, since you've decided to open
up a can of worms, let's go fishing.
Actually, there is a fair amount of
controversy as to what gives the most
essential part of the "tube" sound. Here

are some of the variables:
1. Preamp. Tube preamps tend to
have higher input impedances than
transistor types, which gives a crisper,
brighter kind of sound.
2. Preamp/power amp interface. The
preamp can often overload the power
amp stage, which produces a distinctive
type of distortion. Tubes tend to accent
a different set of harmonics from transistor amps, and overload in a smoother
way; the tube will give predominantly
even border harmonics, while transistors will emphasize third harmonic
distortion (considered by many to be
the most disagreeable form of distortion to the ear.). Incidentally, some
FET amps (not all types, as some ads
would have me believe) distort in a
manner very similar to tubes; however,
this distortion is only one part of the
tube sound.
3. Output transformer. Most tube
equipment includes an output transformer while transistor equipment
drives the speaker more directly. Some
people think that the saturating characteristic of the transformer slow down
the response of the tube guitar
amplifier, thereby smoothing out the initial transient of the guitar note and
giving an attenuated type of attack.
The whole topic is highly subjective
and has never been exposed to any kind
of vigorous scientific testing.
4. Miscellaneous variables. The output transformer changes the damping
of the amplifier; also, the power supply
decreases in voltage under heavy loads,
which creates additional potential for
distortion. Tubes also age, are subject
to microphonics, and are generally less
consistent than transistors. As a result,
many players regard their tube amps as
having more "personality," while considering transistor amps to be too
clinical.
My suggestion is that if you want a
tube sound, then get a tube amp. These
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

create a specific type of coloration
which may, or may not, have anything
to do with the concept of "high fidelity."
Rack-mounted systems tend to be more
like P.A. or recording equipment; while
more predictable in their operation,
they have a cleaner sound which does
not appeal to some players.
My personal preference? I used my
last tube thirteen years ago, and frankly, was glad not to have to worry about
fragility, replacement costs, micro phonics, sound changing with age, and
the like. Instead, I opted for the
cleanest possible amplification system,
and use various effects devices which
simulate -and, to my ears, often improve upon -the sound associated with
tube amps.
-Craig Anderton
Contributing Editor
Modern Recording & Music

ARP Recording Odyssey
What is the best way to record an Arp
Odyssey onto a Teac 3440S? I am trying
to get the same sound on tape that I get
from my Arp played through my Fender Baseman 100. Seeing as I can't run
the signal from the bass amp directly into the Teac, I took the signal from the
Arp and ran it into an ADC Sound
Shaper 1 Graphic Equalizer. This improved the signal level somewhat and
gave me an equal VU deflection
throughout a set frequency range. Do
the bass amp and speaker add a certain
color to the already processed waveform? If so, is there any way that I can
approximate this sound other than by
placing a microphone in front of the
speaker bottom of the amp?
-Frank S. Puchalski, Jr.
West Mifflin, Pa.
Very few, if any, musical instrument
amplifiers will pass a signal without
some change in tone of the original
sound. The same is true with the speaker cabinet. Many artists prefer the
sound of their synthesizer through the
amp /speaker combination rather than
the "direct" sound into the console. The
most obvious way to get this on tape is,
of course, a good microphone picking up
the sound coming from the speaker. Most
often, it is some combination of the
direct and miked signals that gets the
best results.
If, for whatever reason, one chooses
not to mic the amp, the use of an outboard equalizer is a good alternative.
However, it is possible to get a signal
JULY 1980

CAVEAT EMPTOR.

Let the buyer beware.

All multi -cable connectors are not
created equal. Some of them may look
alike on the surface, but a closer
examination of the design and
components will show a marked
difference. A professional will know
the difference; if not now, then in time
to come. The Whirlwind Medusa will
hold up under abusive day in and day
out treatment.
Medusa systems are available in five basic configurations, or with
many custom options depending on your specific needs. Multi -pin
connectors at either end permit quick connect and disconnect.
Impedance matching line transformers can be included for greater
line flexibility. Storage options include the Medusa Wheel and two
different road cases.
We feel it's important to take a
close look at the Medusa and at the
competition. Look inside the junction
box. How were the connections made:
Do they look like they will withstand
the kind of torture you will put them
through? And what about the strain relief? Our heavy duty wire mesh
strain -reliefs are double reinforced
and are at both ends. Check to see if
the cables are color coded (by
subgroup) on the sends and returns.
This could save you time and aggravation. Only Whirlwind uses
cable custom made to our specifications by Belden for increased
life and versatility. We individually hand stamp the plug ends for
easy identification; We don't use wrapping which can come off.
We've designed our Medusas with independent grounds to eliminate
ground loops.
But we're not telling you all this to
scare you. We feel confident in the
way we design and build our
products. Besides using the best
possible cable and connectors, we
back our Medusas with the Whirlwind
full two year guarantee. That should
ease your mind and let you
concentrate on your music. So don't
worry, beware and buy Whirlwind.

Shown above is the standard Medusa 15
with 100' cable, 12 mikes in, and 3 sends.

Whirlwind Music Inc.
P.O. Box 1075
Rochester, New York 14603
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from the amp to the recorder, although
care must be taken when setting levels.
Some amps are equipped with a "pre amp out" jack which taps the signal
after the channel tone and volume controls, but before the power amp section.
This signal would most easily interface
with the line input level of the recorder
and would include the particular tone
settings. A qualified technician could install this jack if it's not already there.
Another possibility is to purchase one of

the commercially available "power attenuators" from a musical instrument

dealer. This device connects oetween
the usual "speaker out" jack and the
speaker itself. The power stage of the
amp is now part of the processed signal
but at the proper level to feed the recorder line in.
All of these methods still do not include the characteristic sound of the
speaker itself. If the volume of the amp
in the recording environment prevents
miking the speaker, the power attenuator method not only lets one lower the
overall level in the room while maintaining full amplifier power, but also pro-

vides the proper signal level to include
the use of an outboard equalizer in
recording the sound of the musical instrument amp.
-Dave Wittman
Electric Lady Studios
New York, N.Y.

Oscillators Explained
The bias oscillator circuit is a fixed-frequency oscillator built into a tape
recorder to supply bias current. How do
they manage to achieve sufficient output
for tape erasure and a high enough frequency for a good recording without

saturation?

-

Bonny Shenkin
San Francisco, Ca.
Simple. An amplifier supplies the current
and design provides the frequency. Actually, an oscillator does not supply any
current or power at all. You are assuming
an oscillator to be similar to an audio

*IIII'lIÍIÍIII
Transit Cases from ANVIL®

SHOCK
The next time your instruments

and sound
gear hit the road, protect them with The
SHOCK ABSORBERS" from ANVILS. To give
your gearthe extra protection it needs when

the road, ANViL®s SHOCK ABSORBERS"
Transit Cases are built to exceed rigid
specifications established by the Airline
Transport Association to assure safe
It's on

rattle and roll on their way to the gig, your
gear Inside won't.
The SHOCK ABSORBERS" Because when it
comes down to cases, nobody builds them
like ANVIL.

transport of delicate equipment.
Outside, your gear gets the protection of

sturdy, top -grade plywood sidewalls
covered with gouge and scuff-resistant ABS
plastic. Plus a strong, lightweight aluminum
outer frame. And ANVILS machine -driven,
split -steel rivets and steel hardware.

inside, your gear is cushioned with a
custom -fit protective layer of foam padding.
So even If your SHOCK ABSORBERS" shake,

ANVIL. CASES, Inc. 4128 Temple City Blvd.
Rosemead, CA 91770 (213) 575 -8614

flit doesn't have an ANVIL' ...you don't have
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case.

oscillator or a signal generator. The
oscillator is only one element of that entire device. The actual oscillator part only provides a small rising and falling
voltage that cycles or repeats at a certain interval or frequency. In order to
get a usable signal out of a signal
generator or any oscillator, you must use
an amplifier to amplify the current and/or
voltage depending on the device. So a
signal generator is really an amplifier
with a tank circuit permanently built onto
its input, plus controls to vary output,
frequency, etc. Given the example of a
signal generator, the oscillator part is a
resonant circuit the parameters of which
can be altered to obtain the desired frequency. Other types of oscillators are
rather fixed or at least not easily
altered. Then there is the highly stable
type found in computers, radio station
transmitters, watches and so on which rely
on a crystal to generate the desired frequency. These are designed so as not to
be altered as frequency is critical.
In your tape recorder you have an oscillator which was designed to generate
a relatively fixed frequency (usually
100 -150 kHz). The actual number is
chosen by determining the highest frequency the recorder is designed to
record and multiplying that by at least
5. (If the recorder is capable of recording 20,000 Hz then the bias frequency
should be 100,000 Hz; for 25,000 it
would be 125,000.) It is then a simple
matter to design the oscillator to
resonate at that frequency. When that
is done, a current amplifier is added sufMODERN RECORDING
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MUSIC

If lately your favorite recordings sound like they're gradually
unrecording, it could be the tape they're on.
You see the oxide particles on some tapes just aren't bound on
very well. And when the oxide particles come off, your music
could come off sounding faded and weak.
Maxell, however, has developed a unique binding process that
helps stop those oxide particles from taking
a hike. We also polish our tape to a mirror
finish to reduce friction, the major
cause of oxide shedding.
So with Maxell, even if you play a tape
over and over, the music won't disappear
before your very ears.

IT'S WORTH IT
M .01 Co.poronon of
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ficient to drive the record head. The
signal is then used to serve a dual purpose. First, it is sent to the record head
through various controls (bias current
adj) where the user is able to adjust the
desired bias current suitable for the
tape being used. This signal is not actually recorded on the tape, although it
goes through the record head, because
the frequency is too high; hence, the
wavelength is too short for the particle
size in the tape to be left there. It is only to bias the head with relation to the
tape to make up for the non -linearity of
magnetic tape. Second, the oscillator
signal is run through the erase head.
Here the whole idea is to saturate the
tape. This completely disorients the directions of the magnetic particles which
results in the near absence of sound.
-David Moyssiadis

a

Contributing Editor
Modern Recording & Music

Discretion Advised on
Distortion Question
If two diodes were used to limit (as with
a peak limiter) an audio signal, would
this cause any distortion or other disturbing effects? If I wished to limit the
signal to around 0.7-1 volt, what type of
diodes should I use?
-Paul (Rum -Z) Rumsey
Long Beach, Ca.
Two silicon diodes, arranged as shown in
the accompanying figure, will begin to
act as a limiter as the alternating voltage
(the audio signal) at terminals A and B
exceeds 0.7 volts. The input and output
a

C

z
d

b

Output Waveform
+.7v

Input Waveform

V

-1v

waveforms are also shown. This form of
limiting introduces some amount of distortion. Whether this amount of distortion is acceptable or not is a decision that
must be left to the user.
-Tom Dwyer
Engineer
CBS Recording Studios
New York, N.Y.
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This amp isn't getting a lot of
attention...it doesn't need it.
The Crown PSA -2 is the most reliable high -power
professional power amplifier you can buy at any
price. One reviewer described it as "indestructible,"
since the PSA -2 accepts seemingly impossible
loads, and unlike many other amp designs, will continue to produce useable output power.

PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
Crown engineers devised a simple test to show how
the PSA-2 operates. Two flat metal bars are wired
into the output circuit of one channel of the amp,
with a music signal input. The other input is connected to a 11/2 volt battery, requiring the PSA -2 to
deal also with a DC signal. A heavy round steel bar
is laid across the speaker leads. The amp continues
to produce useable power, and the metal bar becomes a transducer, producing small sounds from
the output signal!

ON -BOARD COMPUTING
The PSA -2 uses its built -in computer logic and
unique sensing systems to determine the limits of
the safe operating area of the output transistors.
The PSA -2 does not just thermal out or shut down
as other designs tend to do under strange loads.
It computes the level of output power at which it
can continue to operate, and then orders itself to
do that.
Under normal load conditions, this on -board computing makes it possible for the PSA -2 to use its
output transistors more efficiently than any other
protection system. There are no arbitrary cut -off

*Names on request.

points, but a continuous computing of the conditions
of the output devices, and an adjustment of output
to the maximum comfortable level for the amp.

NEW CONVENIENCE
Versions of the PSA -2 are now available with a
choice of front and rear panel configurations. Users
can select a model with on /off LED indicators for
overload, signal and standby; or they can select the
version equipped with the Crown "Dynamic Range
Indicator," an LED array that displays peak /hold
and instantaneous output for both channels. For the
rear panel, a balanced input module (including
variable gain and switchable hi /low Butterworth
filters) is available, or unbalanced input only.

FIELD TESTED
The Crown PSA -2 amp has already proven its ability to require very little attention after it's been set
up in the field. The PSA -2 has provided trouble -free
power for several major touring setups, and it is
now installed in a number of top -flight recording
studios and auditoriums.*

TOP QUALITY SOUND
A bonus for users of the PSA -2 is its excellent sound

quality. The amp proves that sonic quality, ruggedness and reliability can be combined in one amp.
If you haven't already considered the PSA -2 for the
systems you are currently designing, write to Crown
today. We'll send you a fully descriptive brochure
and reprints of several reviews. They're worth your
full attention.

crown

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

Innovation. High technology. American. That's Crown.
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Rule of Thumb

duces 100 watts into 4 ohms and approximately 50 watts into an 8 ohm load. The
actual formula is:

I recently purchased a pair of Peavey
41211 sound columns. They were used
and I received no technical information
with them. Could you please tell me the
maximum continuous power handling capacity for this model?
Is there a formula or rule of thumb for

P (power)

E2

=

(Volts)

R (Resistance)

converting the output of a power amp
rated at 210 watts at 2 ohms into X
number of watts at 4 ohms, 8 ohms, etc.?
Thanks for your help and keep up the
great work.
-Jim Hunt
Owner /Chief Sound Engineer
Sound Specialists
Frankfort, Ind.

20V2

P

4

20V2

P =
8

P

=

P

= 50

100

watts

ohms

watts

ohms

This rule of thumb varies slightly with
different designs, heatsinks, output devices, etc., but will generally put you in
the ball park.
Hollis T. Calvert
Director, Sales Promotion /Education
Peavey Electronics Corp.
Meridian, Miss.

-

The 412H enclosure is rated at 150 watts
RMS with average program material.
However, for normal public address use,
the enclosures could be driven with considerably more power if the power amps
remain clean and are not allowed to clip.
A rough rule of thumb for converting
amplifier power (watts RMS) to a different than specified speaker load is simply
half the power when impedance is doubled. For instance, a particular amp pro-

Teac Transistor Trouble
HELP!! I own a Teac A -4300 tape deck,
serial number 7429. It has a problem.
The regulator transistor for the transport solenoids was blown a year ago and

PA:CE has been producing top quality transportable sound
mixers for years and our new DM series is fast becoming
another success story. The use of 'modular' input
and output groups enables the mixer to start life
as a fully comprehensive 8. into 2 and 'grow' to a
staggering 32 into 8 recording console.
And thats not all we've introduced and

lost while repairs were being attempted.
Upon trying to replace the transistor, I
discovered to my horror that my deck
has a different solenoid control than
their schematics depict. So different, in
fact, that the missing transistor is in fact
not included.
I wrote to Teac in California in
January, and the reply in March from
John R. Powell, technical correspondent,
was that "the only wiring diagram available" was not the same as mine. He sent
two schematics, said three different
boards were used and, in short, didn't answer my question. Can you help? Maybe
someone else out there has an A -4300
with a near serial number and the same

board in it. They could, if wonderful
enough a person, pop off the back, look
on the upper left -hand P.C. board and
name the tab -style transistor used.
Michael Eric Munson
Arlington, Va.

-

'Nuff said. While Mr. Munson's problem
is indeed confusing, his request is pretty
straightforward. Any info (if Mr. /Ms.
Wonderful is out there) should be directed to Mr. Munson, care of our Editorial Offices.

The Ultimate Investment from

(PACE

;

patented a remarkable Microprocessor
controlled routing module to handle
individual channel assignments plus 16
preset patches fast. efficiently and with
none of the problems normally
associated with mechanical
switching. We feel this to be
the final touch of advanced
professionalism to a top
class product.

Just
"

"

a

few of the remarkable

DM

you at
NAMM
See

features.

Pace's electronic balancing gives an outstanding 70dB's
of RF. Hum and noise rejection.

Self limiting (voltage controlled) inputs -virtually
impossible to over -load
Fully compatible for Microprocessor routing (pat pend)
for multi -track and subgrouping plus future software
releases
4 band EQ and 4 selectable mid frequencies and low
frequency cut.
100mm guaranteed 'no-crackle' professional faders.
PFL. PPI and noiseless mute on each input.

Autofade speed control on each output.
Integral power supply with individual regulators on
each channel - definetely more reliable.
Quadromodular construction, always expandable

Clip this ad to your letter head and mail to

PA:CE Musical Equipment

Limited.

63, Kneesworth Street,
Royston, Herts. SG8 5AQ. England.
(Telex 817929 PACE G)
for full details of the fine range or mixers
and amps from PACE.
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In answer to

tre derr ands c the

serous profess onal, ESS in -oduces
a

superior catal 3gue cf high

ecirology sound reirforcernert

...and now
ESS Pro.

equipment. The initial series focusing
jn Dryducts for the MJ. marlaet,
ne udes precision electronics,
powerful low frequency and niidrange
ransiucers, plus the ncompa -able
-le air -motion ransfarmer h
' requency driva.

9613 Oates Drive, Sacre mento, California U.3 A. 95827

ENad Consen at (213) 709,7853.

I
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V si: us at NArAM booth 32E.
Experience the new Standar c
exce fence The ESS standauc.

FDrcomplete nforrretion, tñlaphone
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PORTASTUDIO.

LEARN ON IT.
REHEARSE ON IT.
CREATE ON IT.

Portastudio gives
you all the essential
functions of multitrack
recording in one corn pact, self-contained unit.
You can work
anywhere you have an
electrical outlet. Connect electronic instruments directly. And try
out new musical
ideas. Will a keyboard
work well in the
break? Do you want a
chorus behind the
vocal? With Portastudio, you can find out
before you put out hard
cash for studio time.
Whether you're
recording basic tracks,
overdubbing, punching in or mixing down to
another cassette deck,

BUSS
MONITOR

TRIM

LIME

AUX
SEND

CUE

TREBLE

i

TRACK

b

3

BUSS

R

Z

TRACK

REC

L

Portastudio helps you
get all the signals to the right places.
Portastudio's versatile 4 x 2
mixer section gives you mic /line /tape
switching, trim control, high and low
EQ, fader, pan and Aux Send for each
input. The failsafe group switching
matrix lets you record on up to two
tracks at the same time. And the master fader gives you overall level control during recording and mixdown.
The full -logic cue system in
Portastudio lets you hear everything
you're doing all the time. Input and
tape cueing, monitoring for recording
or mixdown are all available. And
©

RE Mix

RECORD SELECT
L

BASS

every signal can be metered.
Coming or going.
TEAC engineers created a
totally unique format for Portastudío. Four tracks in sync on
cassette tape at 3 -3/4 ips. It's
fast, simple, reliable and
economical.
Portastudio's drive system
is built specifically for the rugrecordb' ged needs of multitrack
ing. Transport controls are all
solenoid- operated for faster,
easier switching. And you get a
built-in variable speed control
that lets you add special effects,
fix a flat note or solve timing
and cueing problems.
You can work with Portastudio using nothing more than
headphones and a microphone.
Or send the output through your
home audio system. You'll also
find the patch points and controls that let you use Portastudio
with other equipment like echo units,
equalizers and additional mixers.

M ASTER

R

TAPE

CUE

AUX
SEND

Nothing else in the world hands
you so much multitrack function in
such a sensible way. So see your dealer
today for a demonstration of the very
affordable Portastudio.
SERIES
TASCAM CREATIVE

TEAC Professional Products Group

1980 TEAC Corporation of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebe:lo, CA 90640. In Canada, TEAC is distributed by White Electronic Development Corporation (1966) Ltd.
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By Norman Eisenberg

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIERS
Suitable for rack mount or desk -top installation are
two new professional headphone amplifiers from
Edcor of Irvine, Ca. The model HA 100 provides
eight stereo channels; the model AP 10, four stereo
channels. Either amplifier may be used with any
combination of 8 -ohm to 2000-ohm headphones. The
manufacturer claims flat frequency response, less
than 0.1 percent THD and an "A" weighted S/N
ratio of 101 dB.
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NEW GENERATION
RECORDER

B & O

Microcomputers are put to extensive use in the new
Beocord 8000 cassette recorder. One feature,
claimed to be exclusive with B & O, is the plotting
of tape position in real time, which makes it possible
to tell how much tape has been played (in minutes
and seconds) and to relate tape length to the actual
length of a recorded piece. A related feature is the
deck's automatic search system for locating a
desired selection on the tape. An automatic memory
(while recording) makes it possible to return to the
last starting point at the press of a button. A display panel employs several code signals to indicate
whether the machine has understood the commands
fed into it, and also to show which function it is performing. For most operations, touching the function button activates the deck without the need to
turn the power on separately. The cassette -eject
system may be activated without first stopping the
transport. Automatic demagnetization of the head
is provided, and the headphone output has its own
volume control. Price of the Beocord 8000 is $995.

HEAD CLEANER SAYS WHEN
New video head cleaner cassettes from 3M feature a
recorded video message that reads: "When you can
read this message your heads are clean. Stop the
recorder now." Formulations are available for the
VHS format ($28.95) and for the Beta format
($27.95). The cleaning cassette contains five minutes of specially formulated tape which, according
to lab tests at 3M, has proven safe and effective for
cleaning clogged recorder heads of dirt and debris.
In most applications, the complete cleaning job
takes less than 30 seconds.
CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BEYER HEADPHONES

"GROUPER" AIDS MIXING WOR1,

AND MICROPHONES

The B &B Audio model OAS-24, alias The Grouper
and marketed by Aphex Systems Ltd, is a modular
system composed of a VCA /Connector package,
remote control console and power supply. The
Grouper lets you balance the various parts of a mix
without having "to move more faders than you
have fingers." Panning, EQ and echo remain as flexible as ever since the signals are not actually combined. The system brings elements in and out of a
mix precisely at desired cues with the touch of a
button. Since inactive tracks are kept out of the
mix, noise is reduced in multi-channel work. The
standard configuration handles up to twenty-four
audio channels and up to nine sub-groups (plus
group master). The Grouper may be added to any
mixing console quickly via patch cables.

The Beyer DT-220 dynamic headphones, which recently became available in the U.S., are the closed
type for use where a high degree of isolation from
external sounds is desired. Weighing 9.2 ounces, the
headset has an impedance of 400 ohms. Output
capability is given as 102 dB /SPL for 1 milliwatt
input at 1 kHz. Price is $65.
Beyer also has introduced the model M -130 bi -directional ribbon microphone, said to produce excellent transient response and rated for the range from
40 Hz to 18 kHz. Its polar pattern provides more
than 3 dB attenuation at 90 degrees. A little over 5
inches long, including the "figure 8" headpiece, the
M)130 is supplied with a standard three-pin Switch craft connector and is priced at $389.
Also from Beyer is the M -111 lavalier microphone. This dynamic model is supplied with a filter
designed to provide flat freuency response when the
unit is suspended over the chest. Its specially
plotted frequency response curve is described as
having a decrease of about 6 dB in the range from
700 to 800 Hz, and a gentle rise up to 8 dB from 1
kHz to 10 kHz. Length is 3.35 inches; overall frequency range is 60 Hz to 15 kHz; output is -62
dBm; impedance is 200 ohms. Supplied with a standard (Cannon-type) three-pin connector or with a
one-meter cable and special connector for use with a
pocket transmitter, the model M -111 costs $169.
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SUB -COMPACT CASSETTE PLAYER

PARAMETRIC EQ DIVIDER

Possibly the world's smallest self-contained stereo
device is the new Sony TPS-L2 "Soundabout" cassette player. Weighing less than 1 pound (with batteries), the device measures 5%,e inches long, 3'/2
inches wide and 1%18 inches deep. It will run for
about eight hours on two alkaline "AA" batteries.
It also may be powered, via adaptors, from car batteries, line AC voltage or a rechargeable battery
pack. The output signal (15 mW per channel) is
available at two headphone jacks for simultaneous
listening by two persons. One pair of stereophones
is supplied with the player, together with carrying
case and strap. Response is 40 Hz to 12 kHz.

Tannoy's X05000 dividing network is a stereo unit
in which each channel incorporates an independently adjustable single -point parametric equalizer
operating in the 20 Hz to 200 Hz frequency band.
The operating characteristics of the crossover voltage response required by a given speaker system
(slope, frequency and band-pass parameters) are
defined by a plug-in module. Modules are available
for all Tannoy monitors as well as for Altec Lansing
model 604 -G, and JBL models 4350, 4343, 4333 in
the bi -amp mode. In addition to the parametric EQ
action, the Tannoy divider provides variable timedelay, switchable filters and gain controls.
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PREAMP/MIXERS
The models 8 and 8A from Teaser Wireworks of
Dallas, Texas are EIA standard rack-mount pre amp- mixers. Both units have six separate inputs
(two phono, one auxiliary, one tape and two microphone); full cueing facilities and control monitoring.
Teaser's "two- time" mixing feature enables a deejay to preview a mix before it is played to the audience. Used in conjunction with headphones, this
facility permits the operator to monitor the main
program source in one earcup, and his standby program in the other.
Both mixers use stereo LED displays. The 8A, in
addition, has three "beat match" LED indicators
for beat mixing. Two outer LEDs pulsate to indicate record beats, and the center LED glows when
both phono programs are in sync. For "bang" mixing, the 8A also features level matching LEDs.
Outputs for both units include stereo main, mono
for driving light controllers and stereo EQ. The EQ
output forms a loop with the EQ input for connection of an outboard signal processor. The model 8A
also features a mic equalizer circuit. Prices are $900
for the model 8, and $999 for the model 8A.
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STEREO MIC ADAPTER
Two microphones may be mounted on a single
stand with the aid of the new Shure Model A27M

AUTOMATED CONSOLE
.

.............

1

The new Series 30 recording console from Sound
Workshop Professional Audio Products offers most
of the features and performance found in Sound
Workshop's Series 1600, but in a smaller size and at
lower cost. The Series 30 comes equipped with 8, 16
or 24 discrete output channels (determined by the
number of inputs ordered) and eight active mix
busses. Mainframe sizes of up to 36 inputs are available, permitting console configurations ranging
from 12 X 8 to 36 X 32. An in -line (input /output)
design, the Series 30 allows full monitor capabilities
of any multi -track format, limited only by the number of inputs present. Metering is via LED ladder
display. An optional meter bridge housing with
standard VU meters and peak-reading LEDs also is
available. Other options include VCA input sub grouping (utilizing the Allison EGC-101 gain cell)
and ARMS automation (MCI compatible). Standard output level is a nominal +4 dBm, but other
interface levels may be accommodated with no
decrease in performance. The Series 30 format "A"
is designed for applications "demanding sonic
excellence without a full array of supplementary
functions and frills," explains the company. Format
"B" is more elaborate. Both formats include a pedestal base and power supply.
CIRCLE 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD

adapter which permits horizontal coincident
(mounted on same axis) or closely spaced mounting
of microphones in a wide range of directional
angles. The user can select the X -Y, ORTF or other
stereo pickup configurations. Suggested applications include miking for stereo broadcasting,
recording and sound reinforcement -including,
says Shure, improved pickup of ambience in comparison to other methods such as two or more
microphones widely spaced, or individual miking of
instruments or sections. Price is $22.05.
CIRCLE 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DUAL 15 -BAND GRAPHIC EQ
Two sets of 15 bands on 2/3 ISO frequency centers
are featured in the new R -830 graphic equalizer
from DOD Electronics of Salt Lake City. Boost or
cut range on each slider is ±12 dB. Both balanced

and unbalanced inputs and outputs are provided.
The EQ bypass switch does not disable the balanced input and output. The R -830 fits standard
rack mounts.
CIRCLE 29 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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JBL MIC MIXER

SOUND SYSTEM SNIFFLES

Described as a state -of-the -art automatic microphone mixer, the new JBL model 7510 comes standard as a four -input module expandable to 24 -input
capacity. The device features automatic mic turn ON /turn -OFF, and output level correction, said to
allow for considerable gain without feedback. In
addition, advanced level sensing circuitry makes for
extremely fast attack, which JBL points out as
being excellent for use in gated mixing. Each four input module has front -panel controls for level,
threshold and release times. Another switch allows
each channel to be set for manual, automatic or
priority modes. In all three modes, a digital attenuator automatically reduces output gain by 3 dB
for each doubling of an active microphone. The unit
also has a built -in 48 -volt phantom power supply,
and direct outputs for each input channel. The
model 7510 may be rack -mounted in three EIA
standard rack spaces.

Does your sound system ever catch cold, sounding
choked up for no apparent reason? You know the
kind of thing I mean -one day, mysteriously, the
highs are squashed down and the bass just isn't all
there. You check controls and switch settings, interconnections, etc., and can find nothing wrong.
You are about to call for help when, just as
mysteriously, usually a day or two later, the system
starts to sound as good as it used to. The highs are
smooth and extended; the bass is ample and solid.
I, and others, have puzzled over this kind of thing
for years and until some additional wisdom is forthcoming on the subject, there seem to be two possible explanations for the occasional gloomy case of
"stereo sniffles."
One is the effect of humidity and temperature on
electroacoustic transducers, and especially on loudspeakers whose diaphragms are loaded fairly directly into a room. Depending on a host of complex
and generally unpredictable factors, a particular
speaker diaphragm may "prefer" one kind of
environment to another, and so when something in
the environment changes the balance in the air
against which that diaphragm must work, the
speaker reacts accordingly. Then, when the environment returns to its former state, the optimum relationship of source and load is once again established
and things come out the way they should. A concomitant of this theory has it that the more indirectly a speaker radiates, the less chance there is for
the upset to occur.
Explanation number two concerns the metal connectors at the ends of signal cables. Over a time,
goes the theory, there's a gradual build -up of corrosion on metal connectors that can become signal -
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PATCH BAY SYSTEM
The new Patch Bay, from Audiovisual Systems of
L.A., features sixteen stereo inputs and outputs (a
total of 256 two -channel crosspoints) with 64 goldplated RCA phono connectors on the rear panel and
3- conductor "bantam" jacks on the front. The
unit's "fully -normalled" design means that no
patch cords are needed for normal system operation. However, cords may be inserted to break normal connections and to insert or rearrange components or signal- processing devices. Once set up, says
the manufacturer, there should be no need for
access to the rear of any equipment. All connection
points can be accessed from the front panel. The
Patch Bay uses no active circuitry or power and is
contained in a 13/4 -inch EIA standard rack package.
Price is $540.
CIRCLE
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resistant. Interestingly enough, many sound system owners actually solve this problem without
realizing it -by the old dodge of simply removing
and reinserting all signal cables from and to their
mating jacks. This routine action can have the
effect of removing the "coating" and thus restore
full contact. The corollary of this theory is the
often -heard story of the system that was brought
into the service shop with the owner complaining
that things "just don't sound right." The system is
hooked up in the shop with a new set of cables, and
turned on. There isn't a thing wrong with it now!
I'd be interested in hearing from our readers on
this -have you had similar experiences?

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

A name that may not be familiar to
many electric guitarists is VeilletteCitron from Sundown Music, Inc. The
latest additions to the Veillette- Citron
line are three guitar models all of
which feature a neck which extends the
full length of the body and are
equipped with Schaller tuning machines and V -C's own dual -coil hum bucking pickups. The basic model is
logically enough called the Standard
and is available in Sunburst Satin,
opaque black or a clear satin finish
trimmed with chrome plated hard-

ware. The Classic is a more sophisticated model featuring two -stage pickups and potentiometers with integrated push /pull switches. To comple-

ment the Classic's sophisticated electronics, the model is finished with fifteen coats of clear lacquer to show off
its select maple body (other hardwoods

34

also available) which is further set off
by all brass hardware. V -C's Limited
Edition model is electronically identical to the Classic, but the body of the
guitar is faced with a 5/16 -inch thick
lamination of exotic hardwoods such
as ebony, rosewood or koa wood, and
the neck and headpiece have matching

laminations.
CIRCLE
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A very interesting line of Englishmade acoustic instruments is now
available in America from Fylde
Instruments US, Inc. Fylde instruments are owned and played by many
of today's finest guitarists, including
Al Di Meola, John Abercrombie, Pete
Townshend and Elliott Randall who
have publicly praised their Fylde
guitars. Several models are available
from Fylde, all of which share such
common features as a mahogany neck
with H- shaped aluminum alloy truss
rod, nickel silver frets, a zero fret and a
lignum vitae wood nut for perfect intonation and excellent sustain, Schaller
machine heads and optional fiberglass
flight cases. The Prospero is a 12string model of unique design with a
short, 12 -fret neck for strength and a
single cutaway body to restore full use
of the fingerboard; this short -scale
(24.13 ") instrument features a spruce
top, mahogany sides and back and
ebony fingerboard. The Ariel is a relatively long scale (25 ") steel string guitar with an extra -light body for extra
response; the Ariel's top is cedar, while
the back and sides are mahogany. The
Caliban is a cedar-topped, rosewood
body guitar designed for a more forceful tone similar to an arch -top instrument; the narrow fretboard and fast
action were designed for fast lead playing which is also aided by the cutaway
body. In a less conventional vein,
Fylde offers the Octavius mandocello
and the Sir Toby acoustic bass guitar.

The Sir Toby is cedar -topped and
mahogany- bodied and has a choice of
ebony or rosewood fretboards atop the
17 -fret neck; standard scale length is
30" with longer scales available. The
Octavia is a very rich sounding eight string instrument which can be tuned
as a mandocello or a bouzouki for more
unusual musical textures. For those
interested in what Fylde instruments
sound like, there is a commercially released LP, entitled "Fylde Acoustic"
(Trailer Records, LER 2105, an English release) which features more than
a dozen of Great Britain's top folk artists playing their Fyldes.
CIRCLE
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Helpinstill Designs, Inc. is justifiably well -known for its excellent
magnetic pickup systems for pianos,
but the company has branched out
into the manufacture of instruments
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

with the introduction of the Road
Master Flightcase Piano. This new
instrument is basically a spinet type
piano with a unique folding keyboard
and a built -in Helpinstill Sensor system for electric or acoustic use. For a
-

true acoustic sound, the 64 -note
instrument has a laminated spruce
sound -board and uses double stringing
(for an explanation of why double
stringing is so important to the
characteristic sound of the piano see
the cover story on the physics of piano
strings in the January, 1979 issue of
Scientific American). The RoadMaster
was designed to be fully road- worthy
with heavy -duty casters and an integral formica -over -plywood flight case
complete with extruded aluminum
edging and steel corners; for transporting, the keyboard mechanism folds
down into the flight case. To aid tuning stability, the piano uses a 14 -ply
laminated pinblock. With the keyboard folded down, the RoadMaster
piano measures only 431/2" wide x
373/4" high x 123/9" deep, and weighs in
at a reasonable 210 pounds.
CIRCLE 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT AMPLIFIERS

Gallien-Kruger has announced the
first model in what is to be a new series
of guitar and bass guitar amplifiers.
The Gallien- Kruger 112SC is a 75 -watt
RMS combo guitar amp with a single
Celestion G12 -80 speaker. The 112SC
has two separate input channels, a
normal channel and a high gain
channel with bright switch, each of
which has an input volume control and
a master volume control to give each
channel a full range of overdrive
sounds available. The two channels are
selectable with a footswitch which has
LED indicators to signal the player his
amplifier mode regardless of whether
he can see the amp itself. The two
channels may also be operated in series
for more extreme distortion simply by
pushing a front panel button. Also
available on the footswitch unit are
selector switches for reverb and
contour, again with LED indicators.
Contour is a tone shaping function
which is rather similar to loudness
compensation on a hi -fi amplifier;
switching on contour boosts the bass
and treble and subdues the midrange
for a fuller "clean" sound, while an
overdriven sound will generally benefit
from the greater midrange with the
contour off. A four -band active equaliJULY 1980

zation section is included which was
designed for maximum musical usefulness and non -interaction between EQ
sections. A pre-reverb effects loop with
convenient front panel jacks is also
provided on the 112SC, and there is a
jack on the back of the amp for connection of an extension speaker such as
the matching 112 EC for occasions
where very high power levels are
needed.
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The latest news from Rhodes Keyboard Instruments concerns its new
Rhodes Janus I keyboard amplification system which was specifically
designed to provide superior amplification for the Rhodes piano. (The Rhodes
piano is better known to most musicians as the Fender Rhodes, although
parent company CBS has now divided
Rhodes Keyboard Instruments USA
and Fender Musical Instruments into
two separate entities.) The Janus I
system starts with a replacement preamp control panel which replaces the
standard preamp panel of a Rhodes
piano in its entirety. The new preamp
panel has a rotary volume control, horizontal sliders for bass and treble controls, and vibrato intensity and speed
controls along with a vibrato on /off
switch and a vibrato indicator LED
which pulses to show the vibrato
speed. A 5- conductor cable assembly
with 5-pin XLR-type connectors connects the preamp panel with the 50watt RMS per channel stereo power

amplifier housed in each speaker cabinet. Each power amp as a master input
jack for the feed from the preamp and
a slave output jack for the addition of
additional power amp /speaker enclosure units. Also provided are preamp
output and power amp input jacks to
allow direct feeds to mixing consoles
or insertion of stereo effects devices
between preamp and power amp. A
gain control adjusts the power amp
gain over a +6 to -20 dB range to
allow multiple cabinets to be balanced
as desired, and a stereo headphone
jack which automatically disconnects
the speakers is also provided. The
speaker cabinet itself is a vented
design housing two 12 -inch speakers
which are driven from separate power
amp channels for stereo vibrato effects
with a single speaker unit. The speaker
enclosures are vinyl covered and come
complete with carrying handles and
casters and weigh in at only 62 lbs.
The Rhodes Janus I is most useful
with the Rhodes Stage Piano, but it is
also very useful with the Suitcase
model for a more powerful sound and a
more dramatic stereo vibrato effect.
CIRCLE
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International Music Corporation has
announced a new top model in their
Texas Amplifier line. The new model is
the TA -50 which is a compact 60 -watt
RMS combo amp. Electronically the
TA -50 features two inputs lone high
gain and one low), gain control, active
tone controls, midrange frequency
expander, master volume control and a
separate distortion control for maximum control over the amplifier's
sound. The amplifier cabinet has a
slanted front panel for improved sound
projection, and is constructed from 3/4inch material with a double -ply
covering.
CIRCLE 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Acoustic Control Corp. has always
been renowned for its solid -state
instrument amplifiers, but they have

matched tube sets for various applications can be had by contacting Aspen
Associates ([P.O. Box 4753, Sylmar,
Ca. 91342), who are the same folk who
represent the MainlineTM Multiplex
snake cable systems.

recently expanded into tube -type
amplifiers with their 160 series amplifier. The Model 160 is a full -tube
design with a power output of 60 or
100 watts RMS selectable via a front
panel switch. For more tonal versatility, the Model 160 has an FET front
end stage in addition to the tube front
end, and the user may select between
the two with a switch. The amp has
two input channels each of which has
its own master volume control in addition to input gain controls. Bass, mid,
treble and presence tone controls are
provided with pull -switches for boost
on the bass and treble controls, plus
the unit has a five -band graphic equalizer and a reverb circuit. The basic 160
series amp is available in three versions: the Model 160 is a separate
power head in a vinyl- covered cabinet,
while the 164 and 165 are combo amps
featuring a single Electro -Voice EVM
12L (12 -inch) speaker. The Model 164
is covered in heavy -duty brown vinyl
while the Model 165 is housed in a
hand -rubbed oak and walnut cabinet.
For users of the Model 160, Acoustic
offers the Model 464 speaker enclosure
which houses the same Electro -Voice
speaker as the 164 and 165 use in a
vinyl- covered, open- backed cabinet.
CIRCLE
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Fender Musical Instruments has
introduced an updated tube -type guitar amplifier known as the Fender 75.
As the name implies, the Fender 75 is a
75 -watt RMS amplifier which uses a
single special design 15 -inch speaker.
The Fender 75 was designed to give
the musician a wide range of tonal possibilities in addition to the basic
Fender tube amp sound. The amp is a
two channel design with a rhythm
channel providing the traditional
Fender sound and a lead channel with
its own separate master volume control in addition to the overall master
volume control which affects both
channels simultaneously. For additional flexibility, the two channels may
be cascaded for even greater distortion
than the lead channel alone can provide by means of a footswitch. A red
LED lights up when the lead channel is
in use and a green LED indicates that
the three -spring reverb is enabled.
Tone controls on the Fender 75 are
quite comprehensive with bass, midrange and treble controls each of which
36
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Owners of Gibson (and Gibson copy)

has a pull- switch for boost. The front
panel also boasts a high/low power
switch to reduce the power output
without changing the amp's sound,
and rear panel connectors are provided
for line /direct signal out, effects send
and return, reverb send and return and
main and extension speaker outputs.
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Morley has been known for years for

its high-quality photo -electric volume
and wah -wah pedals so it shouldn't
come as too much of a shock that the
company has now introduced a power
amplifier integrated with a volume
pedal in a convenient, eight pound
package. The Morley Bigfoot can be
used as a conventional volume pedal
with its line output jack, or it may be
used to drive a speaker cabinet of 4
ohms or greater directly from its built in 25 -watt RMS power amplifier. The
Bigfoot is said to feature a tube -type
sound ranging from soft distortion to
hard fuzz. Volume, bass and treble
controls are furnished on the unit in
addition to bass boost and treble boost
footswitches.

guitars who like to play along with the
radio or record will welcome news of
the Pitchfinder speed tuner tailpiece
from Lenny Pogan Productions. The
Pitchfinder replaces the stock Les
Paul or Gibson tailpiece and allows all
six strings to be simultaneously
adjusted up or down in pitch simply by
turning a thumbscrew. Other products
from Lenny Pogan include the BluSlide and BluNeck devices for bottleneck or slide guitar.
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The Rat is the name of a footswitchoperated distortion device from Pro -Co
Sound, Inc., which is best known for
its line of Lifelines cables. The Rat has
controls for distortion, tone and overall volume which are said to give the
unit a very wide range of effects. The
bypass footswitch on the unit switches
both input and output so that the circuitry is truly bypassed when switched
out. The Rat uses special micropower
circuitry for maximum life from its 9volt battery.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ACCESSORIES

Tubes are not often thought of as an
accessory item, but it is a fact that a
good set of tubes can do wonders for
the sound of a guitar amplifier. Groove
Tubes is a California company which
now offers balanced and matched sets
of tubes for most musical instrument
amplifiers. Besides the well -known
improvement in sound, a matched set
of power tubes will usually last longer
than an unmatched set since the tubes
will not be working against each other
as they do when the match is poor.
Prices and availability of Groove Tube

A new approach to tuning aids is
seen in the Alphatone from Imaginearing Audio. The Alphatone is the first
tuning device which reads out the
actual note alphabetically as the musician plays it. Alphatone is accurate
over a 7- octave range, reads out the
name of the note, indicates sharp or
flat and provides a centering bar indicator for accurate tuning. Another
feature is the ability to transpose to a
different key by setting a switch on
the unit. The Alphatone is battery
powered and is available in professional (high accuracy), student
(high speed) and combination versions.
It"
CIRCLE 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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proposition that music is a profession,
not a hobby. A company free from the
distraction of hifi design considerations.
Hear us at your local Gauss music
retailer. A select group of the best.
They just might turn your head around!
Gauss.
Professional. Only professional.

Gauss speakers. Outrageous performance in a very conservative
package. Designed purely for live
music, whether you play bizarre or
piano bar. Speakers that stand up to
400 watts of continuous pink noise
power. Speakers that stay alive. That's
Gauss. A company dedicated to the

gauss by Cetec.
CETEC GAUSS. 9130 Glenoaks Blvd Sun Valley, CA 91352 (213) 875-1900 TELEX:
CETEC INTERNATIONAL LTD. 16 Uxbridge Road Ealing, London W5, England
Divisions of Cetec Corporation

194989
01- 579 -9145 TELEX 935847
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We've k
CREST

PROFESSIONAL SERIES

Ve're Crest Audio.
%\è make the
world's best
professional power
amplifiers.
we

year
L introduced
ast

CREST

our P -3500 series low profile
amplifiers. Delivering 250 watts per
channel into an 8 ohm load and
standing just 31" high, the P-3500
was an immediate winner.
The P-3500 quickly proved itself
on major concert tours. It's been
put to the test in huge stadiums,
small clubs and recording studios.
And it's passed every test with rave
reviews.
Because the P-3500 isn't just
"another" amp. It's a demonstrably
better amp. Aside from it's flawless
sonic qualities, it has a unique combination of design and engineering
features that leave it unrivaled in
the world of professional amplifiers.
ite simply, it's the best pro amp
in its class.

Success breeds success.
Introducing the newest addition
to the Crest line:
The P-2500 Series professional
amplifiers. They're virtually identical

P -3500 SERIES PROFESSIONAL AMPS
250 watts per channel, 8 ohms' /400 watts per channel, 4 ohms'
TOP. P- 3500/BOTTOM. P -3501 (without VU meter)

THE CREST

to the P-3500 Series with two
notable exceptions: Lower power
rating and a lower price tag.
Otherwise, they've inherited the
same low profile, flawless sound,
smart features and rugged reliability
of our P-3500 Series. The P-2500
Series is now the best professional
amplifier in its class.
Our low profile.
All the Crest amps pack their
power into a rack mountable package
standing just 3½" tall. That's
V2 the height of conventional amps.
And that saves a lot of rack space.
Compared to conventional amps of
comparable power, Crest amps give
you the same power output while
using just V2 the vertical rack space.

Our sound.
You can't buy better sound. It's
solid. Tight. Incredibly clean.

Undeniably accurate.

PROFESYIONAL SERIES

with forced air

PROFEESIOA. SERIES

THE CREST P-2500 SERIES PROFESSIONAL AM'5S
125 watts per channel, 8 ohms/200 watts per channel, 4
TOP: P- 2500 /BOTTOM: P -2501 (without VU meten

ohms'

It's what we put into our amps
that accounts for what comes out.
For example, we utilize Bi FE 1'

operational amplifiers coupled with
10 high speed output transistors per
channel.
Our dual independent, semi toridial 1000 watt transformers
keep the bottom end tight, deep and
accurate while providing miles of
reliable headroom. They also
virtually eliminate crosstalk.

cooling. A special
safeguard detection
system that protects
against thermal
overload and
dangerously high
DC voltage levels. Turn on delay.
External balanced in -put circuitry.
Easy to read LED VU meters. And
a totally modular electronic design.

Toughest amps in the business.
Crest amps are practically bomb
proof. Inside, everything's snug
and tight, securely attached to the
protective 16 gauge steel chassis.
Although Crest amps are
sophisticated, state -of-the -art
electronic systems, fragile they
are not. Check us out.

Features that make sense.
Crest amps incorporate
features that
make your life
a whole lot
easier. Like

CREST
Crest Audio, Inc.
9171 Gazette Ave., Chatsworth,
CA 91311/(213) 998 -3120

built -in circuit
breakers.
Massive

channeled
heat sinks

FTC rated continuous average sinewave over

a

bandwidth from 10Hz to 20kHz, both channels driven,
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Roy

T140/4.46
BAKER

sBy Jim McCullaugh

-

Coming to prominence in the mid -70s as Queen's studio
mentor, Roy Thomas Baker, 31, can be legitimately
characterized a "super producer."
From the time he began as a teenage second engineer in
London until now, he figures he's had a production and
engineering hand in LPs that have sold approximately 30 to
40 million units worldwide.
At the time of this interview he had five albums on the
charts: two by the Cars, two by Journey and one by
Foreigner. Newer projects include Alice Cooper and

Modern Recording: How did you get
your start?
Roy Thomas Baker: At the age of 12 I
knew I wanted to be a record producer.
But I didn't play a musical instrument
and didn't want to. The only way I could
train, then, was to become a recording
engineer. At the age of 14 I went to
Decca in London for an interview to
become an assistant engineer.
MR: What were some of the early
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newcomer Hilly Michaels, both for Warner Bros., and the
Cars' third album. After that Baker "takes some time off. "
Now basing his RTB Audio- Visual Productions in Los
Angeles, Baker has perhaps more than any other contemporary producer helped mold a rock 'n'roll sound for the late
70s and early 80s that's proving to be widely popular- short,
well-produced, driving rock tunes.
He uses a custom -made Stephens 40-track tape recorder
but feels "the technical aspect is secondary. If it's a hit song,
it can be recorded on a cassette player."

projects you were involved with?
RTB: Some of the first things were
classical. It also included English MOR
and a few pop things. After a while, I
worked my way up to first engineer and
got involved with a lot of the Decca
London artists at the time Ten Years
After, Savoy Brown, groups like that.
But then I wanted to make the change
from engineer to producer and there
were no outlets to do that through Dec-

-

ca. There was so much red tape and

bureaucracy.
MR: What was the main obstacle?
RTB: Well, the production side of
things was run from the head offices,
not the studios. It was impossible for an
engineer to become a producer there.
They couldn't see it To them an
engineer was an engineer and a producer was a producer. That's wrong.
And they couldn't understand that an
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engineer could become a producer. It
was easier for them to give the job of
production to someone there who
designed record sleeves or wrote liner
notes than letting an engineer become
an assistant producer. Basically, I'm
afraid to say, that was the downfall of
Decca. That kind of attitude.
On the engineering level at the time
were people like Gus Dudgeon who
later on became Elton John's producer.
And other engineers there went on to
become established producers with
established artists. That talent was
completely lost and wasted. They didn't
know what talent they had there.
MR: So you were forced to leave?
RTB: That's right. I had to leave in
order to become a producer. As it turned out, at the time there was a brand
new studio in London called Trident
and I started there where some of the
engineers were Ken Scott and Robin
Cable. Scott, of course, has gone on to
produce artists like David Bowie,
Supertramp, Devo, Stanley Clarke, the
Dixie Dregs and others. At Trident I
became involved with American artists
such as Dr. John, Santana, Frank Zappa
& the Mothers of Invention. And I also
got involved with lots of good English
artists such as Free, T -Rex with Marc
Bolan and others. I also engineered the
Rolling Stones.
MR: But you still had your sights on
production?
RTB: Right. I convinced the people
at Trident that we should have our own
production company -but at first they
were against it. They felt that they
didn't want to be in competition basically with their own clients. But I urged
them to give it a try. At the time I was
engineering the first Nazareth LP and I
wound up producing their second LP.
That was my first-ever LP production.
MR: Which led to more production?
RTB: Yes. At about the same time I
was producing Nazareth I was wandering around at night looking for talent
and bumped into an unknown, unsigned
band called Queen. It was funny. I
remember telling Nazareth that I found
this incredible band called Queen and
they laughed. "A band called Queen,"
they said. But I did the first Queen LP
and under very bad conditions. It was
all done during studio down time since
it was experimental. We went into the
studio during off hours; at midnight, for
example, when the main session of the
evening might be over. That first
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Queen LP turned out to be a relative
hit, particularly in Europe.
MR: Were you on your way then as a

producer?
RTB: I was still doing some engineering. But I never wanted to be an
engineer. It was just a means to an end.
Of course the studios wanted me to
engineer because I was a pretty good
engineer. And that meant attracting
clients and making more money for the
studios. But I ended up making more
money for them as a producer. Engineering remained my basic bread and
butter for a while and I would halfengineer, half-produce certain projects.
I also helped bring up young engineers
there at the time such as Mike Stone.
But the more I produced the more I
knew I wanted to produce. I began doing artists like Be -Bop Deluxe and
Gasoline, a big group in Denmark. And
other groups who were big in Europe. I
still was not concentrating on America.
At the time America was just that big
land over there.
MR: When did you start coming to
the U.S.?
RTB: Well, I produced the first four
Queen LPs and then I started coming to
America. I came over for a visit to
check it out. Now, of course, I'm concentrating on America more and more. It
seems now the combination of me working in America is turning out very well.
Perhaps things might be a little different if I was brought up in America. I
don't know. But I started coming to
America and started doing more and

more American artists.
MR: What was your impression of
America?
RTB: It was interesting. England had
total censorship on radio for a long
time, at least up until the mid 60s,
because there was only the BBC Light
Program. I never heard of people like
B.B. King, for example, until the Rolling Stones said they were inspired by
him. Sure, we heard people like Elvis
Presley and Chubby Checker, but not
people like Chuck Berry. I never heard
of him. But in England in the mid -60s
also were these pirate stations and
many of them were pumping out the
American hits. I had never heard many
of the artists so it was really good. I
didn't like everything I heard but I
heard an awful lot I liked. And that inspired me to want to come to America.
MR: You split up with Queen for a
while, didn't you?

RTB: Yes, we split company for two
LPs as I was concentrating more and
more on coming to America. Then we
got back together again for Bicycle
Race. It was great though because it
wasn't the same relationship anymore.
Even though we were not working
together, we were still the best of
friends. I was still doing things with
lead singer Freddie Mercury, like coproducing people. We were close
friends and have great times together.
In fact, I think we became closer
friends. If I had done their fifth LP, we
may have broken up professionally as
well as personally. Who knows? When
it came to doing their seventh LP they
asked me, "Do you fancy doing the next
album ?" I said yes. It was no longer a
producer /artist relationship. We went
into the studio and made a record.
MR: That was the LP where the nude
women bicycle race was staged for the
poster that came with the LP, right?
RTB: Yes. It was a little outrageous.
We sat down and came up with some
mad ideas for that LP. It was an indulgence, I admit it. But it was a good
indulgence. We worked in the south of
France. It was a total indulgence and it
was successful. It was fun to get back
together again. We're still good friends.
MR: And you haven't produced them
since that album?
RTB: No. In fact, their recent
number one single "Crazy Little Thing
Called Love" says a lot about the type
of band they are. They bought a recording studio in Switzerland and between
that and other studios they go in
periodically to cut songs. Songs, not
LPs, when they feel like it. Out of that
comes hit singles. I like that approach.
Especially for kids. I feel kids still do
get ripped off these days by LPs
because they hear that hit single. Then
they go out and buy the LP and

discover it's absolute manure. I
remember talking to the band about
this at one point. If you release a single
and it's a hit, fine. And when you are
ready to put out an LP you might wind
up putting three hit singles on it. That's
giving kids a lot more value for their
money. That Queen single is number
one without an LP out there to go with
it. To me that makes more sense. ABBA, which is my favorite band, does it
that way.
MR: You're a big ABBA fan?
RTB: Yes. Christ knows why they
are not bigger in America. I find it
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" You need a continuity that is worked on
from LP to LP. That's the root of longevity."
totally beyond me. They have such a
unique pop sound. And they put out
these brilliant, short pop songs. I listen
to them all the time, for hours. It's pop
and some people dismiss them, but
there's a great deal of depth to what
they do. Listen to short, unique songs
like "Gimme, Gimme, Gimme." Ab-

solutely brilliant.
MR: How did the association with the
Cars come about?
RTB: I was producing a Journey LP
because I had gotten to know various
members of the band through my
association with Santana. Journey is a
good group of musicians who had never
really broken big until now. They tended to be a bit too self -indulgent at the
time. Long solos, things like that.
They needed a direction, songs that
were short as opposed to long and
drawn out. I'm happy to say that I think
I gave them a good direction with
Evolution and Infinity. In the middle of
Infinity my contacts at Elektra, who I
knew well from my Queen association,
told me the label was interested in signing an unknown band called Cars in
Boston. I inquired if I could hear some
demo tapes but I was told they were
not that good. I had to be in New York
the following week anyway so I decided
to take a flight to Boston for a look. A
lot of labels and producers had passed
over them. I arrived in Boston in the
middle of a blizzard and their manager
picked me up in a white VW. It was
freezing cold and there were huge snow
drifts everywhere. We kept getting
lost. We finally got to what looked like
a school gymnasium that had been converted into a hall for Saturday night
dances. There were only eight people in
the audience since no one could get to
the gig. In fact, with myself, the
manager and group, it looked like more
of us than of audience.
MR: You liked them?
RTB: They played very well, songs
we now know from the first LP. I could
not believe they had been passed over.
The first thing that attracted me was
the songs -they needed a little molding
but the basics were there.
Afterwards we went to a little club
and got drunk and I committed myself
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to doing the album right there. I asked
the group what they were doing the
following January. It was December. I
had to be in London and told them to fly
over and we'd do an LP. We recorded
and mixed it in twenty -one days.
MR: Did you know that LP would be
as huge as it has since become?
RTB: I felt it instinctively, even
before we went into the studio. It was
hilarious in a way since no one at the
record company had heard it. Not that
no one was interested but we were huddled at AIR Studios London and
everyone at Elektra was back in Los
Angeles. I went to New York to cut
references and then played it one Sunday morning after breakfast for Joe
Smith, the label president. He thought
it was amazing and one of the freshest
things he had heard in a long time. That
LP has been on the charts ever since it
came out.
MR: How did the association with
Foreigner come about?
RTB: That started years ago. In fact,
I had seen them before their first LP.
Their manager, Bud Praeger, called me
and told me about this new band of his.
I went to his office rehearsal hall to see
them and thought they were great. I
wanted to do them but I was booked up.
And they couldn't wait three or four
months for me. They asked if I could
recommend someone else, and I turned
them on to my engineer Gary Lyons
who produced the LP with John
Sinclair in collaboration with Mick
Jones and Ian McDonald of the band.
Before their third LP I got a call from
John Kalodner of Atlantic who said,
"It's no good asking you if you want to
produce Foreigner." I said yes, why
not. And we made Head Games. I've
never heard Lou Gramm sing any better than he did on the actual "Head
Games" track.
MR: How did the Alice Cooper project come about?
RTB: I first met Alice at Bernie
Taupin's birthday party. As I spent
more time in Los Angeles I kept seeing
more and more of Alice. I literally
volunteered my services to him
because I think he's great.
People think I'm mad, and I've had

some even ask why I'm wasting my
time with an aged star when I have all
these new stars to pick from. But Alice
is the type of person who knows what's
going on. He likes New Wave. He likes
the direction music is going. He's
always been outrageous and a punker
at heart. You can see that from his
stage shows where he's had snakes and
pretended to pull babies apart. But he's
so intelligent and really knows what's
going on. He will be doing new things.
We're getting a lot of outside stuff.
Alice has an intelligent creative approach and hopefully we'll have fresh
songs we can put into a modern idiom. I
have total freedom on the project as a

producer.
MR: What's coming up for you after
the Cooper project?
RTB: Hilly Michaels for Warner
Bros. He's my new discovery for the
year. I have to have one. Warner Bros.
turned me onto him much the same way
Elektra turned me on to the Cars. Actually, I started Hilly Michaels before
Alice Cooper and will finish it after the
Alice project. Then after that I'll take
the Cars into a New York studio for
their third LP. Michaels is a rock "artiste" who writes songs like ABBA but
only in more of a rock vein. He's from
New York and a talented songwriter.
Some of the people we are using on the
LP are Dan Hartman with Ellen Foley
adding vocals.
MR: By now you must be swamped
with tapes from newer artists as well as
requests by established artists to produce them. How do you cope with it all?
RTB: I have a great system for
screening tapes. I have this little JVC
radio /cassette combination right next
to my shower. I put it on in the morning
when I'm feeling hung -over, tired and
grotty. If it can cut through that it can
cut through anything. That's how I
found Hilly Michaels. I was listening to
it in the shower and thought it was
pretty damn good. I'm sure I've also
turned down good material. But I don't
know yet of any new band I've turned
down that's really made it big. The
system does seem to work.
MR: There seems to be a great versatility to your range as a producer.
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After you buy a new

ARP Odyssey, 2600,
Pro/DGX, Quadra, or
Omni, you'll be playing one
of the world's finest electronic music synthesizers.
And you'll be getting a
FREE ARP Tour Jacket
a $45.00 retail value
as
part of the deal. From May
19 through August 31, 1980,
ARP will be giving away
this customized ARP Tour

-
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Jacket with the purchase of
any one of these five great
ARP instruments.
Slip into your ARP
dealer right now. See for
yourself why ARP is the
first choice of the world's
finest musicians. Make your
deal. Then slip on this
free ARP Tour Jacket.
And tell the world
you play the best.
Offer not available in Canada.

ARP Instruments, Inc., 45 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
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"It's so easy to overproduce. When you have
a hole it's so easy to say, 'Let's fill it.' "
You can go from a spartan twenty-one

day project with the Cars and be equally comfortable with a long, multilayered project like Queen's "Bohemian
Rhapsody." Do you have a particular
style of working?
RTB: I vary everything all the time.
And I change from day to day. I'm
changing all the time. I also vary my attitudes, because I'm changing, towards
the people I'm working with. I can
spend months and months in the studio
on something that needs months and
months in the studio.
I got great pleasure in doing "Bohemian Rhapsody" because it was like a
mini -art form. I'm glad it was a hit and
it was fun. But even if it were not a hit I
would have been satisfied with it. We
spent months layering vocals and locking all those tape machines. But I also
got a great deal of pleasure doing that
twenty -one day Cars LP.
It's so easy to overproduce. People
don't seem to realize that. When you
have a hole it's so easy to say, "Let's fill
it." You can think about putting five
guitars here or fifteen vocals there. The
Cars approach was that it was as overproduced as it should have been. When
the voices came in there were lots of
them. One thing wants one thing while

another thing wants something completely different. For Foreigner we used six 24- tracks locked together at one
time. That was a tremendous technical
challenge. We used a lot of tracks.
MR: What's your attitude towards
newer artists?
RTB: I always think long -term, never
short- term, and that applies particularly to newer artists. Nobody wants to be
a one shot wonder in this business. So a
lot of the decisions I make are longterm decisions. On most of the demo
tapes I get from new bands there's
always the tendency to show how versatile they are. And because of that
they lack a direction of style. When you
think about the groups that have been
around for a long time ... the Stones,
Led Zeppelin or the Who ... you can
recognize certain distinctive styles.
When a song comes on the radio, you instantly know, for example, that's Pete
Townsend's guitar.
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The first thing I drum into any new
artist is style. Some people might consider that typecasting. But it isn't. You

still have the flexibility to change. The
Beatles did it. They went from their
"Please, Please Me's" and their "Yeah,
Yeah's" to Sgt. Pepper. But they got
their audience first and then changed
them to their way of thinking. You need
a continuity that is worked on from LP
to LP. That's the root of longevity.
MR: Do you have particular studios
and equipment that you prefer over

others?
RTB: I like big rooms with lots of air.
And I do enjoy working with new
technology. But I think if a hit tune is a
hit tune it can be recorded on a cassette
machine. Everyone will hate me for
saying that. Sure, I use technical effects
all the time. But it has to be a hit. The
technical aspect is secondary. I do
prefer nice big airy rooms such as the
big room at Cherokee in Los Angeles. I
hate compact, little rooms for recording
where drummers are stuck off in corners surrounded by blankets. I like the
drummer in the middle of the room
with people around him. I like the bass
player next to him with all the other
players enjoying visual and audio contact. I want them to be able to hear
each other.
MR: What about consoles?
RTB: I'm biased towards English
consoles because I think they are more
advanced. MCI is perfectly adequate,
but more, in my mind, like a Ford or
Chevy. If you can tell the difference
between a Cadillac and a Rolls, then
stick with the Rolls. I can tell the difference. I prefer Neve and Trident
because I can really hear the difference.
If you can't tell the difference then stick
with the MCI because it's cheaper.
Don't get me wrong; MCI has done a
great job. But I can hear the difference
in transient response and equalization.
Sure the Bee Gees have recorded all

those hits on MCI, but I think "Staying
Alive" would have been a hit on a
cassette. Anyway, I think it's harder to
record rock than disco. Disco has no
real dynamics. When you are working
with rock dynamics, then you need
ultimate dynamic response and

ultimate frequency response.
MR: Earlier you implied that the producer's role and the engineer's role are
very distinct. Do you still believe that?
RTB: The producer and engineer
roles are very separate, I believe.
There's no way I could concentrate on
producing if I had to engineer. Producing is an art and engineering is an art
and they are not compatible in any
sense. A lot of engineers today are selling their engineering talents and producing, but if you notice most of them
don't have hits with more than one or
two bands. I don't even sit next to the
engineer. I sit in front of the board.
When I work at A &R Studios in New
York, for example, they put this platform in front of the console and that's
where I sit. So I can see into the studio
and have the monitors in front of me.
How the hell can you worry about
whether or not to cut out a chorus or
not when you have to worry about
headphone balance or EQ balance? That
is an art unto itself and should be left
up to an engineer. There are some exceptions, of course. A lot of my work is
done in the studio. I do some preproduction work before the studio, like
concentrating on songs, but most of the
creative arranging decisions are done
in the studio during the project.
MR: Any final thoughts about
musical direction in the 80s?
RTB: There won't be any major
changes for at least three years. And
even that might not be a major change.
There will be a few slow changes. The
days of a group like the Beatles are
over. It will never happen again. The
media is too big and too saturated. I
love New Wave music and I think a
form of that will be around for some
time. The bottom line is, however, that
it doesn't matter what it is or where it
comes from. It has to have melody and
the songs have to be good. The basic
rules -the performance, the songs, the
melodies will always be the basic
rules. You'll see some bandwagons being jumped on but the basics still have
to be there. I think this slowdown in the
record industry is the best thing that's
ever happened. It's getting rid of the
loose ends. The real talent is emerging.
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CROSSOVER
TO A NEW ERA OF
DIGITAL CONTROL
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Sunn Model SPL 4320

Digitally contrclled filters
Built -in 30 HZ subsonic filter
11- defent slide level controls
Muting circui: for pDp sLppression
High slew -rate. low noise, low distortion

True Butterworth response
Biamp or triamp mode switch
248 different crossover frequencies
12 DB,octave or 18 DB'octave switch
Inputs and outputs baia iced and unbalanced

The SPL 4320 is the newest addi-ion to Dur professional
products line. The use of digital technology applied to an
electronic crosso.er has allowed us to set new standards of
performance and value.
The SPL 4320 uses stable state -variable filters controlled by
precision digital -to- analog converters. The result is a crossover
which can be quickly and easily adjusted in 40 HZ increments to
any crossover frequency in the range of 80 HZ to 9960 HZ. The
selected crossover frequencies Ere displayed on a large LED
display, and are automatically retained ii a non- volatile memory
when the power is off.
Additional user-oriented features such Es the guilt -in rumble filter
and turn -on muting circuit make this crossove- equally at home
in the live sound -einforcement and studio environments.
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During the recording of Herbie Han
cock's latest album release, Monster,
Sheryl Roberts had the chance
to sit down and speak with principals
Herbie Hancock, keyboard engineer
Bryan Bell and producer David
Rubinson. MR feels that the musical
technology that was involved in the
making of this LP should be of great
interest to its readers.- H.G.L.

sits among his
electronic playground of synthesized instruments. At his
fingertips lies an infinite spectrum for
producing a musical panorama.
"Ever since I've played the piano,
I've thought orchestrally. I've always
been interested in texture, colors, dynamics and touch. When I play a synthesizer, I'm able to create my own
instruments. Everytime I program a
sound, it's one instrument, and when I
Herbie Hancock

pro -

gram another, it's a differ ent instrument.

I have as
large a range as my creative mind will
allow."
His fascination with electronics did
not begin with his introduction to the
synthesizer. As a young boy, Herbie
was not only busy playing the piano,
but he was also toying around with
anything electrical or mechanical. At
Grinnell College he was an engineering
student, however, he eventually abandoned engineering for music.
"I was pretty good in physics, and
math was my best subject in college,
but then I got involved with music. I
formed a big band and from then on I
was hooked."
As technology has become a prominent factor in the music business, Herbie naturally has found himself return-

ing

to his old
lava -electronics.

Interweaving :tis musical
genius with his technical backgraamd.
this artist has found he has the best of
both worlds. But then again, a loc.& at
Herbie Hancock's musical career
prows that he wouldn't be satisfied
with anything eke.
Ur.like many Ether artists Barrack
kas succeeded ir.changing musica Acrs whenever he saw fit -from
straightahead jazz to free jazz, 1mm
f-ee jazz to jazz with a funk- flavor,
and recently, aiding the rocklcisco
influence. Though criticized by many
for "selling out" and commerciaing
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his style, Herbie nonetheless continues
to experiment with different types of
music and with various means of producing it.
"On one level I consider myself a
jazz musician, but on a deeper level I

consider myself a musician not
restricted to jazz," Herbie explains.
On his last two albums, Sunlight
(1978, Columbia) and Feets, Don't Fail
Me Now (1979, Columbia), Herbie
dared to do something he had never
done in over thirty years of playing the
piano -sing! The device that made it
possible was the vocoder.
"A vocoder takes a sound source and
a replacement sound source, and
allows you to make a basic sound. In
other words, what I've done is use my
voice as the original sound and the

"Herbie's willingness to learn,
experiment and do research with the
vocoder proved to be equitable. What I
mean by that is that he proved his
command over synthesizers and, even
more than that, he was able to reach a
different audience while not alienating
the old audience."
Experimenting has been an important factor in Herbie's
musical development. Over
three years ago he built an environment in order to do this; he designed a
home studio.
"My home studio is a very integral
part of the whole recording process.
The record begins with a concept that
has to be developed into a concrete

(Left to right) Producer David Rubinson, engineer David Kulka, associate producer Jeff Cohen, Herbie's keyboard engineer Bryan Bell and Hancock.

synthesizer as the replacement sound.
The sound that comes out is somewhat
like my voice, but using the pitch of
the notes I play on the synthesizer I
can get a perfect vibrato and intonation. Because I'm a keyboard player I
can control my hands much more easily than I can control my voice so I'm
able to use the skills that I have, which
are manual, to control those things
that I wouldn't be able to control with
my voice."
Herbie's singing venture worked.
Leaning more towards the rock/disco
style, both records attracted a new
group of listeners. Bryan Bell, Her bie's keyboard engineer, commented:
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idea of composition, arrangement, organization, and the basics of that can
be done at home."
His constant companion helping him
throughout has been Bryan Bell. They
met in 1975 when Bryan was the sound
engineer for the Mahavishnu Orchestra. That band was the opening act for
Herbie Hancock's "Headhunters." It
wasn't until the spring of '76 that they
got together again, this time when
Bryan visited Herbie at his home in
Los Angeles.
Herbie had just transformed his garage into a home studio by covering the
walls with acoustical tiles, but he had

not yet prepared it electronically.

Bryan, on entering the studio, knew
exactly what he could do with it. From
then on he worked for Hancock.
"During that week I visited him I
completely rewired his studio. Back
then he had a Teac 4- track, Sony 2track and several cassette machines.
He only had a Rhodes, clavinet, Arp
2600, String Ensemble and Odyssey.
And on the road he was using Fender
guitar amps and two Fender satellite
speakers."
But Bryan saw the potential in using
electronics for Hancock's music and
quickly refurbished Herbie's gear.
"I thought that my first obligation
was to try to make things available to
him that would bring Herbie up to an
even keel. His band gear was not
designed for optimum sound clarity or
flexibility."
Today, Herbie's home studio is
packed with an assortment of sophisticated equipment: a Teac /Tascam mixing board (Model 10), 8-in and 8-out
(modified for monitoring), a cue
system, a patch bay, miscellaneous
signal processors, a Teac /Tascam 80-8
tape recorder, several Nakamichi cassette machines and an Aiwa metal -capable tape cassette deck. And then
there are the keyboards: ARP Odyssey
(modified), Fender Rhodes 88 Suitcase
(modified), Yamaha CS80, Hohner clavinet, (Sequential Circuits) Prophet 5
(modified), Oberheim 8 voice with programmer (modified), ARP 2600 (modified), "Waves" Minimoog, Minimoog,
Multimoog and Micromoog.
However, that's not all. Anticipating Herbie's upcoming album, the two
men decided to technically go further
than ever before. Their goal: to revolutionize the ever -expanding repertoire
of the Hancock keyboard system and,
perhaps, to revolutionize synthesizer
equipment as well.
Bryan made it possible to use one
keyboard (the Eµ 16 polyphonic keyboard) as a control unit for all the
other synthesizers. Then he cleaned up
the confusing mess of cables by designing a unique patchbay. Bryan
explained:
"First we create the EN 16- voiced
keyboard (not the voice part of it) as
the master control voltage. It does not
have any sound but turns notes on and
off. It can also compose 16 -part harmony sequences. Then we devised a
system that connected all the synthesizers through a patchbay that enables
Herbie to select any synthesizer voice
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that the Eµ will speak through it.
That required a lot of modifications of
the equipment. John Vieira was
involved with the actual synthesizer
hardware modification. Myself and
Bill Hackard from Studio Maintenance worked on the patchbays and all
the elaborate availablities of both the
audio and control signals. There are
two new interfaces and a lot of correction devices that make it possible to do
that patching."
The Eµ and patchbay give Herbie a
freedom he never had before.
"In the past if I wanted an effect put
on an instrument, I would have to take
the effect somewhere, grab a cable, go
from the instrument into the effect,
out of the effect and into an amplifier.
If I wanted to chain together a few
effects, then I had to grab a couple of
cables, and it took forever. With this
patchbay, I have all the effects, all signal processing, all the equalizers,
everything I might need coming up on
"If I want to patch an instrument
into an effect I just take a patch cord
and plug it in where the instrument
comes in and plug it in where the
device goes in and it [the patchbay]
automatically connects them all."
When performing onstage, Hancock
will be able to play all his synthesizers
from the Eµ; when preparing an album,
he can record into its memory polyphonic and polyrhythmic sequences.
Also for his convenience, an Apple II
computer was installed to record the
data as to where all the synthesizers
and special effects are plugged into.
"When I go to the patchbay and see
this maze of wires I don't have to start
hunting for what each synthesizer is
plugged into. I can punch a button on
the computer and it will tell me where
everything is."
There are also new additions to his
synthesizers: a Clavitar, a portable
monophonic keyboard that creates no
voice but control data; a Steiner EVI,
a synthesizer that one blows into like a
trumpet; and the Roger Lynn drum
synthesizer [listed as the "Lynn Moffett Drum Synthesizer" in the
Monster album credits]. This last is
Herbie's pride and joy.
"Roger Lynn made digital recordings of basic drum sounds, bass, high hats, bongos, tambourines, wood blocks, tomtoms and even hand claps.
He took the digital information and
stored it on computer chips and typed
out a program. There's a button for
so

Hancock with one of his new additions: the Clavitar, used to create control data.

each of the drum sounds. You can play
the buttons and it will store two bar
sequences and play them back. You
can overdub and create change of
sequences."
Equipped with all these tools,

Herbie began preparing the
music for the album in early fall.
For the next month or so, his home
studio would serve as the laboratory
before entering the actual recording
studio. Into the early hours of the
morning the two craftsmen collaborated. Herbie composing, orches-

trating on the synthesizers, then laying down the different tracks on the
E. Bryan buzzing around skillfully
tinkering with the equipment, ensuring their productivity. Finally, in
November Herbie was ready to record.
After seven years of going up to San
Francisco to record, he decided to stay
in L.A. to lay down most of the tracks.
"I've been away so much over the
past two years doing concerts and
recording [that] if I was recording up
in San Francisco at this time, it would
mean that out of twelve months I
would be home two. That's not good
for me now."
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Instead, David Rubinson, who has
been Herbie's manager /producer for
the last ten years, travelled to Los
Angeles. First they laid down the basic
tracks at the Village Recorder Studios;
however, a minor equipment problem
resulted in a move to United Western
studios.

"I'm at United Western because the
facilities are good," Herbie commented. "We're using an MCI 24 -track
recorder which is what David Rubinson and [engineer] Fred Catero are
used to working with. The board is an
MCI, as well."
The working atmosphere in the studio pulsates with a congenial intensity
while the keyboard overdubs and
clean-up tracks are being done. There
is a flow of command, as Bryan
explains, yet the decision making process is a harmonious exercise not
defined by position.
"Herbie is the artist, the composer
and co-producer. David Rubinson is
the producer; he has a lot of input as
far as musical content, financial
arrangements, choice of players and
scheduling. Fred Catero is the head
engineer and Jeffrey Cohen is David's
associate producer. Jeff is at times
involved lyrically and handles production matters. I am Herbie's keyboard
engineer.
"There will be periods when Fred
Catero will take off a week and David
will engineer. David usually mixes the
records with Fred there. Herbie knows
how to mix and engineer too, so he's

involved creatively with how much
echo and what effects are used."
Before Herbie met David he had had
no experience in post production work.
Seeing this as an unnecessary restriction, the producer immediately established an open door policy.
"The first time I worked with Herbie
was in 1969. He had never been aware
that there were more tools in the
studio than just coming in with the
pencil scratchings on the paper, having good musicians and then laying
down the stuff. He was always on a
real tight budget and the people he
worked with said: 'Don't touch the
board. You go play in the studio, we'll
play with the board.' So he had no control over the creative aspect of the product and no knowledge of studio techniques. I made sure that he got
involved.
"Also, I felt an inprovisational musician should never be made to go into
the studio and do a 32 bar solo and
that's it. So we created an environment where everybody could just
blow, and after everybody played what
they had to, then we went to the next
section. We spliced the tape and took
the best parts and put it together."
With this type of flexibility, Herbie
has been given the space to move as
quickly or as cautiously as he prefers.
Even on precious studio time, he's
allowed to experiment. Ironically, the
man who invented this generous
environment has the hardest time
dealing with it.

Hancock and Bryan Bell checking the readout of the Apple
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computer system.

"It's very important for me to be
positive and supportive even when I'm
absolutely sure we are going down the
wrong path to a cliff," David Rubinson
revealed. "Herbie's process of developing ideas is to milk every possibility
even when it's obviously wrong because something of useful value may
turn out. The way I create things is
not that way. I say, 'Let me hear those
four bars, no that's not it ...' But
maybe that also means I would never
find that little piece of magic that was
down the road after four hours."
what Herbie Han cock seeks. Each instrument

And magic is

represents

a

multifaceted

pocket of information. For example,
the obvious use of the Roger Lynn
drum synthesizer was to program
drum patterns which Herbie could
devise for recording. The possibilities
were endless ... this was not enough.
Herbie also figured out a way to use its
clock pulse by channeling it through
the EN keyboard.
"I used the Eµ to control the drum
synthesizer. The band played with the
drum synthesizer as a metronome.
Then we recorded the Eµ clock on the
24-track as well as the drum synthesizer and the real drums. We then
made a 2 track with the clock pulse on
one track and the rough mix of the
song on the other track. Then I took
the keyboards and the two track to my
home studio where I composed sections and sequences in the Eµ memory.
This process is extremely time consuming and is often frustrating in a
normal studio situation. Next, with
the sequence stored in digital data on
cassette, I returned to the 24 -track
studio where once again the clock
pulse was played from the master
machine into the keyboards. However,
this time all of the sections composed
at home were played back by the synthesizer 'live' onto the 24 -track in
sync. As far as I know, this has never
been done before."
Herbie's sensitivity and ability to
advance in electronics has increased
the time he spends in the recording
studio. Another factor has been his
venture into song writing. Ever since
the release of Sunlight the pianist has
taken on the extra responsibility of
writing melodies, lyrics, and finding
background singers. There is no set
way a song is produced as David
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

Sometimes it's the little things

that count.

today's electronic music, some devices can change your
sounds radically. You can get a guitar to sound like an
organ; or a keyboard to sound like steel drums. But what
happens when you need your guitar to sound like a guitar?
Did you ever feel that your sound was lifeless and dull? This
is because your pickup is loaded by the amplifiers input.
Loading causes a loss of highs and lows. If you play an
acoustic instrument with a contact-type pickup you are
probably experiencing this. If you are running long wires on
stage, or are using several effects devices, consider the
following alternatives.
The new MXR Micro Amp is a bi -fet operational amplifier
with a high input impedance, which eliminates the effects of
loading on an instruments' pickups. It has a low output
impedance so it can drive a wide range of amplifiers, and a
gain control so you can adjust the gain from unity (output is
level equal to input level) to 26 dB, or twenty times the
input level.
If you play an electric piano or electric guitar with a low
output level, now you can boost the output without
changing the characteristic sound of your instrument.
The MXR Micro Amp was designed to preserve the full bandwidth produced by any instrument and pickup, (freq. resp.
12Hz- 25kHZ) without adding any coloration of its own.
Using the Micro Amp, you control how your sound is
modified, if at all. Your sounds' tonal qualities are not
predetermined by the effects of pickup loading. If you are
currently using another preamp in conjunction with your
instrument's pickups, the MXR Micro Amp will perform
better with more transparency and less noise.
The MXR Noise Gate Line Driver was
developed to solve the problems of
background noise and hum that occur
in live performance. This unit is
particularly useful when using
In

many effects devices. In the front of a signal chain, the
Noise Gate Line Driver, provides a buffer to preserve the
proper line level for successive devices and amplification.
At the end of the chain, it is used to "gate-out" unwanted
noise leaving only clean signal. The threshold level, is
adjustable allowing the unit to discriminate between
program material and unwanted noise. In addition, the
Noise Gate Line Driver provides a convenient high/low
impedance interface for direct signal taps (i.e., live
recording /PA).
Both the Noise Gate Line Driver and the new Micro Amp are
ruggedly constructed, designed for long battery life, and
backed by MXR's long term commitment and experience
in providing the finest electronic devices for the
music industry.
So, in the light of the many different modification devices
available today; if musical accuracy is important to you, see
your MXR dealer. Sometimes it's the little things that count.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave.,
Rochester, New York 14613, (716) 254 -2910

MXR

(nnxi=t)
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micro amp
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Musical
Products Group

Rubinson commented:
"Some songs, Herbie has written
completely. He has a melody, lyrics
and basic idea of structure for bass
lines and orchestration long before he
walks into the studio. Most of the time
though, when we start to record, the
material doesn't have a final melody,
words or chorus."
The reason for Herbie's approach to
song writing stems from his background as a jazz musician.
"Herbie will write a five bar verse,
like he did on this album," Rubinson
interjects. "Then an eleven bar bridge
and a chorus for as long as he feels like
it. "It's important to keep this feeling
and not structure him into 32 -bar sections. On the other hand, I must prepare the material for the person who
will write the lyrics so it makes sense."
When this is the case, they record
chords and changes and then adapt
them as much as possible to a song
structure with an introduction, vamp
and verse. An over abundance of material is recorded so they can pick choice
sections and cut [splicè] them. Finally
a melody and lyrics are superimposed
on the tracks.
The lyrics to these songs are derived
in numerous ways. For this particular
album the following people were
involved: Ray Parker, Jr. played his
guitar on some tracks and also cut an
original tune and left it with Herbie
-Jeffrey Cohen wrote the words to the
song; Jean Hancock (Herbie's sister),
wrote words to a couple of songs which

Studio Mic Chart
Acoustic piano:
All electric keys:

Solo Synthesizer:
Bass Synthesizer:
Guitar (rhythm):
Guitar (solo):
Drums:
Kick:
Snare:
Hi-hat:
Tom:
Tom:
Tom:
Overhead:
Overhead:

Shure SM7, Tube RCA limiter
Shure SM57
Sony C-22
Shure SM56
Shure SM56
Shure SM56
Neumann U -87
Neumann U -87

Herbie composed. And then there were
free -for -all discussions where everyone
offered his ideas.
Some of the people who contributed
their writing and playing talents to the
album are Guitars -Wah Wah Watson, Randy Hansen, Carlos Santana;
Bass Freddie Washington; Drums
Alphonse Mouzon; Percussion
Sheila Escovedo.
Herbie Hancock's future lies in good
hands. Even before the completion of
this album, Bryan and David had
already begun working on new plans.
"We're going fully automated,"

- -

-

Bryan declared. "This means the
transformation of the dedicated Apple
II system into a non-dedicated system
so the computer will be capable of
handling many commands at once. The
patchbay will be fully automated.

Hancock surrounded by some of the keyboards
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Neumann on top (2)
SM57 Shure out of phase, underneath (1)
Jensen directs with ground lift, phase reverse, filter, pad usually
UREI LA4 & 1176 Limiters
Shure SM56 close; U -87 room
"Fat Box" direct with RCA tube limiter
Sennheiser 421 and direct
Sennheiser 441 close; Neumann U -87 room mic against glass
U -87

he played on Monster.

We're modifying all the instruments -the Prophet, the Eµ, the Oberheim, so they can receive commands
from the computer. During a concert
not only can we patch the key information to the Oberheim, but we will be
able to change programs in the Ober heim and we will be able to turn on and
off the effects in the patchbay.
"After viewing all the available digital synthesizers, we realized that it
will be a long time, let's say two to five
years, before anyone really can get a
sound like the early [Arp] 2600s.
"We've made it so you can keep the
oscillator elements of all the synthesizers. We're using the Eµ controller,
the portable clavitar, the micro processors, the computer control switcher
and the automated patchbay to do
what could be done with the technology except replace the sound. The
system is looking forward to the future
when they do come up with a digital
synthesizer that will sound good. Then
we'll be able to expand from there."
As Bryan develops the hardware,
David Rubinson develops the supportive environment for Herbie's career.
"We sit down and have long planning meetings. I ask Herbie where do
you want to go? And then it's my job
to see that he gets there. He wants to
study orchestration, synthesizer programming, voice, dance, yoga. He
wants to stretch his creative self."
Herbie Hancock limbers up his creative muscles by taking risks and letting his imagination wander into
unknown territory. Whether he plays
the acoustic piano or any of his synthesizers he has the whole world of music
in his hands, and still he says: "I have
a lot of catching up to do. I haven't
even scratched the surface.
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By Craig Anderton

If you're a musician with a trusted
assistant who pushes all the right tape
deck controls as you play, then you
might as well skip ahead to the next
article. If, however, you sometimes
find yourself doing your own engineering with a 3340, you're going to really
appreciate the flexibility that comes
from being able to punch-in and punchout via footswitch.
When doing overdubs -especially
with a 4 -track tape where instruments
must often share a track with other
instruments-timing on punch-ins and
punch-outs can be critical. There have
54

been many instances in my own work
where I've had to punch in something
like a guitar solo immediately after
another part had finished, and punch
out just before another part started.
As you can imagine, it's very difficult
to control the recorder and play at the
same time. Growing a third arm would
have solved the problem, but that
didn't seem practical ... which led to
the following solution.
On the back of the 3340 is an 11 -pin
accessory socket jack labelled "remote
control/timer control." This is specifically designed to mate with the TEAC

RC -120 remote control unit. While the
remote control unit is useful for punchouts (you can put it on the floor and hit
"stop" to punch out), it is not suitable
for foot controlled punch-ins since you
have to hit play and record at the same
time. What's really needed is a custom
remote control unit that is optimized
to perform two specific footswitched
functions, namely punch -in and punchout. Luckily, such a box is not difficult
to build, nor is it expensive -$10 to
$20 should cover all necessary parts.
A FEW WORDS OF CAUTION:
The TEAC warranty doesn't cover
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC

misuse or abuse on the part of the
owner, so if you build this box incorrectly and blow something up, don't
expect the factory to help you out!
However, as long as you wire up everything as shown, the odds of doing any
damage are extremely remote. Nonetheless, a 3340 represents quite an
investment, so if you aren't too sure of
your own skills, be sure to consult with
someone who is knowledgeable about
electronic matters.

Getting Started
First, look on the back of the 3340
and check out the accessory jack area.
There should be an 11 -pin, "dummy"
plug already plugged into the accessory socket. Remove this "dummy"
plug, and examine it carefully. You'll
note that each pin has a little number
to help you identify which pin is which,
and that there is a central shaft that
goes into the socket; this shaft also
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Ridge
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O
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3

O
5

Plug

Fig. 1: Bottom view of the

11

-pin plug.

has a "key" or ridge so that the plug
can only be plugged in one way. Figure
1 shows the bottom view of this plug.
As it turns out, the 3340 uses a standard plug configuration and replacement plugs are available. Unlike the
"dummy" plug, however, replacement
plugs have provisions for soldering
wires to the pins (which we'll get into
later). Unfortunately, while this plug
configuration is in fact standard, it is
not exactly commonly available. While
you can try taking the dummy plug
into your local electronics emporium
and asking, "Do you have one of these,
except one where you can solder to the
pins ? ", the chances of finding a
replacement are rather slim. However,
Allied Electronics (401 E. 8th St., Fort
Worth, TX 76102) stocks these plugs
and they may be ordered by mail (the
stock number is 750 -1025; look under
"Chassis and Cable Mount Connec-

Fig. 2: Top view of plug, and 4- conductor cable.

tors "). As it so happens, Radio Shack
sells the Allied catalogue for about a
dollar, so I'd advise getting one for full
details on ordering parts from Allied.
Now that we've talked about the
infamous 11 -pin plug, here's what to
do with it (see Figure 2). Take a length
of 4- conductor cable (such as Radio
Shack 4- conductor telephone or intercom cable -stock number 278 -365),
and solder one wire lead to pin 1,
another wire lead to pin 11, the third
lead to pin 10 and the fourth lead to
pin 7. Carefully note which wire colors
connect to which terminals; you'll be
glad you did when it's time to wire up
51 and S2.
Soldering these leads to the plug's
pins is a bit of a lost art. These kinds of
plugs were real big in vacuum tube
days, but they are pretty much a rare
item in 1980. However, by carefully
researching the secrets of the ancients,
I've found out how to solder leads to
these plugs in the best possible way, as
shown in Figures 3a and 3b.
Figure 3a shows a side view of the
connector and one of its pins. Each pin
is a hollow tube that opens out to a larger hole at the top of the plug. What
you want to do is take the piece of wire
to be soldered to the pin, and strip
about 1'/2 cm of insulation from the
end. Twist the strands together (it
helps to use stranded wire cable for
longest life, although solid wire is o.k.
if you don't twist the cord up too
much), and tin the end by melting a
very sparing amount of solder into the
twisted strands. Now, push the wire
down into the hollow pin until you can
just see the tip of the wire poking

through the hole at the end of the pin.
Take the plug/wire combination and
turn it sideways, making sure that the
wire stays put inside the hollow pin.
Next, heat up the entire pin with your
soldering iron for about twenty to
thirty seconds and feed some solder
into the little hole at the end of the pin.
As the pin heats up, the solder will
start filling up the pin and make an
electrical connection between the pin
and wire. Go slowly here; you want to
feed the solder into the hole. Do not let
it slobber around the outside of the
pin, or you'll have a hard time inserting the plug into its matching socket.
There's little need to worry about heat
damage, because the plugs are real

Fig 3a: Side view of one of the plug's
eleven pins.

Insulated Wire

Heat Entire Pin

i
After Turning Sideways,
Push Solder In Here

Tinned Wire End
Inside Pin

Fig. 3b: Attaching wire to plug.
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You've already purchased

the equipment

...

Now, how are you going
to mount it?

sturdy and wire is hard to damage. No
doubt you'll find soldering the first pin
frustrating, but by the time you've
soldered all four leads in place you
should have gotten pretty good at it.

Selecting the Switches

Contact: HSC,
we are the only manufacturer
and distributor of custom mounts
we offer, in stock, mounting hardware
for all audio and video equipment

At this point, you've got a plug with
a cable connected to it. That's a start,
but now we need to get our switching
scene sorted out. S1 is a normally
closed (N.C.), momentary contact
SPST pushbutton switch. Note that
you can not use a normally open switch
(which most pushbuttons are) for SI, or
the footswitch will not work correctly.
S2 is a normally open (N.O.), momentary contact SPST pushbutton switch.
Both Si and S2 must be momentary
contact types; you can not use the
push -on/push -off type of switch used
with special effects without asking for
trouble.
While normally open pushbuttons
are easy to find, normally closed types
are much rarer. One way around the
availability problem is to use SPDT
momentary contact pushbuttons (see
Figure 4). In this case, one contact is

Special!

Teac and
Tascam rack

mounts $35.00
a pair this month

Now that you've purchased

the equipment...
contact HSC to mount it!

CIRCLE
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Fig. 4:

SPDT

Normally Closed Contact
Normally Open Contact

Momentary contact

pushbuttons.

the normally closed contact, while the
other contact is the normally open contact. Pushing down on the pushbutton
opens the normally closed contact and
closed the normally open contact.
Redrawing the footswitch box in
Figure 2 with SPDT switches gives us
Figure 5.
If you can't locate any suitable
SPST switches, Allied Electronics has
the somewhat more expensive SPDT
types (stock number 652-0552). You
can also buy little plastic caps for
these switches from the same source; I
recommend red for punch-in and black
for punch -out.
In my particular case, the foot switches came from a local surplus
outlet. They are ex- military types that
will probably outlast me, yet cost only
50't each. If you're lucky enough to
have a surplus electronics place in your
area, they might have a suitable type
of switch ... it seems the armed forces

Si

To
To
To
To

Pin 11
Pin 1
Pin 10
Pin 7

Punch

tN

C

Out

D1

S2

Punch

N.O.

In

Fig. 5: Remote footswitch box using
SPDT footswitches.

needed a lot of pushbutton switches at
one time.
There's only one other part we need
to explain: Dl. Actually, this part is
probably not necessary, but has been
included to simulate the electronics
inside the recorder as closely as possible. A 1N4001 type of diode is suitable, as is the 1N4002 or 1N4003. Note
that diodes have a band towards one
end of the part; this should be oriented
as shown in Figure 6.

Assembling
the Footswitch Box
First, you have to choose an
appropriate footswitch box. Any
heavy -duty plastic or metal enclosure
will work just fine as long as you don't
stomp on the thing every time you
want to punch-in or punch -out. If
you're hard on floor units, use something like the die -cast aluminum boxes
favored by companies such as MXR.
Mount the two footswitches in the
chosen box, drill a hole for the cable to
enter into the box, and insert a grommet in this hole to prevent the cable
insulation from scraping against the

Band Indicates

Cathode
Lead

Diode Schematic
Symbol

Fig 6: Diode D1 should be oriented as
shown above.
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the "Acoustic Chamber Synthesìzer1'

the

XL -305

by

Totally new design approach
The sound

of a

live acoustic chamber

TM

Natural sound, even on percussion
Self- contained rack mount unit
Full

two- channel stereo

The Master Room XL -305 is a totally new design approach in reverberation technology. For the first time, the
qualities and properties of a we acoustic chamber are available in a rack mount unit at an affordable price.
There is a natural sound on percussion, as well as voices and all other musical instruments. This quality has not
been obtainable from other compact reverberation devices. The XL -305 exhibits no unwanted side effects; it's
as natural as a live chamber itself.
To hear this new advancement in reverberation, see your professional audio dealer and ask for a

of this exciting new unit.
It's INCREDIBLE.

Hear the XL -305 "Acoustic Chamber Synthesizer" for yourself, and you

demonstration
too will agree ..
.

MICMIX Audio Products, Inc.
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2995 Ladybird Lane

Dallas, Texas 75220

(214) 352 -3811

hole's potentially sharp metal sides.
Connect up the various ends of the
cable to the switch terminals indicated
in either Figure 2 or Figure 5, remembering to include diode D1 in series
with the punch -in switch and the lead
going to pin 10.

Testing
Now comes the big moment (also

known affectionately as the "smoke
test "). Double check your wiring,
insert your new plug into the 11 pin
connector on the back of the TEAC in

place of the "dummy" plug, load a
blank reel of tape and turn on power.
Check the tape motion controls on the
3340; they should all work normally. If

they don't, there's a mistake somewhere in the footswitch box that needs
to be corrected before you go further.
After establishing that the machine's tape motion controls are operat-

ing properly, push the recorder's
"Play" button. The tape should move
along as usual. Now, turn on the
record button for channel 1, then
punch the punch-in footswitch. The

The finished
switch unit.

Chorus / kor -as / n
Something sung or uttered simultaneously by c
number of persons or instruments.

Teac

3340

foot

-

red record light should come on, and
the machine is now in the record mode.
Next push the punch-out button; the
3340 should come to a full stop.
If you push the punch -in button
before hitting the machine's "Play"
button, then the record "ready" light
will go on and the red light in the pause
button will light up as well to show
that you're ready to record. Pressing
the play button will now cause the
machine to begin recording immediately upon pushing play. Again, you
can punch -out by hitting the punchout footswitch.

Getting the Most Out of
Punching

DOD has redefined the chorus
for musicians. The 21 millisecond delay gives effective
doubling and the internal oscillators bend the pitch just
enough to provide realistic
multiple voices. We have included a compandor for whisper quiet operation even at line
levels, and the effect foot
switch is active so it switches

10,01'
,

quietly. There are two switch able speed controls that cap
speed up and slow dow-1 like a
rotating speaker. However, the
most dramatic feature is the
synthesized stereo outputs. Go
to your DOD dealer, Slug in
two amplifiers, a guitar and

listen to the fullest stereo
guitar sound you've eve- heard.

Corp., 242 W. 2950 So.,
Salt Lake City, Utah 841 15, Telephone (801) 485 -8534
Electronics

-+s

-

.s
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There are a few basic rules of punching. First is that with the 3340, if you
punch -in while the tape is rolling you'll
get a slight click; therefore, it's a good
idea to do all punch-ins on the beat so
that any click becomes a part of the
music. Second, if you wish to eliminate
the click, push the punch -in button
before you begin rolling tape. Pushing
"Play" will then put the machine in
the record mode, but with a drastically
attenuated (virtually inaudible) click.
However, this second technique will
not be applicable much of the time,
since you'll want to do "rolling"
punches (i. e., punching in while the
tape is rolling).
This brings us to the end of our saga.
Once you start using this footswitch
box, you'll be amazed at how much
easier it is to do overdubs and punchins. The cost is certainly reasonable
(mine cost less than $10, thanks to the
surplus switches) and construction is
not difficult. Good luck with using
your new toy, and I hope you find it to
be a useful addition to your studio.
Copyright © 1980 by Craig Anderton
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EVM-your last step up!
Electro -Voice EVM loudspeakers will
take you as far as you'll ever want to go!
Years of experience, testing and design
refinement have resulted in a series of
speakers that musicians "like." There's
no other way to say it. The sound is pre dictable.Throw all the phasers, Clangers
and doublers you want at an EVM; the
sound you get out is the sound you
expect to get out.That's why companies
like Fender, Music Man, Acoustic and
others have been quietly switching to
EVM's in their premier instrument and
sound reinforcement enclosures.
The speaker itself exudes power
and energy! The 16 -pound magnet
structure, the die -cast aluminum
frame, the heavy -duty moving
parts assembled by a perfected,
CIRCLE 82 ON READER SERVICE CARD

proprietary manufacturing process - all
combine 4o produce a speaker with incredibly high power handling capability,
efficiency, and mechanical durability.
All EVM's are rated at 200 cortinuous
watts per EIA Standard RS -426. Musicans have come to know that EVM's
handle that kind of power routinely. That's
the kind of reliability many other speaker

companies wish for -the kind of re
liability that will have you looking for an
EVM when your old speaker has ripped,
torn or fried to a crisp.
The next time you build or reload a
system, put in EVM's.They are avaiilable
in three sizes and four models -a 12,"
two 15 "'s, and an 18" -for screaming
leads and bass lines that'll knock you
over. If you put EVM's in your cabinets,
it'll probably be the last time you'll ever
have to load them.
Hear what quality sounds like. Listen to
an EVM speaker at your music dealer or
sound shop today.Take the last step up.
-.

Electrolfoice
a

glACYlcompany

treet, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
600 Cecil Street.

Korg X -911 Guitar Synthesizer
By Craig Anderton

This month Modern Recording & Music is very happy to
bring our readers the first "Notes" column. As we stated in
our April 1980 issue, the purpose of "Notes" is at least
three -fold: 1) to inform the musician on the latest equipment
available; 2) to illustrate what a speciial effects unit can and
cannot do; and 3) to guide the reader "through "the device
so that he feels that he now knows the equipment to the
point of being able to best utilize it.
The column will primarily be written by Craig Anderton,
with additional reports by Brian Roth. Also, when applicable, there will be comments by well -known musicians.
Whatever we can do to make "Notes" helpful as possible we
will do.
So, read on, we are sure you will like

what you see. And...

don't hesitate to write and let us know what you
think.

-- H.G.L.

The whole aim of this column, as mentioned above, is to
help you feel as if you've spent some time with the device
being reviewed, and give an insight into its capabilities and
limitations. Based on this information, you can then decide
whether the device appeals to you and whether you'd be interested in checking it out further. I don't like to say
something is "good" or something is "bad "; I'd rather tell
you what it is and let you decide whether it's good or bad
for you. Many times, what makes an effect invaluable to
your playing is how you use it and whether it fits into your
musical action, not any particular characteristic that can be
scrutinized in an objective manner. Now that we have the
ground rules covered, on with the show.
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WHAT IS IT? The Korg X -911 is a single -note guitar synthesizer, which requires no special pickup or modifications to
the guitar. It uses both variable and preset settings to produce six basic instrument voices and five basic "synthesizer"
voices. Two of the X -911's most outstanding characteristics,
however, have nothing to do with the sound: it's very compact
(roughly 34 x 20 cm) and lists for $550, essentially filling the
gap between single function effects boxes and elaborate
guitar synthesizer systems like the ARP Avatar. The X -911
will not work with bass.

Referring to Figure 1, there are seven basic sections or
submodules to the X -911. These are:
1.) Input module pitch- to-voltage converter-This conditions
your guitar signal to mate with the synthesizer. It includes an
input volume control, along with two level setting LEDs to
help you set that input level control; a three -position slide
switch to accommodate line -level to low -level signals (nice
touch); and a somewhat inscrutable "polarity" switch, marked
A and B.
2.) VCO (oscillator) module-This has a broad tune control
"interval "), fine tune control, three -position octave select
switch (high, middle and low) and a portamento (or glide between- notes) control. The X -911 only has one oscillator;
however, this one oscillator puts out a number of waveforms
over a number of octaves.
3.) Instrument voice bank -These voices are designed to
simulate the sounds of traditional instruments (electric bass,
tuba, trumpet, distortion guitar, violin and flute). Each may
be used individually or in combination. The in /out switches
are cute little light -touch switches (push on /push off type)
with LED indicators that show when a particular voice has
been selected. Above each voice is a control that varies a par(
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ticular parameter of that voice, such as decay time, attack
time, tonal quality, etc.
4.) Synthesizer voice bank-Five different LED switches, exactly like the instrument bank ones except that they're made
of yellow instead of white plastic, bring in different "synthesizer" effects. (Now, since the instrumental voices are
already synthesized, why bother having a separate synthe
section? Well, in this case, by "synthesizer" Korg means those
bread -and -butter keyboard synthesizer sounds that one finds
on commercials and hit records.) Each synthesizer voice has
an associated control, which again varies different
parameters for different voices.
A balance control strikes a balance between the mix of the
two banks; this means that you can have one or more instrument voices selected along with several of the synthesizer
voices, and then select the desired proportion with the
balance control. If you've gone off the deep end with the
preset tabs and want to go back to square one, a "cancel" button de- activates all the voice switches electronically.
5.) Filter module-This is mostly used in conjunction with
the synthesizer voices; you cannot process the instrument
voices through the filter. However, there is a three -position
switch for selecting the input signal -you can put either the
synthesizer VCO sound, straight guitar or fuzz guitar into the
filter input. Additional controls include a three -position "synthe wa" switch (more on this later) and an initial frequency
control for the filter.
6.) Output module-This has a volume control and a three position "touch sense" switch (which adds an envelope
follower effect to the overall amplitude envelope).
7.) Patch bay -There are seven different patch points
located on the front of the box, and six more on the back for
footswitching and expansion.
Korg now offers a modulation pedal (not received in time
for this review) that could be considered as an eighth module.
It allows you to inject vibrato, radical pitch bends and other
effects into the basic synthesizer signal.
PRE -FLIGHT FOR THE X -911. Getting the X -911 up and
running is not difficult. However, there are a few things that
are important to remember when playing any guitar synthesizer, and there are some other considerations that relate
principally to the X -911.
These are:
Never play more than one string at a time, or let more
than one string vibrate at a time, since this confuses the pitch to- voltage (P/V) converter. Unfortunately, much of the custom
work done to guitars to increase sustain and the like make for
a signal that is less compatible with guitar synthesizers, but
luckily the Korg unit is pretty tolerant. I usually damp the
strings I'm not playing.
"Tweak" your guitar carefully. For best results with
guitar synthesizer devices, make sure your pickups are properly positioned with respect to the strings, and that the
pickup slugs are adjusted so that different strings give equal
outputs. This helps a lot in presenting a consistent signal that
the P/V finds easy to digest.
Pick cleanly. The X -911 meets you halfway, but still, the
cleaner you play the better the device will respond.
Don't be fooled into thinking nothing's happening when
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you first turn it on. The X -911 powers up with all preset tabs
in the "off" position. You must press at least one of them for
something to happen.

EVALUATING THE SEVEN MODULES. The input
module can accommodate a wide variety of input signals, from
the most anemic to the most macho pickups. A lot of this is
due to the three -position input level switch, which I wish all
devices would have -you can then fine tune the input sensitivity with the input volume control. There are a couple of
LEDs to help you set the control, but, frankly, they are only
helpful when you first start fooling with the X-911; after a
while, you set the input level by ear for the best results. The
"polarity" switch compensates for the fact that the average
guitar pickup puts out an assymetrical signal (for example,
the positive peaks may be weaker than the negative peaks).
The best way to determine the proper polarity switch setting
is to play a few runs. If there are a lot of goofs or false notes
(and the level setting LEDs show that the other controls are
o.k.), flipping the polarity switch will usually clean things up.

The foremost question on the mind of any guitarist who has
tried a guitar synthesizer is, "How well does it track ?" The
X -911 does quite well ... not flawless, but very good indeed.
Sometimes it will take a while to get from one note to the
next if you're going from a high note on one string to a low
note on another string, but if you're playing in mostly the
same area of the neck speed is not really a problem. Although
using the guitar's bass pickup unquestionably gives the best
results, I was surprised when the treble pickup, and combined
pickup, position worked almost as well.
There are a few caveats, though. The X-911 likes humbuckers more than single -coil -type pickups, and will not respond reliably to out -of-phase pickup positions or to some
super, "hot -rod" single -coil models. Overall, the X -911 performs well with regards to tracking. Once you get the hang of
things, you can pretty much count on the P/V converter to not
go off on any free -form tangents.
The instrument voices are, to me, the most successful part
of the X-911. The electric bass voice sounds great and records
very well; its associated control seems to mostly vary the initial frequency of the filter, and also the amplitude to some
degree. This gives you a sonic range from very percussive
with a sharp percussive filtered transient, to a smoother,
more trebly sound. The tuba voice can in fact sound like a
tuba, but it also works well as an alternate bass sound, or
selected in conjunction with the electric bass voice. It's
similar to the bass but has a certain amount of attack time
compared to the electric bass' percussive transient. The control above the in /out switch regulates the initial frequency.
With the octave switch in the middle position, the bass and
tuba voices are an octave below the input note (16'). You can
obtain additional sounds by moving the bass sounds up an octave or down an octave. The next three voices we'll discuss
are in the same octave range as the input.(8'). The trumpet
voice is my favorite, phrase your licks like a trumpet player,
and the effect is very, very close to a real trumpet. I've also
tried the X -911 with a sax player to add a trumpet line along
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with the sax at a different melodic interval; it works great. A
tone control varies the filter's initial frequency from muted to
brassy. The distortion guitar voice might seem a little out of
place why not just use a fuzzbox but the sound does have
its place, especially when mixed with other voices. Its
associated control varies the high frequency content.
No doubt when you hear the violin voice you'll think, "That
doesn't sound like a violin." Well, at least that's what I
thought at first. But layer about eight or nine of them in the
studio, voice the parts like string parts, add some echo or
reverb, and use a lot of vibrato instant strings, and the effect is quite good. You'll have to trust me on this one, but the
violin voice really comes into its own in the studio. The
violin's associated control varies the attack time of the
amplitude envelope, which allows you to simulate fast bowing
or slow bowing effects.
The final instrument voice is labelled flute (perhaps pen nywhistle would be more appropriate), and is an octave above
the input note (4'). The tone control above the in /out switch
varies the high frequency content, which I feel was a mistake.
Had there been an attack time control like the violin voice, a
much more realistic flute imitation would have resulted. Oh
well, the flute's o.k., I guess, but definitely falls short of the
sonic quality displayed by the other instrument preset voices.
By varying the X-911's VCO interval control, you can have
the selected voice play at, say, a 4th or 5th above or below
your straight signal. You can also do slight detuning effects,
where you're maybe a 1 /16 tone away from the straight
signal, to create a fuller type of sound.
Now on to the synthe voices and filter, which should be considered as a pair. The five synthe presets are: 16' (octave
below the input) pulse wave, with variable amplitude attack
that also varies the pulse width dynamically; same thing, but
with variable amplitude decay instead of attack; 8' (same octave as input) sawtooth wave with variable amplitude attack;
8' square wave with variable filter attack time (amplitude remains constant); and 4' square wave with variable amplitude
decay time. There is also a switch called "synthe wá" that

-

-

-

syncs the filter sweep to the amplitude sweep. For example, if
you select the 16' pulse wave with variable amplitude decay,
the filter will follow the amplitude decay curve as well. The
synthe wa can either be off, have a moderate synching effect
or a wide -range synching effect.
Now we come to my biggest gripe about the X -911, which is
the filter resonance. I happen to prefer relatively low filter
resonances; I don't like Donald Duck quacking filter sounds
and similar cliches of the synthesizer genre. Yet there are
times when I do want a lot of resonance, say when sweeping
the harmonics of a harmonically rich waveform. The X -911
has no provision for varying the resonance, so you're stuck
with a compromise setting that, at least to my ears, produces
mostly gimmicky kinds of synthesizer sounds. This is too
bad -the X-911 is a classy little box for the price, but the fixed
filter resonance seriously limits the usefulness of the synthesizer section for me. It's like having a guitar that sounds
just great except for one little fret buzz problem.
The output level control is straightforward, while the
"touch sense" switch adds an envelope follower effect that
helps impart the dynamics of a guitar to the electronic
sounds. The patch bay includes an input, direct (unmodified)
output when you want to do parallel stuff or feed another amp
and processed sound output on the front of the X -911, while
four additional front access jacks are meant for footswitch
connections. Adding footswitches really enhances the versatility of this unit, and I strongly suggest using footswitches.
One switch controls portamento in /out, another switches between VCO at the same pitch as your instrument and a preset
interval (great for punching in a parallel harmony line when
needed), a third switch freezes the VCO note when depressed
(you can then play guitar over this in a pedal point fashion),
while the final footswitch cuts the overall effect in and out.
Korg has also done a real service by adding patch points at
the back for frequency modulation in, VCF modulation in,
trigger out (for controlling other boxes), trigger in (for being
controlled), CV out (for driving more VCOs) and VCO in (for
being driven by other control voltage sources).
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AKO®

BX5 Reverberation Unit
...featuring the world -renowned TTL system
in a portable, rack -mcuntable cesign

I
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Trouble-free, travel -proofed, flevible and compactthe BX -5 is also free from acoustic feedback when placed
close to loudspeakers. Its professional performance and features
far surpass any other reverb available. in this Drice range.

AKG BX- Systems -in use in over 60% of recording studios world -wide
Exclusive Torsional Transmission Line -for incomparable sDund "openness"
Flutter -free Performance- uncolored "natural" reverberation
Built -in ReverD/Dry Signal Mixing -controls blend of reverb and original sound
Built -in Equalization -bass contour and mid -range "parametric" contro s to
style the character of the reverb

PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS CORP.
A

...the mark ofprofessional quality

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

91

McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430

(201. 529-3800

in niierophones, headphones, phontxn-triages, 1everbunits.

n AKG Akustische und Kino- aerate 3mbH.
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Fig. 1: Korg X -911: Basic block diagram.

One particularly nice effect with the X -911 is to combine
the guitar instrument voice (tuned very slightly sharp) with
the fuzz guitar going through the filter. The net result is a
doubled, thick guitar sound. The X -911 also lends itself well to
horn- and brass -like parts. Like most synthesizers, the X -911's
basic sound is rather "flat" and lacks ambience. Therefore,
any kind of spatial processing reverb, echo, etc. -are most
effective and helpful in giving a more natural sound.

-

OVERALL EVALUATION. As a "live" performance
device, the X -911 is exceptional. The speed with which you
can change sounds (thanks to the preset voices and logical array of controls) is a tremendous asset, giving essentially programmable performance without the expense of a true programmer. The instrument voices are realistic and pretty
warm -sounding, making them an excellent addition to an
ensemble when you're looking for a different timbre. In fact, if
you're a home recording buff, with a single guitar you can lay
down bass, trumpet, synthesizer, pseudo- strings and, of
course, guitar parts, which makes the X -911 pretty versatile.
The compactness, portability and "cuteness factor" also are
strong points for "live" use. Yet despite this maximum easeof -use approach, Korg still added a number of patch points for
expansion
thoughtful concession to the admittedly small
segment of the market that likes to expand, tinker and try ex-

-a
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otic setups. I would imagine that someone playing in a club
band would find something with the X -911's capabilities to be
indispensable for getting a large number of sounds with a
minimum amount of hassle, confusion and expense.
But with all these compliments (and the X -911 does deserve
them), I still feel that not including a filter resonance control
was a definite oversight. Now, I'm not trying to play synthesizer elitist; I just can't help but think that with less
resonance, the X-911 synthe voices would sound less thin and
less
well, gimmicky. I sincerely hope that someone at
Korg will look into adding a filter resonance control (even a
three -position slide switch for low, medium and high
resonance would be a big improvement) to future generations
of the X-911, because they have a potential winner here and
that one control would make quite a difference. I know it's
easy to say, "Just one more control ... ", but this is a case
where I feel my comments are not dealing with a frill, but instead with a very basic part of the filter sound. Still, that's only one major complaint among a host of attractive features.
If you're a synthesizer fanatic who has to have a rack mounted polyphonic system under computer control, then the
X -911 isn't going to do much for you. But if you're a working
guitarist on a tight budget who needs a batch of different,
easy to set up sounds, then it looks to me like the X -911 was
designed just for you.
.
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PERFECT HARMONY!
Peavey Electronics' transducer to hnology, in coijunction
with our CS Series power amp
program, has created what we
consider the finest portable
monitor package available to
keep your onstage sound clean
(and do-3er together).
The "heart" of the system
features Peavey's new EQ -27
graphic equalizer combined with
the field proven CS -400 stereo
power arip to provide a system
producirg 400 watts RMS with
twenty-seven bands of
equaliza ion. This comb nation of
power and EQ enables i-itense
sound pressure levels on stage
while vir =ually eliminating
feedbacl..
-

Add to this the M -400's
special DDT' compression to
maximize apparent headroom,
transformer balanced inputs,
electronic crossover, and bi -amp
capability. The result is a highly
versatile package with more than
enough punch to get your vocals
above even the loudest stage
situations.
To deliver the M -400's
punch, our engineers have
designed a new series of
enclosures with bi -amp
capabilities built around our
Black Widow speaker and the
advanced 22A high frequency
driver /horn combination.
The 1245 and 2445 monitor
enclosures were created for

optimum offstage monitoring,
producing tremendous clarity,
projection, and wide frequency
response. Kick-proof grills and
flite case type covers protect the
units from damage and road

abuse.
See the system at selected
Peavey Dealers in your area or
write us for mo-e detailed
informatior. You'll see one more
reason why Peavey is ahead of
its time,....and tie competition.

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION / 711 A Street / Meridian, MS. 39301
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BY LEN FELDMAN

Will the Videodisc Affect Audio Recording?
A few weeks ago, U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corporation held a press conference at which it announced its
marketing plans for a consumer -type, laser -optical
videodisc player and software. By the time you read
this, Pioneer will have already begun offering its version of the Philips/MCA /Magnavox videodisc that
Magnavox has been gradually introducing in test
market areas around the country. The Pioneer version
has a suggested retail price of $749. The reason why I
think this introduction is extremely important for
anyone involved in audio recording can be understood
by referring to a statement made by Ken Kai, executive vice president of U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
in which he said, "The potential impact of the laser optical format, not only as an excellent movie delivery
system, but as a medium for music enjoyment, home
instruction and education, is very significant."
(Emphasis ours.)
Unlike the very first optical -laser videodisc players
which I saw more than three years ago, the unit to be
offered by Pioneer has provisions for stereophonic
sound tracks (or two separate audio channels that
could be used for offering bilingual audio). That simple
fact, of course, places the laser- optical videodisc in a
completely new light. Could there be an analogy between what happened to radio shortly after TV burst
upon the scene and what is likely to happen to the
recording industry (or, more specifically, the record
industry) when the videodisc hits in a big way? To
some degree, yes, but other factors suggest that a
completely different course will be followed.

Clearing Up Some Misconceptions
Much to my chagrin, I have been reading stories in
highly respected publications, written by equally respected audio journalists, in which the videodisc has
been described as a "digital video disc." If you know
anything about digital technology, you will realize
that the video information contained on any kind of
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video disc (or, for that matter, on video tape) cannot
possibly be stored in the form of digital information or
codes. Just think about it for a minute. Audio signals,
which contain frequencies of up to 20 kHz, require a
sampling rate of over 40,000 per second and, in professional digital audio systems, a 16 -bit system per
channel, plus error -correction words, etc., all of which
leads to a bit density of more than two megabits per
second. If you had to translate video analog signals
into digital form, even assuming that a 16 -bit word
code would be adequate, you would be talking about
pulse densities (whatever the storage medium, tape or
disc) approaching the Gigahertz regions! No, for the
moment at least, videodiscs store their information in
an analog fashion. And the audio tracks (be they mono,
bi- lingual or stereo) are also stored in analog form.
To be sure, the method of storage is pretty slick.
Figure 1 shows the microscopic detail of the surface of
a laser -optical videodisc. The cylindrical craters you
see follow a circular path and are in reality minute pits.
There may be as many as fourteen billion of these
indentations on a typical half -hour disc arranged in up
to 54,000 circular tracks. A beam of light, illustrated
in Figure 2, focused down to one thirty- thousandth of
an inch passes through a plastic layer, striking the pits
which interrupt the reflected beam. This on/off reflected beam might be the reason why the unsuspecting journalists have been referring to these discs
as "digital." In fact, the system involves a form of frequency modulation, both for the video information and
for the audio channels, as illustrated in Figure 3. It is
the distance between pits that is read by the laser
beam of light as well as the number and shape of the
pits, enabling the mixing of the video and audio
signals together. There is, as you see, absolutely
nothing digital about the process, unless you consider
the fact that each frame of video is encoded with a
frame number to be a form of digitization.
So, now we get to the heart of the matter: Just how
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good is the audio signal (or signals, in the case of
stereo programming) that will accompany the video
information on these discs? A glance at the tentative
spec sheet tells the story. Frequency response will extend from 40 Hz to 20 kHz (they don't give a plus -orminus dB tolerance) at a +3 dB reference level with
respect to 10% modulation at 1 kHz. We can already
do at least that well with many cassette tape decks
and certainly a lot better with reel -to -reel tape machines and, of course, with conventional discs used in
playback. As for harmonic distortion, we are told that
it will be less than 0.3% for a 1 kHz signal at 75%
modulation. That's better than most tonearm /cartridge combinations can do when tracking a conventional record (though the groove itself may well contain as low or even lower THD) and even a bit better
than we can get from an analog open-reel tape deck.
But now we get to the real stumbling block: signalto -noise ratio. It is quoted as being "more than 55 dB,
using an "A" weighting network, and referenced to a 1
kHz signal at 100% modulation."
Heck! We can do that well with a cheapie cassette
deck these days, even before Dolby is applied. If all we
can expect from the audio tracks of this videodisc is a
dynamic range of little more than 50 dB, then it is
hardly likely that the combination video /audio laser
disc is going to replace audio -only discs as we know

VIDEODISC DIMENSIONS

110mm

them. I suspect that even the people at Pioneer recognize the limitations of the audio portion of the new
laser -optical disc. In further remarks at the press conference referred to earlier, Ken Kai went on to say,
"This Pioneer videodisc player incorporates state -ofthe -art refinements such as the provision for a future
adaptor unit to play true, digital (`PCM') audio." In
other words, the audio of the presently announced
videodisc is "good enough" for the kind of audio most
of us expect along with a video program, but hardly
good enough to be considered as a new program source
for audio -only material.
That brings us to the controversy that is brewing
within the consumer electronics industry over whether
the American public wants a single machine that can
play video as well as digital audio discs or a separate
machine for bringing out the best of video and another
one for handling digital audio exclusively. As most
readers know from a previous discussion of the
subject, Philips, the very company that is in part
responsible for the optical -laser videodisc, has also announced and shown a much smaller (about 4 inches in
diameter) digital audio disc that would require a completely different type of player. Their argument (and I
must confess that I lean towards it) is that it makes no
sense to have to tailor digital audio so that it fits
within a videodisc format. Audio does not need to be

MAGNIFIED VIEW OF A VIDEODISC
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Fig. 1. Videotape construction.

RN

video cassette recorders to work. Why not a PCM tape
deck, complete unto itself, which handles the digital
encoding as well as the storage of the digital information on tape. Here again, the PCM audio processors
have been made with a lot of circuitry that simply is
used to synchronize the signals so that they can be
fitted within the framework of a standard NTSC television format. Surely a PCM deck devoted exclusively
to audio might be priced at considerably lower levels
than what is now proposed as the solution to home
PCM audio recording.
For the professional recording engineer who is concerned with the future, it really matters very little
which way things go for the consumer. His or her analog studio equipment is more than up to the task of
providing audio program sources (in analog recorded
form) for integration into the new Pioneer videodisc.
And, when the time comes for digital audio discs,
chances are that the studio will long since have converted to digital mastering (on tape) of new audio
programs. Such masters, of course, can be used as
program sources regardless of whether the world turns
to the optical -laser disc, the RCA groove -type capacitance pickup disc or even the JVC- Panasonic grooveless capacitance disc. Once the information is safely
stored in digital form on tape, it will not be degraded in
any way when it is transferred to any of these disc
formats for consumers to use and listen to at
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Fig. 2. Playback laser path.

squeezed in between horizontal and vertical sync
pulses, which take up a significant amount of available
recording space on any videodisc format. On the other
hand, the public may well feel that being asked to buy
two kinds of new players is asking a bit much of them
in view of the fact that a single player could have been
made to accomodate both video and digital audio.
Although it hasn't been as yet, the same sort of
argument can be applied to home digital audio tape
recording equipment. All we have seen so far are a few
PCM audio processors which must be linked with
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Heat. The natural
enemy of quality ampli-

fier electronics. Reduce it
and things work better.
They also work longer.
The QSC engineering staff
studied this phenomenon and
developed a series of cool
running pro -audio power amplifiers.

CSC

A thermally- activated
two -speed fan, flow- through
ventilation, lightweight high turbulence heatsinking and direct mounted transistors. They all link up to
perform beyond expectations. The A20, A30,
A40- innovative amplifier design from OSC.
Our cooling systems are only part of the
story. You should take a serious look at the
other ideas we have on ice.
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Premium Open -Reel Tapes

offer a representative cross-section of open -reel
and still keep this project within manageable
dimensions (not to mention the need to meet publication deadlines), we chose seven popular open -reel tapes
representing the premium offerings of their respective
manufacturers. The tape decks used (see fuller
explanation in comments by L.F.) were the Revox B -77
and the Teac 6100 Mk II. The latter model has user To
tapes

adjustable equalization and bias controls labeled "1"
and "2." These controls were set to the positions indicated in the owner's manual as being suited for the
OPEN -REEL TAPES: Test Data

Note: Tapes are listed by brands alphabetically. Test results
and relative rankings are given for each tape tested in turn
on the two tape recorders for tests from 1A through 11B.
Test results and relative rankings for tests 12 through 15 are
given for each tape as used on the particular recorder indicated. Small differences in response figures at the low end
of the frequency range were not regarded as significant in
ranking the tapes.

particular tape used. Where no such listing was given
(as, for example, for the BASF tape samples), we
experimented with the bias and EQ adjustments and
used the settings that yielded the best overall results
for the tests we conducted.
The list of tapes tested (and the bias and EQ settings
for each used on the Teac) follows:
Tape
EQ
Bias
Ampex 456

BASF SPR -50 LHL
Fuji FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

The Tests
Using the two recorders, we ran eleven tests of each
tape sample on both recorders to obtain the data presented in the accompanying Tables 1 (A and B)
through 11 (A and B). In addition, "subjective" evaluations were made of the characteristics detailed in
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Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15 for all tape samples using the
particular recorder indicated.
The complete roster of tests includes:
1.)
Record/playback response at +10 dB record
level;
2.)
3.)

Record/playback response at 0 dB record level;
Record/playback response at -10 dB record
level;

4.)
5.)

Maximum record level for 3% THD at 400 Hz;
Total harmonic distortion at 1 kHz, 0 dB record

6.)

Total harmonic distortion at 6.3 kHz, 0 dB
record level;
Total harmonic distortion at 100 Hz, 0 dB
record level;
Maximum output level at 12.5 kHz;
Playback sensitivity at 1 kHz, 0 dB record

level;

7.)

8.)
9.)

level;
10.)

Playback sensitivity at

10 kHz,

-10 dB record

level;
11.)
12.)
13.)
14.)
15.)

Signal -to -noise re 3% THD, "A" weighted and
unweighted;
Drop -out susceptibility (subjective rating);
Coating uniformity (subjective rating);
Slitting uniformity (subjective rating);
Retention of signal (subjective rating).

The general approach to the performance measurements was somewhat similar to that used for our earlier tests of cassette tapes (Modern Recording, May
1980). For these open -reel tapes, however, used at the
speed of 15 inches -per- second on both recorders, we
modified many of the reference levels because open reel tape at this speed is expected to provide better
headroom and wider -range response.
Thus, the record/playback frequency response was
run at reference levels of + 10 dB, 0 dB and -10 dB (as
indicated on each deck's meters).
Instead of measuring only the 1 -kHz distortion at
the 0 -dB record level, we also measured distortion at
that level for frequencies of 100 Hz and 6.3 kHz. Why
6.3 kHz and not 10 kHz or 12.5 kHz? Simply because
the largest component of distortion in a tape -andrecorder combination is almost always a third -order
(third harmonic) component. The third harmonic of 6.3
kHz is just under 19 kHz, a frequency that a reel -toreel recorder operated at 15 ips should be able to handle. The third -order distortion of a 10 -kHz or a 12.5
kHz fundamental tone would be well outside the useful
audio band, and information about THD at those frequencies would really be academic rather than significant from a user's standpoint.
Readers accustomed to seeing performance specifications for cassette tapes or decks may be surprised

as the results obtained for our tests of "maximum
record level for 3% THD" and for "maximum output
level at 12.5 kHz." No wonder no one is pushing metal particle tape for use on open -reel machines! The high frequency headroom of even the "poorest" of the tapes
we tested is still far better than that of the best metal
tape tested on the costliest of cassette decks, according to our tests.
We measured playback sensitivity at 1 kHz for the
0 -dB record level, just as we had done for cassettes.
However, because of the better headroom of an open reel system, we also measured the high- frequency (10
kHz) output sensitivity at a record level of only -10
dB (instead of at -20 dB as with cassettes).
Finally, the results obtained in our signal -to -noise
tests (all referenced to the 3% THD record level of the
particular tape used) show, rather dramatically, why
so few consumer -version open -reel decks have built -in
Dolby or any other form of noise reduction. With the
"A" weighted S/N figures showing up as consistently
better than 70 dB, adding Dolby would, in many cases,
be a needless frill unless you are involved in multiple
dubbings from multi -track tapes down to a final master. In that event, the signal degradation incurred by
such repeated dubbings might well call for Dolby (perhaps even the professional Dolby -A system), or for the
use of some other appropriate noise -reduction system.

Table

1:

Record/playback response, + 10 dB record level
-3 dB)

(Hz to kHz,

Tape

Ranking

Test Results
1A: Tested on Revox B 77

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UDXL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

22 to 18
22 to 16

5

26to15

7

22 to
22 to
22 to
23 to

18
17
17.5
15.4

18: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UDXL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

29 to 24
30 to 26
32 to 22
30 to 26

to 22
to 25.5
29 to 23.5
31

30

1

1

4
3
6

Table 2: Record/playback response, 0 dB record level (Hz
to kHz, -3 dB)
Test Results

Tape

Ranking

Table

3:

Record/playback response,
(Hz to kHz,

TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

22 to 22.0
22 to 21.5

24 to 22.0
21 to 23.0
22 to 21.0
22 to 22.0
22 to 22.0

29
28
29
28
28
28
29

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

27.0
29.0
24.0
28.5
25.5
27.7
26.5

7

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr

2

TDK GX

2

3M (Scotch) 226

2

6
2
1

Ranking

22 to 22.5
22 to 22.0

4

24to22.7

2

to 23.6
21 to 21.0
22 to 22.6
22 to 22.0
21

5
1

7
3

5

3B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il
4
1

7

2
6
3
5

The test results obtained for a given tape used on
one recorder often are quite different from the results
seen with the other recorder. For this reason, our data
charts are presented so as to let the reader see how
things came out on each deck.

Record/Playback Response
To illustrate, Table lA presents frequency response
(record/playback) at the +10 dB record level for the
tapes tested on the Revox B -77, while Table 1B shows
the results of the same test of the same tapes using the
Teac 6100 Mk II. The +10 dB record level tells us
something about the high- frequency headroom, or saturation characteristics, of the machine /tape combination (given the fixed bias and EQ settings of the
Revox, and the selectable bias and EQ of the Teac).
Interestingly, even though the results were quite different between the two machines (the Teac obviously
has a wider bandwidth), the same tape -Maxell UDXL -did rank first in this test on both machines.
When we reduced record levels and rechecked
response at 0 dB, the Maxell UD -XL tape still came
out ahead on the Revox (see Table 2A). However, on
the Teac, top honors shift to BASF SPR -50 tape. (One
might have guessed the reverse, judging solely by the
country of origin of the decks and the tapes.)
To check out whether saturation at high frequencies
was still having any bearing on the tests at the 0 -dB
level, we further reduced recording levels to -10 dB.
Maxell UD -XL still did best on the Revox, and BASF
tape was still the winner on the Teac. However, the
relative rankings of some of the other tapes changed
somewhat on the Revox (Table 3A), but remained
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level

3A: Tested on Revox B 77

2B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

- 10 dB record

dB)

Test Results

Tape

2A: Tested on Revox B 77

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr

-3

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

29
28
29
28
28
28
29

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

27.0
29.0
24.0
28.5
25.5
27.7
26.5

4
1

7

2
6
3
5

essentially the same on the Teac (compare Table 3B
with Table 2B).
The overall conclusion to be made from all the
response tests is this: Once you get down to or below
the 0 -dB record level, all of the tapes tested will easily
handle the full audio range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. So
unless you are a believer in the need for recorded frequencies in the ultasonic region, you should really look
Table 4: Maximum record level for 3% THD, 400 Hz (dB)
Tape

Test Results
4A: Tested on Revox

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

Ranking
B 77

+ 15.0
+ 13.5
+ 12.0

+
+
+
+

12.5
14.5
13.0
12.5

1

3
7
5
2

4
5

4B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

+ 13.0
+ 13.25
+ 12.0
+
+
+
+

12.0
10.0
13.0
14.5

3
2
5

5
7
3
1

J
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for other differences among tapes, and not merely for
the tape that "goes out farthest in frequency

response."

Table 6: Total harmonic distortion, 6.3 kHz, 0 dB record
level ( %)

Maximum Record Level

Tape

Using the Revox, the maximum record levels (for 3%
THD) covered a spread from +12 to +15 dB, with the
Ampex type 456 tape placing first.
When the same tests were run on the Teac, it became
clear that the availability of two bias settings caused
the rankings of tapes to change in this characteristic.
This time, the 3M (Scotch) 226 samples ranked first,
with a mid- frequency headroom of +14.5 dB. Scotch
226, by the way, is a new product from 3M; its signal to -noise capabilities are similar to those of Scotch 250,
but the type 226 requires less bias than type 250 (it
actually is bias -compatible with Scotch 206). It was
evident, from the results shown in Tables 4A and 4B,
that being able to select one of two bias values on the
Teac also made a big difference in the rankings of the
other tapes tested.

Total Harmonic Distortion
Mid -frequency THD results are summarized in
Tables 5A and 5B. Differences among the tested tapes
were very slight on either tape recorder. The "worst case" reading of 0.46 percent (for Sony FeCr) on the
Revox machine is probably due to the fact that the
Revox's bias was too far off for optimum operation
with ferrichrome tape. Note that when this same tape
was used on the Teac deck, and a more favorable bias
setting was chosen, the THD for the Sony tape
dropped to 0.38 %, equalling the reading obtained for

Table 5: Total harmonic distortion,
level ( %)
Tape

1

kHz, 0 dB record

Test Results

Ranking

Test Results
6A: Tested on Revox B 77

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

0.37
0.35
0.38
0.35
0.46
0.40
0.38

0.35
0.44
0.37
0.35
0.38
0.35
0.38

6
7
2
3
1

5

4

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

0.48
0.75
0.50
0.37
0.40
0.40
0.44

5
7

6
1

2
2
4

the Scotch 226 samples.
Note too what happens to the THD figures for the
BASF tape samples when they are changed from the
Revox deck (where THD readings, at 0.35 %, were the
best of the group) to the Teac deck (where the BASF
tape had the poorest THD readings). If that doesn't
illustrate the fact that certain tapes are better for cerTable 7: Total harmonic distortion, 100 Hz,
level ( %)
Tape

0

Test Results

dB record

Ranking

7A: Tested on Revox B 77
3
1

4
1

7

6
4

5B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

0.78
0.87
0.54
0.55
0.45
0.64
0.63

6B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

5A: Tested on Revox B 77

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

Ranking

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

0.6
0.65
0.6
0.9
0.87
0.75
0.57

2
4
2
7
6
5
1

7B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il
1

7
4
1

5
1

5

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

0.4
0.5
0.44
0.37
0.44
0.37
0.42

3
7
5
1

5
1

4

Table 8: Maximum output level at 12.5 kHz (dB)
Tape

Test Results

Table 9: Playback sensitivity,

Ranking

TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

3

+
+
+
+
+
+

7

6
1

4
2

4

8B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

14.0
14.5
14.5
15.5
16.5
15.5
15.0

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

- 1.5
- 1.5
- 2.0
- 0.75
- 2.0
- 1.0
- 0.25

4

4
6
2

6
3
1

9B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il
7
5

5
2
1

2
4

tain machines, we don't know what does!
For the high- frequency THD tests, the Sony FeCr
tapes did best on the Revox, while Maxell's UD -XL
tape did best on the Teac. In general, however, the
trend was upward for THD percentages at this test
frequency, as might be expected. Results for all the
tapes are shown in Tables 6A and 6B.
As for THD results at low frequencies (Tables 7A
and 7B), readings were consistently higher for all the
tapes using the Revox machine than they were for the
same tapes using the Teac machine. Scotch 226 fared
best on the Revox; Maxell UD -XL and TDK GX tapes
ranked first when used on the Teac.

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

reference to a

-10

Playback Sensitivity
Mid-frequency playback sensitivity ranged from
-0.25 dB (Scotch 226) to -2 dB (Fuji FB and Sony
FeCr) on the Revox deck. It ranged from +2 dB (Sony
FeCr) to -1 dB (BASF SPR -50 LHL and Maxell UDXL) on the Teac deck (see Tables 9A and 9B).
High- frequency playback sensitivity, measured with

+ 0.5
1.0
0.0
1.0
+ 2.0
+ 0.8
+ 0.5

-

3
6
5

6
1

2
3

dB recording level, ranged from

-9.1 dB (Scotch) to -11.5 dB (Ampex 456) using the
Revox deck, and from -7.5 dB (Sony FeCr) to -10 dB
(BASF) on the Teac machine (see Tables 10A and 10B).

Signal -to -Noise
SIN measurements are given in Tables 11A and 11B.
Two sets of figures are shown for each tape tested on

Table 10: Playback sensitivity, 10 kHz,
level (dB)

- 10 dB

Test Results

Tape

Maximum Output Level
Maximum output levels at high frequencies (Tables
8A and 8B) varied from a low of +9.5 dB (for the
BASF tape) to a high of +12 dB (for the Maxell UDXL) when tested on the Revox. The levels varied from
a low of + 14 (for the Ampex 456) to a high of +16.5 dB
(Sony FeCr) when the tapes were tested on the Teac.
Note the general trend of higher headroom at high frequencies using the Teac. Such higher dB readings may,
at first, appear to mean that the Teac deck will provide
greater dynamic range, but subsequent signal -to -noise
measurements do not confirm that assumption.
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Ranking

9A: Tested on Revox B 77

+ 11.0
9.5
10.0
12.0
10.5
11.5
10.5

kHz, 0 dB record level (dB)

Test Results

Tape

8A: Tested on Revox B 77

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr

1

record

Ranking

10A: Tested on Revox B 77

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

- 11.5
- 10.7
- 10.7
- 10.7
- 10.0
- 9.5
- 9.1

7

4
4
4
3

2
1

10B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

- 8.5

- 10.0
- 9.0

- 8.5
- 7.5
- 8.0
- 8.5

3
7

6
3
1

2
3
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Table 11: Signal -to -noise re 3% THD,
unweighted (dBIdB)

"A" weighted/

Test Results

Tape

Ranking

11A: Tested on Revox B 77

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

75/71

212

75/68
74/70
73/68
75.5/71.5
73/69
74.5/70.5

216

5/4
6/6
111

6/5
4/3

11B: Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr

72/66
70/64
68/62
71.5164

2/1

TDK GX

70.5/64
70.5/64

6/3
7,7
3/3
4/3
4/3

3M (Scotch) 226

72.5166

111

each machine. The figures to the left of the slash -mark
(/) are S/N measurements obtained using the standard
"A "- weighting network. The figures to the right of the
slash -mark (/) are wideband, unweighted S/N measurements. The sets of rankings follow a similar pattern.
The tests show that there is a greater difference
between weighted and unweighted results using the
Teac deck than there is using the Revox. A possible
explanation for this may be found by referring back to
the frequency response measurements. The Teac
obviously provided a wider bandwidth response than
did the Revox. This could be due to a combination of
wideband electronics and head construction. Whatever
the reason, when you measure unweighted signal -tonoise, the total noise bandwidth is important, and the
wider the bandwidth, the greater the noise content.
That fact, indeed, is a major justification for using
"A "- weighting (or some other corrective weighting
Table 12: Drop -out susceptibility (subjective ratings, scale
1 to 10)
Rating

Tape

Tested on Revox

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

JULY 1980

Ranking
B 77

9.8
9.0
9.5
9.0
9.5
9.5
8.5

factor such as the CCIR /ARM. The resultant S/N
figures correlate better with the subjective annoyance
factor of the noise. With the "A "- weighting network
applied, Sony FeCr ranked first among the tapes when
tested on the Revox, with a signal -to -noise ratio figure
of 75.5 dB. When the tapes were tested on the Teac,
Scotch 226 led the pack with an "A "- weighted S/N
figure of 72.5 dB

Subjective Tests
Tables 12, 13, 14 and 15 summarize our subjective
ratings (on a scale from 1 to 10) of the tape samples for
such important and practical matters as drop -out susceptibility, uniformity of coating, uniformity of slitting and the ability to retain signal levels with
repeated playings and run -through. It must be
emphasized that we were dealing, in the first place,
with premium -grade tapes (all were back -coated) and
that the differences between them with the respect to
these physical properties were indeed minute. We tried
to rank the tapes for susceptibility to print -through,
but we found that all the tested samples were sufficiently immune to this problem so as to make any
test for it difficult to concoct.
Perhaps, though, the major problem in testing tapes
is the real difference that exists between the "as is"
specifications for tape, and the actual performance
specifications for tape. That is to say, the magnetic
properties of tape are given in terms of coercivity (in
oersteds), and retentivity (in gauss). Physical properties are given for such things as base material, base
thickness, oxide thickness, and so on. Verifying such
specifications in their own terms would mean little or
nothing to the recordist, whose primary concern is
with performance and reliability. In other words, how
do those rather arcane specifications translate into living performance results? To answer this all -important
question, however, we must use the tape, not merely
study it in vacuo. And that, in turn, means putting it
on a deck and running the deck. Which, in turn, means
that the performance results of any tape depend as
much on the interface of tape and recorder as on the
basic properties of the tape itself.
Table 13: Coating uniformity (subjective ratings, scale
to 10)

Ranking

Rating

Tape

1

Tested on Teac 6100 Mk Il
1

5
2
3

2
2
7

Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

9.5
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
8.5

1

2
2
2
2
2
7
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Table 14: Slitting uniformity (subjective ratings, scale

1

to

10)

Rating

Tape

Tested on Revox
Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR -50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

Ranking
B 77

8.5
9.0
8.0
9.5
8.0
9.0
9.0

5

2
6
1

6
2
2

While our present test results do not point to any
"winner" among the tape samples we used, they do
show clearly that at least seven leading brands all are
admirably suited for very fine performance with at
least two fairly different kinds of open -reel deck.
Again, it must be emphasized that the differences we
measured (and most of the time could not actually
hear) were truly small. For all this, it may be that one's
final preference for this or that tape might be made on
really subjective and fairly insignificant grounds, such
as the packaging, or whether or not a leader is
attached, or even the kind of printed index-log supplied with the tape. It seems to have come to that.

Individual Comment by L.F.:

A couple of

months ago we tested and evaluated nineteen different
cassette tapes and tried to reach some conclusions
regarding their performance on high -grade cassette
decks. This time we tried to do something similar for
open -reel tapes. But there the similarity ends. For the
user of a reel -to -reel tape deck is concerned with many
things which are of little or no concern to the more casual user of a cassette deck. For example, the serious
reel -to -reel recordist using a machine intended for
home or so- called "consumer use" may actually be confronted with a deck that has less user -adjustment capability than do some of the newer cassette decks.
Thus, the owner of a Revox B -77, for example, has no
choices to make regarding bias or playback equalization. Yet, as readers of MR know from our earlier
report on the Revox B -77, it is on the whole a superb
machine in many ways. It therefore becomes extremely important for the owner of such a machine to know
which tapes will work best on it, given the "ground
rules" that the average owner is not going to poke
inside the machine and readjust the bias or other
operating parameters.
On an even more specific level, it is important to
know what recording parameters are most important
to you, the user. If you judge performance on the basis
of frequency response, certain of the tapes we tested
may be better for you, or even equal to each other. But
if you are looking for lowest third -order harmonic dis-
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tortion at high recording levels, or best signal -to -noise
ratios, you might conclude that one of the tapes is
better than the others for those reasons.
Chances are that if you are involved with a reel -toreel deck at all, you also will be concerned with such
physical properties of tape as its susceptibility to
print -through, susceptibility to drop -outs, uniformity
of coating, uniformity of slitting, and its ability to
retain its recorded signal (magnetization) with
repeated playings during editing. In fact, one of the
chief reasons why a serious recordist opts for an open reel deck is because he or she needs to be able to edit
quickly and efficiently. Obviously, you can't do that
with cassette tape.
Getting back to the more easily measured performance specs such as frequency response, headroom,
distortion, and the like, we could have sought out a
more professional type open -reel deck in which one or
more of these parameters could have been optimized
for each of the tapes tested. That would not really have
proved too much to the non-professional or even to the
"semi -pro" reel -to -reel deck owner who is not about to
change operating bias every time a new reel or brand of
tape is put on the machine. Faced with the conflict
between the pro user (and reader) who will adjust the
machine for the tape in any case, and the semi -pro user
who owns a non -adjustable deck (or one with limited
adjustment capabilities), we decided to check out our
seven tape samples on two totally different machines.
One was the Revox B -77, of European origin. The
other was the Teac 6100 Mk II, of Japanese origin, and
one that is also very popular, especially for half -track
mastering.
We felt there was no point in testing the tapes at the
slower of the two speeds available in both machines,
and so 15 ips was used throughout. If there were differences between the tapes when used in turn on the two
decks, those differences ought to show up at the faster
speed of 15 ips as well as at the lower 71/2 ips speed. As
suspected, they did. Nevertheless, as was true in our
earlier tests of cassette tapes, there was no clear winner in the open -reel sweepstakes. As a purely statistical exercise, we determined that for the measured

Table 15: Retention of signal (subjective ratings, scale
to 10)
Rating

Tape

1

Ranking

Tested on Teac 6100 Mk it
Ampex type 456
BASF type SPR50 LHL
Fuji type FB
Maxell UD -XL
Sony FeCr
TDK GX
3M (Scotch) 226

9.0
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.0
9.5
9.0
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5
1

1
1

5
1

5

&

MUSIC

performance specifications, Maxell UD-XL ranked
first in five tests using the Revox deck, and had four
first -place showings when tested on the Teac deck. The
BASF tapes and the Sony tapes took first place for
three different snecifications when tested on the Teac
deck, while the 3M Scotch 226 ranked first for three
different specifications when used on the Revox deck.
As we stated earlier, we can not possibly guess
which of the test specifications would be of the greatest importance to any individual recordist. Nor do we
know if you are necessarily using either of the machines we used in these tests. We do feel, though, that
by studying the tables carefully you should be able to
draw your own conclusions regarding which, if any, of
these tapes will be "right" for you and your tape deck.

Individual Comment by N.E.: In a sense, selecting a favorite tape for open -reel recording is simpler
than it is for cassette recording. For one thing, the proliferation of different magnetic formulations that
typifies the cassette field is virtually non-existent in
open-reel tape. The prevailing formulation is ferric oxide (the one exception in our tests published here
being Sony's ferrichrome which, of course, does not
disprove the generalization.
For another thing, the faster speeds and wider
tracks used in open -reel work make differences in tape
formulations far less critical than in cassettes. It is
obvious from our tests that ferric -oxide at 15 ips will
out -perform metal tape at 1' ips. What is more, there
is an implication in the test results (and some would
say it is more than an implication, rather a definite
scientific conclusion) that there is little or no point in
considering anything more exotic than ferric -oxide or
perhaps ferrichrome for high- speed, open -reel, analog
recording -that is to say, "the glass is full, and anything more you pour into it will spill over the sides."
For yet another thing, a reel of tape is just about all
software. That is to say, it does not add "parts" to the
tape machine, which is literally what happens when
you load a cassette onto a cassette deck -the cassette
housing actually contains elements that are "missing"
from the deck and which become working parts of it.
The reels that hold tape are relatively simple devices
that, aside from minor variations in the cutouts on the
faces of the reels, are all quite alike.
For all this, the serious open-reel recordist- following time -honored practice -is expected to adjust his or
her deck to suit a particular tape (or to select a tape for
which the deck is known to be optimally adjusted), and
that's that. The rest, as one pro recordist puts it, is up
to God and the musicians.
Nevertheless, there are different brands of tape and
competing performance claims. Also over the years we
have had tangible evidence of a general upgrading of
tape both in terms of its magnetic coating and its
backing. The former has resulted in higher output,
smoother response, better signal -to- noise, lower distortion, and so on. The latter has resulted in the kind
of backing that boasts the advantages of polyester but
/e

with the facility for being spliced and edited. We take
these things for granted now, but it wasn't too many
years ago when the open -reel recordist faced a Hob son's choice between tape that was flexible and would
lap easily around heads and tape guides and could be
readily spliced (acetate backed tape), or tape that did
not lap as easily and was harder to cut for editing but
which was also generally stronger, more dimensionally
stable and could be stored more safely for longer periods (polyester). Today we have the kind of backing
known as improved polyester which combines the best
of both types.
Interestingly, the literature of audio contains precious little on the subject of comparative tests of
recording tape. There are several reasons for this
hiatus, an obvious one being that the really small differences to be found among competing brands could
easily be misinterpreted or misused as "hype" which
would only confuse the less- than -technically sophisticated consumer. The very tests that could be performed on tape could easily become a source of controversy as to which tests, their relative importance, their
interpretaton in terms of listening results, and so on.
Apropos of this particular point, by the way, the
actual recording and playback sessions we ran with
the tapes could produce no audible evidence to indicate
that any tape "sounded better" than any other.
Perhaps, though, the major problem in testing tapes
is the real difference that exists between the "as is"
specifications for tape, and the actual performance
specifications for tape. That is to say, the magnetic
properties of tape are given in terms of coercivity (in

oersteds), and retentivity (in gauss). Physical properties are given for such things as base material, base
thickness, oxide thickness, and so on. Verifying such
specifications in their own terms would mean little or
nothing to the recordist, whose primary concern is
with performance and reliability. In other words, how
do those rather arcane specifications translate into living performance results? To answer this all- important
question, however, we must use the tape, not merely
study it in vacuo. And that, in turn, means putting it
on a deck and running the deck. Which, in turn, means
that the performance results of any tape depend as
much on the interface of tape and recorder as on the
basic properties of the tape itself.
While our present test results do not point to any
"winner" among the tape samples we used, they do
show clearly that at least seven leading brands all are
admirably suited for very fine performance with at
least two fairly different kinds of open-reel deck.
Again, it must be emphasized that the differences we
measured (and most of the time could not actually
hear) were truly small. For all this, it may be that one's
final preference for this or that tape might be made on
really subjective and fairly insignificant grounds, such
as the packaging, or whether or not a leader is
attached, or even the kind of printed index -log supplied with the tape. It seems to have come to that. _7
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Omni Craft GT -4
Noise Gate

By John Murphy and Jim Ford
The GT-4 from Omni Craft, Inc. provides a set of
four independent noise gates in a slim rack mountable
package. The unit features front panel controls for
adjusting the gating threshold and release time for
each channel. There are also "key" switches for switching control of the channel over to the key input. When
properly used, the GT -4 can virtually eliminate background noise on audio lines during quiet program passages. The gates can also be used to modify the sound
of instruments processed through them. The keying
feature allows the characteristic dynamics of one
instrument to be superimposed on a second instrument thereby providing a wide range of effects for
both the artist and the engineer to explore. The GT-4
costs $395.

About Noise Gates
Before getting into the specifics on the GT -4, let's
briefly review the reasons for using noise gates and the
fundamental concepts necessary to understand the
operation and application of noise gates.
Frequently in recording and P.A. systems there are
unwanted low level noises that appear in the signal
channel along with the desired signal. For the purpose
of this discussion, let's refer to the desired signal as
the "primary signal" and consider any other signals to
be "noise."
Now, consider the case of a group of musicians
recording in the studio with several instruments performing and being recorded at the same time through
multiple microphones. Each instrument is individually
miked and we would ideally like to hear only the individual instruments on their respective channels when
the channels are auditioned in the control room. Unfortunately, in addition to picking up the sound of the primary source to which the mic is assigned, each mic also
"hears" the other instruments in the room. That is, the
sounds of the other instruments leak into each mic
along with the sound from the primary source and contaminate the channel. This "leakage" is particularly
undesirable because it steals control of the signal mix
away from the recording engineer and "muds up" the
sound of the full program mix. For example, a snare
drum leaking into a vocal mic across the room will not
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generally sound good and causes the relative level of
the snare drum in the full program mix to change as
the level of that vocal track is changed. Indeed, the
snare drum cannot be eliminated from the mix by simply pulling down the snare fader because the snare
leakage into the other mics will still be heard, and, in
general, this snare leakage will have a "trashy" sound.
In some cases the leakage can be so great that even
with the primary snare drum channel eliminated from
the mix, the sound of the snare is still too loud.
One way of dealing with this signal leakage is to
employ noise gates on those channels where it is a
problem. The noise gate effectively turns the channel
up or down depending on whether the signal level is
above or below the gate's threshold level. It is up to
the operator to adjust the threshold level such that it
falls above the level of the noise but below the level of
the program. If the threshold is set too low then the
noise will trigger the gate on and the benefits of the
gate will not be realized. On the other hand, if the
threshold is set too high then the gate will cut off the
quietest portions of the program resulting in a very
unnatural sound as the gate opens and closes.
Although noise gates are particularly helpful in dealing with leakage problems, they are also effective at
reducing just about any type of background noise in
an audio channel. Hums, buzzes and hisses can often
be eliminated quite effectively with very little effect on
the program material. Now that we have established
the requirement for a noise gating device, let's consider the operation of the gate in more detail.
As a member of that family of signal processors
known as "dynamic range expanders," the noise gate
increases the dynamic range of the signal processed
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General Description: The front panel controls

through it. The gate distinguishes between two ranges
of signal level: signal levels above the threshold level
and signal levels below the threshold level. Signals
above the threshold level pass through the gate
unaffected (ideally). Signals with levels below the
threshold level are "expanded" by the gate in that
they are attenuated by an amount that depends on
how far below threshold the signal level actually is.
This "expansion region" of the gate's operation can be
characterized by its "expansion ratio." The expansion
ratio is defined as the change in output level (in dB) of
the processor divided by the corresponding change in
input level (in dB). For a normal (or "linear ") amplifier
a 1 dB change in input level results in a 1 dB change in
output level and the amplifier has an expansion ratio
of 1. That is, the output level changed by the same
amount as the input level changed. For an expander
with an expansion ratio of say, 2, an input level change
of 1 dB would result in an output level change of 2 dB;
and an input level change of 10 dB would result in an
output level change of 20 dB. That is, the change in
output level is equal to the change in input level multiplied by the expansion ratio.
For the high expansion ratios (10 +) typically used in
noise gates, the output signal level is attenuated very
sharply as the input signal level drops below the threshold and the output level quickly falls below the residual noise level of the system. That is, the gate quickly
turns "off" as the input signal falls below threshold.
This gives noise gates their characteristic "on/off"
action with the gate being "on" (signal not attenuated)
whenever the input signal is above threshold, and
being "off" (signal greatly attenuated) whenever the
signal is much below threshold.
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of

the Omni Craft GT -4 are relatively simple and are
organized in four groups corresponding to the four
independent gates. At the left within each group is the
gate's threshold control. The threshold level can be set
anywhere between "infinity" (which holds the gate off)
at the counter- clockwise extreme and " -40" (about
-40 dBV, or very sensitive) at the clockwise extreme.
There is a red LED to the right of the threshold control
which lights to indicate when the channel is "on." This
indicator is highly useful in setting the threshold control since it indicates whether the signal is above or
below the threshold level.
There is a "release" control located to the right in
each control group. It is labeled "fast" and "slow" at
its counter -clockwise and clockwise rotation extremes,
respectively, and varies the release time (to -20 dB)
between 0.1 seconds and 1.0 seconds. The setting of
the release time control determines how fast the gate
shuts off after the signal level falls below threshold.
Fast release times provide a maximum of noise reduction but tend to produce the greatest audible side
effects on the program; slow release times provide less
noise reduction benefits (the channel stays open longer
after the signal level falls) but reduce the gating side
effects. It is also worth noting that the faster decay
times tend to result in greater distortion (especially at
low frequencies) than the slower decay settings.
Located between the threshold and release controls
(below the threshold LED) is a push- button switch for
selecting the "key" input. When this button is
depressed, the signal through the gate no longer controls the gating action, instead, control is based on the
signal present at the channel's key input. Now the
channel will gate on only when there is an over-threshold signal present at the key input. This keying
feature provides a means for exploring new sounds by
allowing one signal (the key signal) to control another
signal (the channel signal).
The rear panel of the GT -4 contains only the line
cord, line fuse and a printed circuit board edge connector for making all the input and output connections.
The unit is supplied with the mating card edge receptacle and it is necessary to solder connect the
input /output and key lines onto this connector in order
to interface the unit. Although this approach to signal
connections seemed a bit awkward to us, it probably
helped establish the modest cost of the unit. It is
recommended that the unit be interfaced with line level signals and that the key inputs be brought out to
a patch bay for easy access.

Field Test Listening Test: In order to evaluate
the GT-4 in actual use, we employed it during a video
taping session for a locally produced country /western
music TV show. We had noticed on previous sessions
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that there was serious drum leakage into the vocal
mics and we hoped the GT -4 would help clean up the
drum sound. The instruments were all close miked
with mic orientations chosen so as to minimize leakage. Even so, drum leakage into the vocal mics was
degrading the sound of the drums in the final mix.
When the audio was monitored in the control room, we
noted that the faders for the drum channels could be
pulled all the way down and the drum set remained
clearly audible (but sounded like trash!). We verified
that the leakage was into the vocal mics by pulling
down the vocal faders and observing that the drum
leakage was greatly reduced. This made the vocal mics
excellent candidates for gating.
In order to get the signals in and out of the GT -4, we
had previously terminated the card edge connector
with '/e -inch phone plugs on about four feet of cable for
each of the four inputs and outputs. Snapping the
connector over the exposed printed circuit card edge at
the rear of the unit then completed the input /output
connections for all four channels. The phone plugs
were then used to patch the gates into our mixer at
channel access points for the main vocal mics.
In accordance with Omni Craft's recommended pro-

cedure we started out with both the threshold and
release controls in the full counter -clockwise position
(high threshold and fast release time). The threshold
was then lowered until the LED began to flicker and
the program began switching in and out. The release
time was then increased (to about a two o'clock position) to smooth out the sound and eliminate the chopping on and off. The results with these settings were
quite good. The vocals held the gate open when they
were present, and during vocal pauses the channels
gated off quickly to eliminate leakage. The net result
was a significant reduction of drum leakage. With the
leakge reduced it was then possible to mix the primary
drum channels at a higher level and maintain the same
overall balance (actually, since the drums sounded
much better than usual we probably tended to mix
them a little "hotter").
The only problem we encountered was on spoken
voice introductions to songs where the voice levels
were not as high as on the actual vocals. In order to
avoid chopping up the introductions it was necessary
to drop the threshold level a bit. The effectiveness of
the gate was then compromised somewhat since it
became easier for the ambient sound to hold the gate
open. However, the bottom line is that the GT-4 provided significant help with our drum leakage problem
and contributed to an improved overall mix.
Back at the shop we performed our usual listening
test by inserting the GT -4 into our reference system
and listening to some high quality albums through it.
We interfaced two channels of the unit through the
effects loop of our preamp so that the gates could alternately be included in the listening chain or bypassed by pressing a switch.
Upon comparing the gates in and out of the listening
chain, the first thing we noticed was a slight drop in
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Omni Craft GT -4: Input/output transfer curve.

level through the unit. This simply corresponds to the
insertion loss of the gates which depends on the input
impedance of the following stage (for a 600 -ohm
termination the insertion loss is about 3 dB). After a
period of listening and experimenting we determined
that the audio quality of the unit is excellent for signals well above the threshold. However, as the threshold was raised the audio quality dropped slightly and
with the threshold set right at the program level there
was audible "grit" as the channels gated on and off.
This would probably not be a problem in use since
the signal level will normally be far enough above the
threshold to avoid these problems. But this does suggest that for optimum audio quality, signals should
not be allowed to linger in the threshold region.

Lab Test: For specific results of the lab test see the
accompanying "Lab Test Summary." Because of the
simplicity of the circuitry of the GT -4, there were only
a few tests that could be made. The signal path
includes no active devices and as a result it cannot be
overdriven with line-level signals. The noise contribution of the unit is simply the thermal noise of its output shunt resistor (10 K ohms) or about -112 dBv. So
the unit is very unlikely to contribute noise to any
system. The distortion through the unit is quite low at
mid and high frequencies but increases at low frequencies. The distortion was also observed to increase
at all frequencies when the release time was changed
from "slow" to "fast." The THD also increased as the
threshold level was raised toward the signal level.
When the threshold was raised to a level that reduced
the output signal by 1 dB (signal just above threshold)
the THD was observed to be 1.5% at 100 Hz and about
.25% at 1 kHz.
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Hear the Magic of
UREI Time-aligned"
Monitors in Three
Different Sizes.
The UREI Time- alignedTM monitor speaker family now has three
members. Each features the extraordinary TATM sound. They
all include UREI 800 series Time -aligned -M crossover networks, Altec custom 604 duplex drivers with UREI H.F.
horn for extended anc more uniform H.F. response, and
pressure controlled apertures for excellent damping, high
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We prepared an input /output transfer curve for the
unit by plotting signal output level versus signal input
level. This curve is reproduced in Figure 1 and is
labeled to indicate the "off," "on" and "threshold"
regions of operation. The "expansion ratio" in the
threshold region is in excess of 40. That is, in the threshold region, an input level change of 1 dB will produce
an output level change of 40 dB or more. This gives the
gate the characteristic of being either "on" or "off"
without much intermediate area.
The operating instructions supplied with the GT -4
provide enough information to allow the owner to
interface the unit and properly operate it. The instructions also include some interesting suggestions for use
of the gates in the keyed mode.

LAB TEST SUMMARY
(Note: 0 dBV is referenced to .775 Vrms)

Input /Output Levels
As a "passive" signal processor neither the input nor the
output of the GT -4 can be overdriven or "clipped."
Noise Performance
The only noise the GT -4 adds to the signal processed
through it is the thermal noise from its 10 K ohm output
shunt resistor at about - 112 dBV.

Distortion Performance (THD)
THD was measured with the threshold control at a 12
o'clock setting (about - 23 dBV) and the release control at
the "slow" (full clockwise) setting.

Conclusion: The Omni Craft GT -4 noise gates were

Frequency

found to be effective for eliminating background noise
and sound leakage from audio channels. The gates are
easy to use and provide a sufficiently wide range of
control over the threshold and release time parameters. By switching to the keyed mode they can be
used to create a variety of new sounds. The audio
quality on listening through the unit is very good provided the signal is well above the threshold region and
fast release times are avoided. We can't help but feel
that for the signal improvement capability that the
GT-4 offers, it's a real bargain.
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-10dBV

OdBV
.0061%
.024%
.108%

+10dBV

.0094%
.039%
.221%

kHz

100 Hz

.0062%
.034%
.148%

Frequency Response
0.25 dB from 10 Hz to 100 kHz
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THE MUSE CONCERTS FOR A NON-

NUCLEAR FUTURE: No Nukes.
[Jackson Browne, Graham Nash,
John Hall and Bonnie Raitt, producers; Greg Ladanyi, Stanley
Johnston, Dennis Kirk, Don Gooch,
Jimmy !ovine, Shelly Yakus, Joe Chic carelli and David Hewitt, engineers;
recorded at Madison Square Garden,
New York, N.Y., September 19 -23,
1979.] Asylum ML -801.
Performance: Knockouts overpower
draws

ROBERT HENSCHEN
NAT HENTOFF
JOE KLEE
ALLAN KOZINN
STAN SOOCHER

-

Recording: "You Are There"

effort apparent from the long list of

If Poco had performed their No
Nukes version of "Heart Of The Night"
at Three Mile Island during the nuclear
meltdown, instead of possible radiation
leakage there probably would have
been an explosion. That's not to say
that No Nukes maintains this impact
throughout its six sides, but that there
are enough high power performances
here to make one hope that musicians
of this caliber will coalesce around
pressing social and env ronmental
causes like these more often.
Released less than three months
after the Garden concerts and edited
down from 20 hours of music, this two hour package represents a monumental

democratic philosophy of the MUSE
Foundation that everyone has an opinion to air. The most obvious production problem on a project like No Nukes
is that there are only a few performances available from each of the acts. A
band making a "live" album can usually
choose from numerous performances of
the same sones.
"Heart Of The Night" takes an ironic
interpretative twist when looked at in
the light of nuclear protest. (All but a
few English majors may want to jump
forward to the next paragraph.) "Cool
southern rain" becomes radioactive
fallout, New Orleans a bomb or reactor,
and the "heart of the night" symbolizes
the center of the atom. So the song is
transformed into an innocent ode to
nuclear technology that climaxes in a
spectacular exchange of solos between
Phil Kenzie's saxophone, and Rusty
Young and Paul Cotton's guitars.
Other highlights include Tom Petty's
acknowledgement of his blues -rock
roots on "Cry To Me," a tip of the hat to
the early Rolling Stones; Ry Cooder's
soulful "Little Sister," which only
needs a little more of William Smith's
organ in the mix; Graham Nash and
Jackson Browne's wistful vocals blending with David Lindley's mournful fiddle on "The Crow On The Cradle ";
James Taylor's faithful rendering of the
weary yet insightful singer /songwriter
genre on "Captain Jim's Drunken
Dream"; Chaka Khan's "Once You Get
Started" that outdoes anything on
1978's Chaka; and Bruce Springsteen's
no- holds- barred Mitch Ryder medley,
which gives us the first authorized

NO NUKES: (Left to right) John Hall, Carly Simon, James Taylor, Graham Nash,
Nicolette Larson and Bonnie Raitt, among others, sing out for a non -nuclear future.
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Reviewed By:
MIKE DEREVLANY
JIM FARBER

participants - assembled with the
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"live" Springsteen.
Crosby, Stills, and Nash's "Teach
Your Children" reemerges in the context of No Nukes as a stronger message
for the beginning of the '80s than it was
for the early '70s. Yet, the classic CSN
harmonies that weave in and out of an
informal "You Don't Have To Cry" lack
the sense of discovery that bolstered
their early work. Also, Graham Nash's
brave attempt at his "Cathedral" is
overwhelmed by the sheer size of
Madison Sqaure Garden.
John Hall can't be excused for his silly "Plutonium Is Forever," which is carried along by sentiment rather than
musical expertise or song structure.
"Power," from Hall's largely overlooked, yet highly listenable Power album,
does contain some nice pedal steel
guitar by the Doobie Brothers' John
McFee and is one of the best antinuclear anthems around. By comparison, the Doobie Brothers' own contributions sound more mechanical. The same
fate almost falls to Bonnie Raitt's rendition of Del Shannon's "Runaway," but
the song is saved by the arrangement.
Perhaps the biggest contrast on No
Nukes occurs in the uneven recording
quality of many of the songs. The huge,
ambient vastness of the Garden does
not make No Nukes unlistenable. But
on a tune like "Mockingbird," David
Sanborn's saxophone comes across like
a kazoo while Russ Kunkel's simple
drum techniques nevertheless manage
to achieve his typically big sound.
No Nukes, then, may not force you to
move from a nearby nuclear reactor.
But it may inspire you to set up a stereo
system in your neighborhood fallout
S.S.
shelter.

MARIANNE FAITHFUL: Broken
English. [Mark Miller Mundy, producer; Bob Potter, Ed Thacker, engineers; recorded at Matrix Studios and
Roundhouse Studios, London] Island
ILPS 9570.

Performance: To die for
Recording: Cloak and dagger
perfection

Marianne Faithful (an ex -Mick Jagger girlfriend who last had a hit in 1964
with The Stones' "As Tears Go By ") has
a new album, Broken English, which
presents the strongest example of musical hypnotism I have ever encountered.
Her voice casts a hallucinogenic spell,
perfectly supported by the unusual proJULY 1980

duction tecnniques. Producer Mark
Miller Mundy renders the main instruments here (the bass and synthesizers) as vaguely suppressed
mutants for a kind of padded cell effect;
with exacting drums and a sharp upfront vocal on top. The overall feel is of
pulsating ooze, while each individual
element is actually entered quite clearly
and straightforwardly. All the sound on
the album works (please excuse the

California -cuisinart expression)
organically

- such

as the smooth sax

solo which glides out of the end of
"Guilt." The moog in tracks like "Broken English remains ominously in the
background like a murderer crouched
in the bushes, ready to strike. It's the
thunder far off, creating more fear in
the present by sheer anticipation. Other
than some of Eno's recordings, a synthesized instrument has never sounded so
bloodthirstily human. Interestingly, if
this title track were mixed differently
(with even stronger moog and drums) it
might have been the best disco song

The Affordable Pro -Mixer
by Carvin

No one can
match the quality
and features now off ered in the new CAR VI N
MX Series Pro Board at our
low price! Features like

-

Professional V.U. Meters with
Talkback System
on board calibration controls
3 Band active channel
5 Balanced Outputs for,A -B Stereo,
equalizers
Monitors 1 & 2, and Mono A + B
Optional 9 Band Graphic EQ
Large 90 mm recording type Faders
for main outputs or reassignment
Direct Channel Outputs and Interrupt
to channels
Jacks for recording and channel patching
Available in 12 or 16 channel models
Selectable "Control Room "monitoring of all 5 buses
On -board Phantom Power + 48V for condenser mics
Independent channel "Soloing" with noiseless J -Fet switching
Dual reading LED Channel Peak Indicators that read both channel overloading and EQ overloading.
-

More important than features, you are buying quality! All wiring is done with a military type wiring
harness. The steel chassis is precision formed and assembled in a modular fashion designed to eliminate
strong RF fields. All P.C. Boards are super strong G -10 epoxy fiberglass. All components are securely anchored. If the board is dropped, its still going to work.
Switchcraft connectors, Centralab
All components used are of the highest quality obtainable like
switches, CTS sealed controls, low noise high slew rate Op-Amps and Discrete amplifiers. Even the sides
are 1" thick solid Walnut. The entire board is backed by a 1 YEAR Warranty.
The MX board has proven itself on numerous concert tours. It's been put to the test by professionals and
they are raving about its performance.
The best part are the factory prices that won't leave you broke. We currently sell the 12 Ch MX1202 for
$1095 and the 16 Ch MX1602 for $1495. (Add $250 for the optional Four9 Band EQ). Road cases by Anvil" are
available at $195 and $215 respectively.
You are probably asking "How do we do it for the price ?" It's simple. We build and sell direct to you
without any retail markup or commission.

-

Write for your FREE 64 page Color Catalog or Call TOLL -FREE 800-854- 2235 (714 -747 -1710 in CA) for more
information or to place your order. Use your Master Charge or VISA as a deposit and the balance will be
shipped C.O.D. As always, if within 10 days you are not 100% satisfied, your money will be refunded.

Carvin Dept

MR -32, 1155 Industrial Ave., Escondido, CA 92025
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"If you don't subscribe to Modern Recording
& Music, it's no wonder!"
Every month Modern Recording & Music, the
magazine for the creative musician, recordist
and sound reinforcement mixer, is loaded with
articles and ideas to help you handle your
specialty even better.
If you're a professional, or creatively involved
in music and recording, you can't afford to stay
out of sync with your creative world.
Exchange ideas in our "Talkback" and
"Letters to the Editor" sections; see what's new
in our "Product Scene" and "Musical Piewsicals"
columns; find out whát really goes on in the
studio from our "Groove Views" record reviews.
But most of all, learn...how to get the most
from your equipment.
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ever written. Also exciting is John Len
non's "Working Class Hero" where the
bass is an Edgar Allan Poe recurring

-

nightmare -the drums like a knife
plunging deep into entrails, and all
around the edges are tsetse fly cymbals,

giving it all a quicksand effect.
But beyond the funky and unique production, beyond the eight gorgeous melodies and revelatory lyrics, is Marianne
Faithful's voice part Sandy Denny in
phrasing, part Nico in mystery, but still
totally its own terrifying icon. It's the
Berlin Wall in David Bowie's "Heroes."
It's cigarette smoke blown in your face
that only later seems the product of affection. It's hair color too platinum to be
judged real or fake. It's a Mona Lisa
smile. Its the heroin addicts from all the
Warhol- Morrissey films the people
who make sloth seem like an art form. It
is astonishing. And it will stand.
J.F.

Cassette Duplicator:
Two Tracks,

-

-

LINDA RONSTADT: Mad Love. [Peter
Asher, producer; Val Garay, engineer;
recorded at Record One, Los Angeles,
Ca.] Asylum 5E -510.

Performance: Wooing controversy
Recording: Class conscious

Ronstadt's cover of Elvis Costello's
"Alison" on her last album prepared the
way for Mad Love. Let's face it, Linda's
already seen the American Dream many
times over, and all of Hollywood is at
her disposal. What remains is aberration from the norm, and L.A.'s favorite

Recordex introduces Mini Max,
feature for feature the lowest priced
cassette-to- cassette duplicator on the market. It copies two
tracks simultaneously at 15 ips. Automatic stop at end
of both record and rewind. Occupies little space 16"x7"
x91/2'; and weighs only 26 lbs. For more information, write
or call Recordex Corporation, 1935
Delk Industrial Blvd., Marietta, Ga.
30067 Phone (404) 955 -7368.
O
O
O

-
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You've always dreamed
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of time control ...

aberration these days is the newest
New Wave.
All kidding aside, this is a surprisingly good album, the most important Ron stadt since country -rock had its say in

the early Seventies. It isn't hard to
doubt the artistic sincerity of today's indulgent, cliquish rock superstars, particularly one who doesn't write her own
material and could be suspect in terms
of trendiness. But this time Ronstadt's
cover tunes aren't all wishy -washy cowgirl laments and old Motown remakes.
With three compositions each by Elvis
Costello and Mark Goldenberg, this
package has plenty of punch and heads
off in an impudent new direction.
It is Mark Goldenberg, in fact, that
Ronstadt has discovered amid the new
musical circles of L.A. He fronts an
unknown new wave band called The
Cretones, who once backed Wendy
Waldman and have a debut release on
Planet called Thin Red Line. His gutsy
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0
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M System
From ..

ADVANCED Audio Designs
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS

3890 Stewart Road Eugene. Oregon USA 97402 503- 485-4251
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It's time the Professionals were given a

few

things they've never had before.
McCAULEY

Commercial Series
McCauley Sound CO.
13608 94W Ave. E.
Puyc Ilup. WA 98371

(20e 848 -0363

rock tunes, said Ronstadt in her recent
Playboy interview, are second only to
Costello's among New Rock favorites.
"Mad Love," Goldenberg's opening title
track, is perhaps the least impressive
tune on the record, but it sets the punky
tone for things to come. "Cost Of Love"
and "Justine" on side two are stronger
vehicles for Ronstadt, bratty basic rock
with a hint of rockabilly and simple but
riveting lyrics. Goldenberg plays hot,
tense guitar throughout the album.

Costello's three contributions are
highpoints, and Ronstadt does "Party
Girl," "Girls Talk," and "Talking In The

CIRCLE 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LINDA RONSTADT: Semi -tough

You'll find straight information and
super equipment selection from a
friendly team of musicians and creative
technicians. You'll get fast delivery and
great services because, for us, that's
what being a PRO is all about.
VISA and Master Charge orders accepted
Virginia Residents (804) 583 -1894

UDIO,

LIGHT and MUSICAL

7461 TIDEWATER DRIVE

NORFOLK, VA. 23505

Dark" with considerably more angst
than she did "Alison" last year. "How
Do I Make You" by Billy Steinberg is
the album's single (b /w a country tune,
"Rambler Gambler," that didn't make
the album) and it's the big beat rather
than Ronstadt's treatment that dominates here. Side one closes with two
golden oldies, "I Can't Let Go" (Hollies)
and "Hurt So Bad" (Little Anthony), and
both are better than average exploitations of the rock classics that Hollywood
has been resurrecting so blandly of late.
Mixed to the 3M digital system at
The Mastering Lab (by Doug Sax and
Mike Reese), Mad Love is clean and
dynamic -let's hope its quality isn't
jeopardized by hectic pressings.
Ronstadt's semi -tough new stance,
whether it represents a jump on the
New Wave bandwagon or an earnest
feel for what's happening, comes off
well. She sounds like she's into it, and
Mad Love may be her most convincing
R.H.
album to date.
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JOLIS & SIMONE: Jolis & Simone.
[Ron Dante, producer; Mike DeLugg,
Artie Friedman, Doug Epstein, Vici
Fabry, engineers; recorded at Media sound Studios, New York and Automated Sound Studios, New York.] Columbia JC 36249.

IASHLY'HAS

A CROSSOVER FOR YOU
SC -70

249 List

Performance: Repetitious,
repetitious,
repetitious ..
Recording: A pop masterpiece

SC -80
349 List

.

"Jolis and what ?," you may very well
ask, since that's the usual first impression that this album seems to give to
most people. This not -so- dynamic duo
with the unusual name which sounds
like an imported cosmetic, has chosen
the perfect vehicle to go from obscurity
to oblivion in one easy step, their own album. They probably would have been
safer in cosmetics.
It's hard to imagine what made these
guys leave their basement, where the
world was safe from them, and go on to

maliciously churn out this relentless
onslaught of unequivocably boring glop.
The chance of an album, any album, not
having a single worthwhile cut is low,
but these guys were able to do it anyway. The first side has cutely -titled ditties like "The Paradise," on which J & S
sound like they're trying to imitate several slightly more famous rock groups in
one schizophrenic attempt; the ever crass "Cafe Au Lait;" "Just A Little
Love," stolen from the soundtrack of

the late -late -late show; "Midnight
Lady," which is nothing more than "The

Paradise" played backwards; and

SC -77
429 List

Ashly provides the widest selection of electronic crossovers in the industry.
Your choice of stereo two -way, stereo three -way, mono three -way, and mono
four -way. All with balanced inputs, input level controls, individual output
level controls, tunable crossover points, adjustable rolloff controls, and peak
overload lites. Add Ashly's rugged 16 gauge steel box and two year warranty
and you have an unbeatable package. Ashly Electronic Crossovers
designed
and built by people who still care about quality and reliability.

-

Fcr more information see your Ashly dealer or
Call or write: r

ASHLY' Ashly Audio

Inc.

Customer Service
1099 Jay St. Rochester, N.Y. 14611

(716) 328-9560
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...EXR welcomes the small studio owner
and the working musician to the era of
Psychoacoustic Enhancement.

a

Henry Mancini rip -off, "Rainin'." Absolutely yawn- inspiring.
And what more could one ask for,
than another side of more of the same.
Well, not quite the same; it isn't up to
the standards set by the first side. The
second side, although it purports to consist of several songs, is nothing more
than one long musical misadventure
broken up into five indistinct segments.
Jolis & Simone can't really be faulted
on the more technical aspects of the album. The production could be best described as adequate, and done in the
typical pop format of solid percussion
with crystal clear, sometimes too sibilant, high-hat, "mellow" guitar licks that
pop up out of nowhere and fade out, and
the predictably amorphous blend of instruments washing over the whole product with a powerful blandness. The
vocals are fairly clean, with harmonies
that, despite being more than occasionally overpowering, are easily the
JULY 1980

SC -22
290 List

The EXR Exciter model SP1
is the simplified direct descendent of the EXR Exciter
model EX2.
The same EXR Psycho-

acoustic Enhancement that
is dominating the Record
Charts and Major Concert
Circuits is now within the

financial feasibility of even
the most modest recording
studios and concert
situations
The EXR Exciter restores the
natural presence, clarity,
fulness, and signal separation lost in the audio
reproduction chain.

The Pioneer in Psychcacoustic Enhancement

EXR CORPORATION
3618 Elizabeth, Ann Arbor, MI (313) 996 -4111
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Get A GNOME

ASIN9ER'S DREAM!

._.-.

the original micro -synthesizer
Every day more people discover that PAIA's
GNOME is the most versatile, cost effective
special effects device on the market today.

John Simonton's time -proven design

provides two envelope generators, VCA, VCO
and VCF in a low cost, easy to use package.
Use alone with it's built in ribbon controller or
modify to use with guitar, electronic piano,
poly tonic keyboards, etc.
The perfect introduction to electronic music
and best of all, the Gnome is only $59.95 in
easy to assemble kit form. Is it any wonder
why we've sold thousands?

REMOVES VOCAL FROM MOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can zctually remove
most or virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard
stereo record and yet leave most of tie background
music untouched! Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works over the phone. Write for a brochure and demo
record below.
COST: $249.00

YOU SHOULD
For:

SEE US

Studio Echo /Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalization
Electronic Crossovers
Comp /Limiters

best thing J

& S have to offer. Harmonies aside, though, you can find more
entertaining music being played in

elevators.

M.D.

PINK FLOYD: The Wall. [David
Gilmour, Bob Ezrin, Roger Waters,
producers; James Guthrie, main
engineer; recorded at Superbear,
France, Producers Workshop, L.A.,
Ca., and CBS Studios, N.Y., New
York.] Columbia PE2 36183.

Performance: Desperately in need of
visual or mental /drug
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Wilshire Blvd. Oklahoma City. 0K 73116

Send GNOME MICRO. SYNTHESIZER Kit
($59.95 plus $2.00 postage)
GNOME MICRO-SYNTHESIZER
(Fully Assembled) $100.00 plus $2 postage
Send FREE CATALOG
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We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and
recording equipment. You will probabli have to pay
twice as much elsewhere to obtain comparable quality.
Only Direct Sales make our prices and quality possible.
Send $1 for a 20 page brochure and 20 minute
demonstration record.

Sound,

Write to: LT
Decatur, GA 30031.

Dept. MR,

P.O. Box 729,
(404) 284-5155
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ALL PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO NEEDS
AUDIO TECHNICA
ANVIL
ATLAS
AKG
BGW
BOSE
BEYER
CLEAR -COM
DBX
ELECTRO VOICE
CREST
DELTA -LAB
FURMAN SOUND
EMILIAR
KLIPSCH
SHURE
SOUNDWORKSHOP
OTARI
SOUNDCRAFT
NORTHRONICS

TECHNICS PRO

WHITE

CMG SOUND /SOUND BOX
Call Toll Free For Information And Prices On

Nationally Known
Professional Audio Equipment

1- 800 -638 -6050
CMG SOUND /SOUND BOX, P.O. Box 2094 Rockville, Md. 20852
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accompaniment
Recording: Too sanitized

Above all, Pink Floyd's music has
always tailored itself to whatever drug
was fashionable at a given time. In the
late sixties - early seventies, when it
was de rigueur to fry your brains on
acid, their music made sure to trip the
light fantastic with every psychedelic
grok and blam their instruments could
muster. Over the last few years, when
valium has become as much a trendy
household fixture as hanging plants and
track lighting, so Pink Floyd's music has
become a downer -freak's delight, reveling in apathetic musical arrangements
and dull lyrical concepts.
Their new double album, The Wall, is
again a low -key affair with the same
crisper approach used on their two
previous albums, aided by a fine rendering of a funky bass. Actually, this works
against the band conceptually. The flat
melodies here are more suited to the old
Creature -From -The Black- Lagoon production murk of Meddle and Ummagumma (the 1969 album that set the mold for
everything the band has done since,
with the exception of the wonderfully
commercial Dark Side Of The Moon).
Everything here is pre -washed fluff, except the orchestra; the one element
which should have been cleaned up. Instead it comes off like some cheap
organ-y mellotron. Roger Waters' sinus
attack vocals are as bland as ever,
though the lyrics have some nice twists
of black humor beyond their fashionable
isolationism. The added elements of
"musique concrete" (telephone rings,

children whining; even helicopter
sounds like those on the Apocalypse
Now soundtrack) are as sharply recorded and relevantly integrated as on recent albums, but again this works to the
band's disadvantage.
Most strange, though, is the concep-

NOISE

tuai upshot of the album, which is staunchly anti -drug and strongly mocking of
rock concert conventions and even their
own fans. Though the latter two may
possibly be worth putting down, the
band still comes off as obnoxiously
elitist and ultimately as bitterly self indulgent as the sound itself.
J.F.

GATE
GT -4

POWPHON.y
ELECTRONIC M(..IC & HOME RECORDING

The remarkably simple
optical noise gate that

contributes no noise or
distortion to your
signal, occupies
only 1 1/4" of rack
space and costs

only $395.00 for
four channels.

JOHNNY MINCE: Summer of '79.
[Bill Borden, producer; Claire Olivier,
associate producer; Fred Christie,
engineer; recorded at Mediasound
Studios, New York, N.Y., June 4 -5,
1979.] Monmouth Evergreen MES
7090.

The bimonthly electionic music
and home recording magazine
with regular column; on Home

recording, Computer music,
Composer profiles, Experimenter's
circuits. Reviews of recordings,
books and equipment for the
electronic musician.

PLUS
Advanced Applications
Construction Pojects

Modifications
Interviews
Product Information

To get the
lull story and
of deal
a list
ers call or write

Enter

RT.

BOX 40

4

Visa Mast sr Charge

LOCKPORT. IL.

Performance: Mince is the spice
Recording: Excellent, well- focused,
clean
All the musicians on this aptly titled
(it was completed during the summer of
1979) release go back a lot further than
1979 -all but pianist Lou Stein are
swing-era veterans of bands including
those of Bob Crosby, Tommy Dorsey,
Ray Noble and Artie Shaw. Stein, the
baby of the group at age 57 when this
record was made, just missed the swing
era, coming in with the bebop bands of
Ray McKinley and Charlie Ventura. Actually, Johnny Mince had the unfair advantage of growing up in the Chicago
area in the 1920s where he heard
clarinetists like Jimmie Noone and
Frank Teschmaker, as well as the first
proddings of the later day king of swing
Benny Goodman. Mince is often com-

pared with the smooth, sophisticated
style of Goodman but, to the contrary, I
find his playing more hot and inspired
than even that coming out of Noone and
Teschmaker, and only narrowly missing that split -edged excitement that
Pee Wee Russell used to get from the
instrument.
The tunes here are also a litany from
the swing era book. "If I Had You" and
"Poor Butterfly" from the Goodman
repertoire, "Pennies From Heaven"
and "When You're Smiling" out of
Louis Armstrong and "Alexander's
Ragtime Band," which was a favorite
with all the swing era bands.
But this is far from simply a swing era record. Johnny Mince has listened
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to the beboppers and all those trends in
jazz which came after and assimilated
them into his style. Perhaps egged on
by Stein's Mel Powell- and Bud Powell inspired piano, this comes to the fore
more than it would have if the pianist
had been Teddy Wilson or someone of a
more traditional persuasion than Stein.
Cliff Leeman keeps up on drums like he
did for Artie Shaw and Charlie Barnet
and a lot of the other big bands.
Sometimes he gets a bit loud and stiff,
but most of the time he manages to fit
into the proceedings perfectly. Listening to this recording, it's difficult to
realize that at one time Bob Haggart
was one of the firmest and strongest
bass players in the business. Today,
with the help of a bass amplifier, he
sounds squashy and tentative. His playing no longer sparkles the way it used
to. Of course it's perhaps not fair to expect Bob Haggart to play as well at 65
as he did in the '30s and '40s with
Crosby's Bobcats, yet Mince (two years
Haggart's senior) still has that drive
and verve and joie de vivre that he exhibited in his tenure with Ray Noble,
Joe Haymes and Tommy Dorsey.
I hate to second guess a producer as
good as Bill Borden, but I think that if I
were making a record like this I would
have opted for an older pianist and a
stronger bassist. However, there are
moments here which I wouldn't change
for the world, such as the two part invention woven by Mince and Stein on

"When You're Smiling."
The music may be the product of the
'30s and '40s, but the Spirit of '79 is still
going strong in souls like Johnny Mince
and Bill Borden and the gang at M.E.
J.K.

JOE PASS: I Remember Charlie Parker.
[Norman Granz, producer; Val Valentin, engineer; recorded Feb. 17, 1979
at Group IV, Hollywood, Ca.] Pablo
Today 2312 109.

Performance: A good Pass, but not
the real Bird
Recording: Loud and clear, including
the pick noise and string
slide

Let's begin with what's good about
this recording, and it is very good indeed. Joe Pass is an excellent guitarist
especially when he's playing the sort of
lush ballads he plays here! If at times
he is considered background music it
MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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anò Cecil
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Quincy
Jones...
quality

demands

By Nat Hentoff
Even the most self -stimulating big
bands have their mechanical nights.
No one ever seems to know why the
same group of players can catch fire
on a Tuesday and then just go through
the motions the next evening. I've
heard the fabled Ellington band come
into town after ten hours on a bus and
soar. Another time, fully rested, they
played like sleepwalkers. The same
with Basie. What makes On The Road/Count Basie and Orchestra so wondrous an album is that Norman Granz
happened to catch the Basie crew on
one of those incandescent nights. The
place was Montreux, Switzerland, and
the date: July 12, 1979.
"Yeah," Norman Granz told me
recently, "the band was really hopping that night!" Always, with Basie,
there is that enormous reservoir of

power -the biting brass and rolling
saxes, complemented by the leader's
dramatically spare piano. Somehow,
with the judicious application of one
finger, Basie projects a more propelling pulse than the whole band. But
when the orchestra is really wailing,
there is an extra dimension of exultation in both the band's attack and
Basie's sly form of rhythmic jujitsu.
And that's what happens on every
track of this Pablo Live session.
There are also, of course, a number
of incisive soloists from trumpeter
Ray Brown to trombonist "Bootie"
Wood to reedman Eric Dixon and the
nonpareil Basie himself. The charts include originals from within the band,
commissions from outside, and Duke
Ellington's "In A Mellow Tone."
There's much good humor in the playing, and the quality of the sound is appropriately crisp and buoyant.
The "life force," as he calls it, of
Cecil Taylor is both similar to and different from Count Basie's. Similar
because it is as deeply rooted as
Basie's in the black experience, in-

-

cluding the myriad shades and
celebrations of the blues. Different
because Taylor's background and

curiosity extends to all music, from
"the conservatory," in his term, to
Japanese Kabuki revelations. But at
the core, Taylor is irrepressibly
jazz his own formative influences
having encompassed Fats Waller, Jelly Roll Morton, Duke Ellington, Bud
Powell, Thelonious Monk, and Horace

-

Silver. And much, much more. Being
now at the forefront of jazz innovation, Taylor also extends all the way
back to field hollers. So he is different
from Basie primarily in the scope of
his musical obsessions. Different, but
not better. Each is invaluably beyond
category.
Cecil Taylor Live in the Black
Forest on Pausa is a "live" session on
SWF-Radio Jazz
June 3, 1978
Concert in Kirchzarten, Black Forest,
West Germany. Taylor's intensely
resourceful colleagues are trumpeter
Raphe Malik, alto saxophonist Jimmy
Lyons (a long -time sharer of Taylor's

-a

probes into the unforeseeable);
violinist Ramsey Ameen; bassist
Sirone; and drummer Ron Jackson.
This is true, persistently challenging
collective improvisation -a fascinating continuum of anticipation and
response. But the fiery center is Taylor whose piano improvising creates
more sustained, inventive energy
than anyone else on the instrument -all aimed toward "the
magical lifting of one's spirits to a
state of trance."
The recording is vividly resonant,
projecting the extraordinary and
sometimes exhausting presence of
Cecil Taylor's unrelenting way of
shaking himself and the listener into
new dimensions of feeling.
COUNT BASIE: On The Road. [Nor-

man Granz, producer; Dave
Richards, engineer.] Pablo Live
D2312112.
CECIL TAYLOR: Live in the Black
Forest. [Joachim Berendt, pro-

ducer;

Norbert

Klovekorn,

engineer.] Pausa 7053.

Photographed at RECORD PLANT, Los Angeles, CA
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This is

reverberation.
Realistic reverberation is a rich, random pattern of sound
reflections whose echo density increases as the sound
decays. For any audio professional, reverberation is an
essential tool for transforming dry, close -miked sources into
warm, full- bodied sounds.

This isn't.

You can't get realistic reverberation from simple delay
systems, even those that advertise "hard reverb" capability
or so-called "reverb programs." (Instead. what you get is
flutter echo, with very low echo density.) But you do get
real reverberation -and an astonishing degree of flexibility
and control -from the Ursa Major SPACE STATION'',
where a digital RAM is tapped at over 20 locations at once.
With this many taps, one large group can be dedicated to
synthesizing rich, dense decay patterns, while another group
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early reflection pattern.
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certainly is true that his guitar playing
works on that level as well as on the inspirational jazz level. I cannot think of
any other guitar virtuoso in the jazz
field today with Pass' ability to get
around the instrument and do things
that are totally amazing. There's also a
lot of fine music in what Pass plays exclusive of his astounding technique and
this collection of ballads (including
some seldom heard gems such as "Just
Friends," "I Didn't Know What Time It
Was" and "If I Should Lose You ") is the
occasion for much fine playing by Pass.
What's bad about this record is the
hook, the gimmick, the half -truth that
Joe Pass remembers Charlie Parker.
Bird died March 12, 1955. Joe Pass did
not surface as a major jazz voice until
the 1960s and his style has only the
remotest connection with Charlie
Parker's. As a technical virtuoso
guitarist whose style relies as much on
chordal statements as linear 'melodies
his inspirations were probably players
like Barney Kessel, who did, in fact,
play and record with Parker, and
Charlie Byrd, who did not.
Joe Pass is not the first post-Parker
musician to come along and dedicate
albums to Bird concentrating on tunes
that Parker played. I guess there's really nothing terribly wrong with that, except that there are players around who
do remember Charlie Parker. They
knew him. They played with him. They
are still good players and if you're going to pay tribute to Bird why not do so
with Howard McGhee, Dizzy Gillespie,
Barney Kessell and other players who
really knew him and played with him
and would have reminiscences that
were not only personal but more in
keeping with Bird's style?
Charlie Parker was a fleet- footed
messenger who spun out long lines of
notes gracefully interconnected in a
way which was totally compatible with
the saxophone. The guitar, especially
the unaccompanied acoustic guitar, is
not the ideal instrument for such forays
of quick passages as Bird wove. And
when it comes to sustaining notes, the
acoustic guitar is one of the most difficult instruments for that purpose.
Forgetting the Bird syndrome, Joe
Pass gives us a pleasant recital of
ballads that make for pleasant enough
listening. Only on the second take of
"Out of Nowhere" does Pass get brave
enough to venture into the world of
linear swoops and swirls where the true
Charlie Parker lived. It's nice that he

chose these tunes, all of them good
tunes and all of them tunes that Parker
recorded on his famous "with strings"
albums but whatever the dedication, it
comes out Joe Pass and, as often happens with solo guitar, it doesn't swing
often enough to approach the goals that
the concept would imply. Bird always
swung whether he was playing with
strings, without strings or even with a
bad rhythm section. Pass doesn't
always swing, but just consistently
enough that we critics can't accuse him
of being a non-swinger.
Actually my complaint about this
record isn't so much about what it is, as
about what it could have and would
have been if the artist and the concept
had been better matched.
J.K.

-
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SIR EDWARD ELGAR: The Dream of

P.O. Box 1075

Gerontius. Alfreda Hodgson, con-

Rochester, New York 14603
(716) 663-8820

ander Gibson, cond. [Simon Lawman,
producer; Bob Auger, engineer; re-

corded in Britain in 1976.] Vanguard
VSD 71258/71259.

Performance: In the Elgar tradition
Recording: Soloists and orchestra

okay, chorus could be

clearer
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Henry Cardinal Newman's dramatic

earlier as being too Catholic for an
English festival. Perhaps being a
Roman Catholic in a Protestant land,
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Although this is the third version of
Dream of Gerontius to be listed in the
Schwann catalog, it remains a work
which is not as well known as it should
be. As a sacred oratorio it details the
final confrontation between man's soul
and man's maker. The text is from John
poem of the same name, a copy of which
was thoughtfully given to Mr. and Mrs.
Elgar by their parish priest as a wedding present. I wonder if that nameless
cleric had any idea the wheels he was
setting in motion. Some years later
Elgar chose the text as the libretto for
his Opus 38 composed for the Birmingham Festival of 1900. This, despite the
fact that a projected setting of the text
by Dvorak had been rejected ten years

I

11/

ONO

whirlwind
tralto; Robert Tear, tenor; Benjamin
Luxon, baritone; The Scottish National Orchestra and Chorus, Sir Alex-

M

At our new, low price, the BGW Model 10 is
your best crossover value.
Write for full technical specifications or
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BGW Systems. Inc 13130 S Yukon Ave Hawthorne. CA 90250 1213) 973 -8090
In Canada: Omnimedia Corp 9653 Cote de Liesse. Dorval. Quebec H9P 1A3
.
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the concept of The Dream of Gerontius"
appealed to Elgar for that very reason.
The work itself is highly liturgical, including such elements of the mass as the
Kyrie (both in Greek and in a rough
English paraphrase), a litany, a strongly
put credo, beginning with the words
"Firmly I believe and truly," a brief allusion to the Ave Maria and a finely
crafted paraphrase of the opening
words of the twenty -third psalm, "My
soul is in my hand...I have no fear." It
was clearly a work of faith on the part of

Elgar as much as was The Resurrection
Symphony on the part of Mahler.

Robert Tear is considerably better
known today than he was in 1976, largely due to his inclusion in the cast of the
first full -length production of Alban
Berg's Lulu which took place in 1979 at
the Paris Opera. His is an excellent,
firmly controlled tenor voice able to
communicate both the despair of Gerontius' opening "Jesu, Maria
am near
to death" and the expectant exultation
of the soul on its way to see God. Less

-I
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work is not as well known as Handel's
Messiah or some of the other chestnuts
that we hear so frequently in church or
in the concert hall. For one thing,
Messiah is theologically a universal
Christian text which can be utilized by
Catholic and Protestant alike whereas
Dream Of Gerontius is nothing if not
denominationally Catholic. Also it is, as
pointed out by liner annotator Diana
McVeagh, a thoroughly written piece. It
does not excerpt easily the way that
Handel's Messiah does with its convenient "Hallelujah Chorus" or solos like
"He Shall Feed His Flock." It also deals
with the theological problem of life and
death rather than setting events from
the gospels to music in dramatic
fashion.
I hope that this recording achieves
some success for in Sir Edward Elgar
the world had a great composer who
wrote much more valuable music than
the occasional marches and the Enigma
Variations for which he is primarily re-

membered.

The Sam Ash Hot Line is your direct line to the professional
advice and low discount prices that you'll get only from Sam Ash,
New York's Music Department Store. Call our Hot Liners on our toll free number and you'll understand why musicians all over the world depend on them for
information, price quotes or lust plain advice.
There's no mystery we're the biggest in the business, with six Sam Ash stores
in the New York area plus a huge warehouse.Weve got a 55 year -old reputation
that proves we know what our customers need. So when you need musical
equipment and want to deal with a firm that you can trust with your hard
earned money, use the toll free Sam Ash Hot Line. We're waiting to help you.
GUITARS
KEYBOARDS

well known are contralto Alfredo
Hodgson and baritone Benjamin Luzon
but this too is only a matter of time.
Both sing their parts nicely and will in
the tradition of Sir Edward Elgar and
the English oratorio. While the chorus
handles its part well it is not as clearly
recorded as it could have been, and especially in the counterpoint of the
chorus of Demons, things tend to blur.
For their work, it is well to follow the
thoughtfully printed libretto on the inner sleeve of this double album at least
the first time around.
To be sure there are reasons why this

S,nc

1924

4014a
MUSIC STORES

PENINSULA BOULEVARD. HEMPSTEAD NEW YORK 11550

J.K.

BACH: Chromatic Fantasia and
Fugue; Italian Concerto; Four Duets
from the Clavierubung, Book 3.
Rosalyn Tureck, piano. [Steven Epstein, producer; Milton Cherin, Bud
Graham, engineers. Recorded at CBS
Recording Studios, New York, N.Y.]
Columbia M 35822.

Performance: Gripping
Recording: Clear
I admit to having been, not so long
ago, one of those people who steadfastly
believed that Bach should not be played
on the piano. It wasn't entirely a question of authenticity: I just didn't think
the music sounded as well on the piano
as on the harpsichord. But then, I attended one of Rosalyn Tureck's marathon concerts at which she played the
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Goldberg Variations (repeats and all) on
both instruments, and to my surprise, I
found the piano rendition by far the
more striking. Having developed a piano
technique specifically suited to bringing
out the details of Bach's subtly weaving
voices, Tureck brought just this sort of
revelation to thousands of people over
the last 40 years or so, and in the course
of her career, she has recorded the full
Bach keyboard canon-some parts more
than once. Sadly, her recordings for
Decca Gold label have been out of print
for many years.
It is particularly heartening to learn,
therefore, that Columbia is having
Tureck record this glorious literature
once again, leaving the instrumentation
up to her. The present disc is her first
piano recording in many years, and it
captures her approach extremely well.
In the opening and closing movements
of the Italian Concerto, Tureck's playing is full of energy. Yet, it is not the
king of unbridled energy that, on many a
piano recording of Bach, causes the textures to melt together. Rather, Tureck's
careful attention to dynamics and her
intuition about ornamentation lead to
performances that are as finely detailed
as one could want. The middle Adagio,
by contrast, is played with the most sublime elegance. Here, she has chosen to
add embellishments to the alto line -an
attractive idea which she justifies in her
liner notes, and one she follows with
consistency throughout the movement.
The four Duets are attractive enough,
and in Tureck's reading they command
more attention than they might otherwise deserve. After these short works,

though, the Chromatic Fantasia and
Fugue comes as quite a contrast. As in
the Italian Concerto, individual voices
in a complicated structure are brought
out with remarkable clarity, and the

dexterity evident in the scrambling
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features that were
thought of by
users, not mak ers

No more
hook -ups
like this

single -line runs of the Fantasia leave no
doubt that Bach's most difficult keyboard writing is still well within
Tureck's grasp. To some, the longish

pause between the Fantasia and the
Fugue, and the slow, deliberate statement of the Fugue theme, may seem
overly dramatic. It is, however, typical
of Tureck's thoughtful Bach style, and I
find it effective.
The recording itself is very good,
apparently miked not too closely and in
a suitably ambient room. The only complaint I really have would concern the

pre -echo before most cuts.

47
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Signal -Flex
new compact
set -up

H.D. noiseless microphone cables with a SIGNAL-FLEX
exclusive-Right Angle Female XLR type connectors. This
SIGNAL-FLEX innovation, without independent components,
allows a more compact hook -up.

Look to SIGNAL-FLEX for distortion free connectors and
cables for your audio gear.
KAMAN Distributors
Coast Whole
c and C. Brun. e..wB Son
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Advertiser's Index
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39.
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85. .
112.
59. .
127

61.
86.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

104.

92.

.BGW

97

.Carvin
.Carvin
.Cetec Gauss
.CMG Sound
.Coast Wholesale

99
85
37

.

.dbx
DeltaLab
.DOD Electronics

24

.Eastcoast Sound

83

.Electro -Voice

.

27

.

.EXR

74.

.

.

.Furman

94

87.

.

.

.Gold Line

98

41.

.

.

.HSC

56

140.

.

.JBL

12, 13

No #.

.

.LT Sound

90

79..

.

Maxell
.McCauley

23
88

105.

48.

.

.

69.

64.
100.

.

.

.

No #.
.

89.

.

.PAIA

.

.

.Peavey

42.
144.
.

124.
116.

No #.
No #.

83.
76.
77.
67.

.

.
.

.Polyline
.Polyphony

.

.QSC Audio Products

.

.

.Sunn

.

.

.Tapco

.

.

.

.TDK
.TEAC

.

.

.Technics

.
.

18, 19
8

.

99.

.

.

.Yamaha

21

I

-

M500, M160, M200, M100, etc. Both new and
remanufactured models available. Write or
phone for availability and prices. ESSI, Beyer
Microphone Offer. P.O. Box 176, Jericho,
New York 11753. (516) 921 -2249.

FOR SALE: (2 ea.) Crown PSA -2 Amplifiers
$1,100; Crown VFX -2 Electronic Crossovers
$195 (3 ea.). Barney O'Kelly (614) 268 -5643.

FOR SALE: Complete, state -of- the -art, mobile
recording studio. 80 -8; 25 -2; Tascam Model
10 & 5 (20 x 8); AKG- 451's; EV-667's, RE10's, SAE amps; TAPCO effects; SUNN moni-

96

-up

BEYER MICROPHONES
to 40% off list
on wide range of Beyer models including

FOR SALE -MCI 16/24 PLAYBACK MACHINE. Plays back 16 or 24 at the flip of a
switch. Call Michael (212) 581 -6505.

Systems. 8004 Crown Circle, Tampa, FL
33615.

28, 29
Cover 4

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT. Shop
for pro audio from N.Y.'s leader, no matter
where you live! Use the Harvey Pro Hot -Line
800 -223 -2642 (except NY, AK, HI). Expert advice, broadest selection such as: Otari,EXR,
Ampex, Tascam and more. Write or call for
price or product info: Harvey Professional
Products. Division, 2 W. 45th Street, New
York, NY 10036 (212) 921 -5920.

WANTED: RECORDING EQUIPMENT OF ALL
AGES AND VARIETIES. Microphones, outboard gear, consoles, tape decks, etc. Dan
Alexander, 6026 Bernhard, Richmond, CA
94805 USA (415) 232 -7933 or (415) 232 -7818.

with catalog -$5.00. Progressive Audio

5

Get a 96 hole patchbay for your studio that
you can install WITH NO SOLDERING! The
NEXUS patchbay is a self- contained, rack
mounting unit with 96 1/4 " jacks on the front
panel wired to 96 RCA jacks on the back
panel. The circuits are "normalled" and
isolated from each other and the chassis. The
work is done for you with nearly 500 soldered
connections to the finest SWITCHCRAFT
parts. It is ideal for 4, 8, and 16 track systems
using TEAC, SOUND WORKSHOP, dbx and
most other standard equipment. We include
instructions to suit your own needs. The
NEXUS patchbay costs $350. Give us a call
at (201) 337 -0707 and we will give you professional advice on your particular system, be it
studio or concert oriented. If you've got the
dime we've got the beer. Seriously we enjoy
discussing audio problems and if what we
have won't serve your needs, we'll tell you
that too. NEXUS, Inc., 50 Chuckanutt Drive,
Oakland, NJ 07436.

AABCO MUSIC CLOSEOUT LIQUIDATION:
2ea. TAPCO 2202 stereo octave equalizer
$174. 4ea. TAPCO 6000cí mixer $195. 2ea.
TAPCO 6000R mixer $243. 2ea. ASHLY SC77
stereo 3 -way electronic crossover $260. DBX
503 3 -band expander $497. DBX 501 1 -band
expander $192. 3ea. DBX 500 boom box
$179. 4ea. DBX 505 expander and boom box
$331. 4ea. DBX 164 stereo limiter $287. Bea.
Audio Technica ATM -41 microphones $75.
2ea. JBL 2203A 12" LF speakers $105. 20ea.
JBL 3120 passive crossovers $42. 28ea. JBL
2440 replacement diaphragms $33. Barney
O'Kelly (614) 268 -5643.

BUILD YOUR OWN ACCURATE STUDIO
MONITORS! Complete construction plans

16

17

110.

.Whirlwind
.Whirlwind

JH -114

(914) 758-5605.

45

97

.

MCI,

training. 12 St. John, Red Hook, NY 12571

93
Cover 3

81

.

G.C.

2

.UREI
.Ursa Major

65.

6yr.,

accredited professional audio recording

69

98

.Soundcraft
.Sound Workshop
.Studiomaster

96. .
120.

.

HDSK,

CENTER FOR AUDIO STUDIES -Unique

26
90
65
94
93

.Sam Ash
.Sescom

125.

98.

.

.

87

.

.

.

.Recordex
.RolandCorp US

.

.

93

Electronics

.

.

51

14

.

.

p.1

6,7

.

.

94
99

.

-8

JBL AND GAUSS SPEAKER WARRANTY
CENTER. Fast emergency service. Speaker
Reconing and Repair. Compression driver
diaphragms for immediate shipment. NEW COME SOUND, 4684 Indianola Avenue,
Columbus, OH 43214. (614) 268 -5605.

57

.

-2

OVERSTOCK SALE: (JBL speakers) 2402
Tweeters $87., 2202A 12" $102., E110 $91.,
E120 $113., E130 $117., E140 $119. (SHURE
microphones) SM57 $85., SM58 $109. NEWCOME SOUND. (614) 268 -5605.

11

.Omni Craft
Orban
Otari
.Pace/MM

.

126.
149.

80.

.Norton

.

.

138
60.

.

.

No#.

.

.

.

No #.

89

.MicMix
.Mike Shop
.Musicians Supply
.MXR
Cover 2,
.MXR

.

136.
132.

I

59

.ESS

.

FOR SALE 20 x 16 Custom Bushnell
Console. Full 16 TK Monitor
cues
effects busses, full patching with AUX patch
bay and equipment rack -Mainly UREI Electronics. Price 4 K or make offer. Call Dale or
Dave (303) 473 -1114.

w /Mo.100trans, 16trk, 31 /2yr., QII auto locate,
exc. condt. MCI JH -538, 38 x 38 filled, 6
options, plasma LED, 46 function JH -50, less
than 100hrs, 1979. MCI JH -416, 24 x 24 filled,
VU's, 5yr., mint condt. QUAD 8, Mo.2082,
1969, VU's, 20 x 16 filled, Quasi. Para., Excellent condt. Contact: Steve Simmons (405)
946 -9987.

58

.

121

Tascam, Sound Workshop, TEAC, Technics
Pro, dbx, MXR, BGW, Eventide, EV, Shure,
Maxell, Ampex, Urei, Stax, Sennheiser,
Orban, Spectro- Acoustics, NAD, 'vie,
DeltaLab, Studiomaster and more! Send for
price quotes. ZIMET PRO AUDIO, Dept. MR,
1038 Northern Blvd., Roslyn, NY 11576.

FOR SALE: Ampex MM -1100, 16trk w /8trk

15

.

.

.

97

38, 39
25

.Crown

.

.

99

.Crest

.

123.
82.
139.

90

.Countryman

.

114.
106.

-

Au ratone
.A -V Binder Co
.

.

.

87
63
22

43
89
88
53
95
96

.

.

96

.Anvil Cases
.Arp Instruments
.Ashly Audio
.Audio Light & Musical .
.Audio Arts Engineering

.
.

84.
62.
47.
142.
95. .
72.

Page #
.Abadon Sun
.Advanced Audio
.AKG

tors; Ampex Grand Master tape; remote control for decks; all housed in 1979 Dodge Van
200. Ideal for live recording or sound reinforcement applications. All mint. $22,500.00
lot. P.O. Box 11499, Aspen, CO 81611.

100

HOW TO PROFIT using your own home equipment for part time recording business. FREE
INFORMATION. HSC, Box 4870MR, Austin,
TX 78765.
FREE LIST! Musical Merchandise Closeouts!

New, Used, Surplus, Guitars, Amps, Accessories. ROMACO, P.O. Box 734, Lawrenceville, GA 30246.

MODERN RECORDING & MUSIC
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Series 1S

Hard top or soft top.
Aluminium flightcase for the tough life on the road.
Or walnut console with leather armrest.

Both versions have identical, excellent specifications and
facilities, and are available in three sizes:12/2,16/2, 20/2.
Recent improvements include super new potentiometers
with 41 click positions and new design ultra quiet,
noise -cancelling mic input circuitry.
In either case, on or off the road,
the Soundcraft Series 1S mixer is a class ad.
Ask for the brochure.
Soundcraft Inc.
PO Box 2023 Kalamazoo, Michigan 49003, USA.
Telephone: (616) 382 6300 Telex: 22 -4408 Soundcraft KMZ
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd
5 -8 Great Sutton Street, London EC1V OBX, England.
Telephone: 01 -251 3631 Telex: 21198
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For Further Information,
please write or call 616/382 -6300
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chnics RS -M85 MK2 with metal tape.
e pushed performance to a new high.
ut kept the old price*
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Last year you could get the precision of direct drive
nd the unparalleled accuracy of quartz with Technics
RS -M85. The cassette deck Audio magazine (June '79)
said "had the best tape speed characteristics ever
measured in a cassette deck." This year you can get
hat same accuracy with the RS -M85 MK2. Along with
the additional benefits of metal tape. Yet we didn't
dd a cent to the price.
What we did add is more dynamic range, a wider

requency response and sendust- formulation heads
hat easily handle the difficult jobs of recording and
rasing metal tape.
One more difficult job the RS -M85 MK2 easily
andles is keeping wow and flutter down to a micro copic 0.035% while maintaining excellent speed
ccuracy. But that's not surprising. At least not with
ethnics quartz -locked direct drive. This servo system
ompares the rotation of our direct -drive motor with
he unwavering frequency of a quartz oscillator,

and instantly applies corrective torque whenever the
slightest speed deviation is detected.
Another one of the RS -M85 MK2's bright spots
is its two- colored fluorescent (FL) bar -graph meters.
A device attack time of just 5 millionths of a second
proves they're fast. While no more than 0.1 dB deviation from the 0 VU level proves they're accurate.
And teat's proof enough.
Still, the RS -M85 MK2 has even more: Like a
separate,coreless DC motor for reel drive. Dolby' NR.
A low- noise, highly linear amplifier section. Full IC
logic controls. A 3- position bias /EQ selector with bias
fine adjustment. And an optional full- function infrared
wireless remote control (RP-070).
Technics RS -M85 MK2. We pushed the performance up. Not the price.
FREQ. RESP. (Metal): 20- 20,000 Hz. WOW AND
FLUTTER: 0.035 °o WRMS. S/N RATIO(Dolby in): 69dB.
SPEED DEVIATION: No more than 0.3%.
'Based or Technics recommended price for RS -M85 and
+Dolby is trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

i

RS -M85

Technics

Professional Series
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MK2.

